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Abstract

This thesis concerns the deposition of thin films for solar cells using pulsed laser deposition (PLD) and pulsed electron deposition (PED). The aim was to deposit copper tin sulfide (CTS) and zinc sulfide (ZnS) by pulsed laser deposition to learn about these materials in relation to copper zinc tin sulfide (CZTS), a new material for solar cells. We were the first research group to deposit CTS by pulsed laser deposition and since this is a potential solar cell material in its own right we experimented with CTS solar cells in parallel with CZTS. Both CTS and CZTS contain only earth-abundant elements, which make them promising alternatives to the commercially successful solar cell material copper indium gallium diselenide (CIGS). Complementing our group’s work on pulsed laser deposition of CZTS, we collaborated with IMEM-CNR in Parma, Italy, to deposit CZTS by pulsed electron deposition for the first time. We compared the results of CZTS deposition by PLD at DTU in Denmark to CZTS made by PED at IMEM-CNR, where CIGS solar cells have successfully been fabricated at very low processing temperatures.

The main results of this work were as follows:

- Monoclinic-phase CTS films were made by pulsed laser deposition followed by high temperature annealing. The films were used to understand the double bandgap that we and other groups observed in the material.

- The Cu-content of the CTS films varied depending on the laser fluence (the laser energy per pulse and per unit area). The material transfer from the multicomponent target to the film was generally not stoichiometric.

- The annealed CTS films could not be more than about 700 nm thick to avoid exfoliation and bubbles in the films. The CTS solar cells have therefore not yet been optimized and the maximum efficiency of our CTS solar cells was 0.3% so far.

- The aim of using pulsed electron deposition was to make CZTS at a low processing temperature, avoiding the 570°C annealing step used for our pulsed laser deposited solar cells. Preliminary solar cells had an efficiency
of 0.2 % with a 300 °C deposition step without annealing. Further process control is needed.

- With both pulsed laser deposition and pulsed electron deposition we found that the Cu-content of the films could be altered by changing the fluence (in PLD) or the voltage and pressure (in PED). SnS evaporated preferentially from the multicomponent target at low laser intensity and low pulsed electron beam voltage.

- Finally we compared two different lasers for deposition of CZTS and CTS: a 248 nm, 20 ns KrF excimer laser and a 355 nm, 6 ns Nd:YAG laser. While my colleague found that CZTS was best deposited with the 248 nm laser which has a high enough photon energy to exceed the band gap of the ZnS phase in the target, I found that it did not make a large difference which of the two lasers was used for the deposition of CTS. Due to the longer pulses leading to a lower laser intensity at a given fluence, the 248 nm laser afforded a somewhat wider fluence range for optimal Cu-content in the films.

- Droplets of up to micron size were found on the films of CZTS and CTS by both pulsed laser deposition and pulsed electron deposition. The number of droplets diminished when the fluence was reduced in PLD or when the accelerating voltage was reduced in PED. The change in laser wavelength from 355 nm to 248 nm in contrast had no impact on the number of droplets on the CTS films at a given fluence.
Dansk opsummering

Denne PhD-afhandling drejer sig om fremstilling af materialer til en ny type solceller: CZTS og CTS. CZTS står for kobber-zink-tinsulfid (Cu₂ZnSnS₄) mens CTS er kobber-tinsulfid (Cu₂SnS₃). Bestanddelene kobber, zink, tin og svølv er alle almindelige i jordens skorpe og er dermed velegnede til udvikling af en solcelleteknologi, som skal kunne udbredes vidt og bredt under omstillingen til vedvarende energi. CZTS minder om et andet solcellemateriale, kobber indium gallium selenid (CIGS), som er i kommersiel produktion, men som indeholder det sjældne og eftertragtede metal indium. På grund af svingende priser og stigende efterspørgsel på indium er der i løbet af de sidste ti-femten år kommet fokus på at finde et alternativt materiale. CZTS er dog endnu ikke lige så effektivt et solcellemateriale som CIGS; de bedste solceller af CIGS er over 20 % effektive mens de bedste CZTS solceller er knap 10 % effektive.

I mit arbejde har jeg benyttet en speciel teknologi, som min gruppe på DTU har mange års erfaring med, nemlig pulset laserdeponering. I denne metode bruger man en pulset laser med meget høj energi til at bestråle en pille af fast stof (et ‘target’), som vaporiseres og danner en tynd film på en overflade inde i et vakuumkammer. På grund af den høj energi kan man danne krystalstrukturer ved relativt lav temperatur og man har haft succes med metoden til at danne meget komplicerede materialer. Derfor kunne metoden også tænkes at være velegnet til CZTS og CTS.


Nogle få andre grupper har arbejdet med samme teknik til CZTS før os, mens ingen andre har prøvet at lave CTS med denne teknik før. Vi har derfor kunnet komme med noget helt nyt. Efter vi fandt ud af, hvordan vi kunne styre laserdeponeringsprocessen, så fik vi det rigtige forhold mellem kobber og
tin i kobberkobberinsulfid, lykkedes det at bage filmene og fremstille kobberkobberinsulfid af høj kvalitet, som kunne blive karakteriseret optisk. Min kollega Andrea Crovetto fandt derefter sammen med nogle samarbejdspartnere ud af, at det såkaldt dobbelte båndgab, som vi så i materialet, kunne forklares teoretisk på grund af asymmetri i materialet, hvilket har bidraget til den grundlæggende viden om denne form af CTS, $\text{Cu}_x\text{SnS}_3$, i en monoklinisk krystalstruktur. At materialet har to båndgab betyder, at der er to energiniveauer, som kan optage lys, når man netop når op over de lavere fotonenergier, hvor materialet er gennemsigtigt. Den teoretiske forklaring på fænomenet gør, at forskere nu kan føle sig mere sikre på, at de har lavet det rigtige materiale, når de ser to energiniveauer i absorptionsspekret, fremfor at tro, at de er kommet til at lave to forskellige materialer, som er blandet sammen.

Vi har arbejdet med at fremstille både CZTS og CTS med to forskellige strategier: 1) via deponering af en tyndfilm med de rigtige bestanddele (kobber, tin, zink og svovl), som derefter bages sammen med svovl for at opnå den rigtige krystalstruktur til at indgå i en solcelle; 2) ved at deponere tyndfilm direkte i den rigtige krystalstruktur. At deponere filmene direkte ved høj temperatur var i første omgang svært, fordi vi ikke havde lært, hvordan man kunne kontrollere svovltabet fra filmene. For at fremstille CTS-solceller benyttede vi derfor bagnning af filmene, ligesom til de film, der blev benyttet til optisk karakterisering. Filmene til optisk karakterisering var i princippet samme materiale, som det, vi skulle bruge til solceller, men de var meget tynde, kun 100 nm, og behøvede heller ikke dække større samlede områder. Det viste sig, at når vi arbejdede med tykkere film til solceller (selve CTS-laget var stadig kun lidt over en mikrometer tykke), fik vi problemer med, at filmene løsnede sig fra underlaget, sandsynligvis fordi de udvidede sig, når de blev bagt. Vi har brugt meget tid på at optimere sammenætningen og tykkelsen (til under 700 nm) for at undgå, at CTS-lagene pillede af. Vores foreløbig bedste CTS-solceller udviste 0,3 % effektivitet, men disse var lavet af en meget tin-beriget film, som ovenkøbet havde huller fra fordampning af tinsulfid. Med vores forbedrede fremstillingsproces bør det i fremtiden være muligt at lave bedre solceller.

Strategi nummer 2, at deponere filmene direkte i den rigtige krystalstruktur uden at bage dem bagefter, arbejdede vi på i samarbejde med institutet IMEM-CNR i Parma i Italien. Her brugte vi en teknik, som er nært relateret til pulset laserdeponering, nemlig pulset elektrondeponering. I pulset elektrondeponering er den kraftige laser byttet ud med en kraftig elektronkanon, men ellers er princippet det samme. Da en elektronkanon er billigere end en pulset laser med høj energi, er pulset elektrondeponering en potentiel billigere metode end pulset laserdeponering - og måske en, som kan kommerialiseres. Dette gælder især, hvis man kan udnytte metodens potentiale til at fremstille de krystallinske solcellematerialer ved lav temperatur, således at de kan deponeres på såbare
underlag såsom bøjeligt plast eller siliciumsolceller (sidstnævnte kunne være en mulighed til fremstilling af tandemsolceller med større effektivitet end de gængse siliciumsolceller, vi kan købe i dag).

Ved IMEM-CNR har man erfaring med at deponere effektive CIGS-solceller ved lav temperatur, og da meget af teknologien fra CIGS kan overføres til CZTS var det oplagt at forsøge at lære af deres erfaringer. Vi lavede derfor de første forsøg med at fremstille CZTS med deres metode. Igen viste det sig at være svært at kontrollere sammensætningen af materialet og vores bedste solcelle, som var 0,2 % effektiv, var kobberrig og svovlfattig. Det vil være en udfordring at balancere sammensætningen af alle fire komponenter i CZTS for at fremstille højkvalitetssolceller med CZTS, men det er ikke umuligt, da der er mange parametre at skrue på. Første skridt på vejen vil være at benytte en sammenpresset targetpille, som består af CZTS-pulver fremfor pulver af kobbersulfid, tinsulfid og zinksulfid.

Arbejdet var en del af CHALSOL-projektet, som er finansieret af Dansk Strategisk Forskningsråd i 2013-2016.
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Technical terms and abbreviations

absorber layer The layer in a solar cell where free charge carriers are generated by absorption of light. In a CZTS solar cell, this is the role of CZTS.

annealing Heat treatment of a material that causes its constituents to coalesce and form a crystalline structure.

AZO Aluminum-doped zinc oxide

buffer layer In a CZTS solar cell these are the CdS and i-ZnO layers. Their role is not completely clear and they may serve multiple functions, but they improve the overall efficiency. See Section 1.2.1

CHALSOL “Chalcogenide solar cells of CZTS,” the project that this work was part of, financed by the Danish Council for Strategic Research

co-evaporation A vacuum deposition technique, where materials are heated so that they evaporate and form a thin film on a substrate. The evaporation can be directed in a vacuum chamber where the evaporated particles do not collide very often, especially if one uses an evaporation source where the materials only escape in one direction.

CTS Copper tin sulfide, can refer either to Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ or to a copper tin sulfide compound of unknown stoichiometry as specified in the text.

CZTS Copper zinc tin sulfide, Cu$_2$ZnSnS$_4$

charge carriers The fundamental units of current. Electrical current arises from the movement of electrons in a particular direction. Charge carriers are electrons and electron vacancies (holes) and may be free (able to move and create a current) or bound (attracted to a particular area of the material).

doping Addition of a relatively small amount of impurity to a semiconductor to change the properties of the semiconductor
EDX  Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy. Used to determine material composition. See Section 5.6.4

$E_g$  Band gap energy, an important quantity for a semiconductor as it is the energy difference between the valence band and the conduction band. See Section 2.1

EQE  External quantum efficiency: The efficiency with which the solar cell converts light of different wavelengths into charge carriers that are collected by the contacts.

fluence  Laser energy received by the target surface per unit area ($J \text{cm}^{-1}$)

hole  A type of charge carrier that is equivalent to an electron vacancy. A hole can move in a material as though it were an electron with negative mass and positive charge.

IMEM-CNR  Istituto dei Materiali per l'Elettronica ed il Magnetismo - Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche. The Institute for Materials for Electronics and Magnetism under the National Research Council of Italy

i-ZnO  Intrinsic zinc oxide, i.e., undoped zinc oxide. Zinc Oxide is transparent to visible light while the main part of the window layer of CZTS solar cells is usually AZO, it apparently helps to deposit a thin layer of i-ZnO beneath it.

JV-curve (or IV curve)  Current-voltage characterization curve for solar cells. See Section 2.1

$J_{sc}$  Short-circuit current, characteristic of a solar cell. See Section 2.1

lattice site  specific atom position within a crystal lattice

Mo/SLG  Molybdenum-coated soda lime glass (usually used as the bottom layer of a CZTS solar cell with Mo forming the bottom contact).

PED  Pulsed electron deposition

PL  Photoluminescence

PLD  Pulsed laser deposition

p-n junction  Interface between a p-doped semiconductor and an n-doped semiconductor. See Section 2.1
Raman spectroscopy  Technique that identifies the characteristic phonon modes in a material and can help identify particular crystal structures. See Chapter 5.

RF sputtering  Radio frequency sputtering: sputtering where an AC current is applied between the target and the substrate to reduce build-up of charge on an insulating target.

$R_s$  Series resistance of a solar cell, must be low in an efficient solar cell

$R_{sh}$  Shunt resistance of a solar cell, must be high in an efficient solar cell

secondary phase  an unintended material that forms instead of, alongside or embedded within the primary material one is interested in, e.g., SnS forming alongside $\text{Cu}_2\text{SnS}_3$

SEM  Scanning electron microscopy. See Chapter 5

SLG  Soda lime glass

sputtering  A deposition method that like in PLD takes place in a vacuum chamber where material from a solid target is transferred to a substrate. This happens by bombardment of the target by a plasma of Ar. The plasma is created by passing a strong current through the Ar in the chamber.

stoichiometric  In this thesis, the term ‘stoichiometric’ is used to describe the desired composition of a material in terms of the ratios of the elemental constituents (e.g., Cu:Sn:S of 2:1:3 for stoichiometric $\text{Cu}_2\text{SnS}_3$ or Cu:Sn=2 for stoichiometric $\text{Cu}_2\text{ZnSnS}_4$).

stoichiometry  The ratios of chemical components in a compound or a reaction.

$V_{oc}$  Open circuit voltage, characteristic of a solar cell. See Section 2.1

XRD  X-ray diffraction. See Chapter 5
Chapter 1

Introduction

The commercial thin film solar cells with the highest efficiency today are made of CdTe or CIGS: cadmium telluride or copper indium gallium diselenide. The former, CdTe, contains cadmium, which is toxic, and tellurium, which is a rare element in the crust of the Earth, while the latter, CIGS, also contains rare elements: indium, currently in high demand for mobile phone displays, and gallium and selenium, less rare but still not abundant enough for widespread global deployment of solar power generation at the terawatt scale.

CZTS and CTS are two alternative thin film solar cell absorber materials that contain only Earth-abundant elements: copper, zinc, tin and sulfur in CZTS (Cu$_2$ZnSnS$_4$); copper, tin and sulfur in CTS (Cu$_2$SnS$_3$). The aim of this thesis was to investigate whether the special technique we have available at the Technical University of Denmark, pulsed laser deposition, could help bring the development of these materials forward as part of the CHALcogenide SOLar cells of CZTS project.

This introductory chapter will briefly explain the context for CZTS development in the solar cell market followed by a description of the state-of-the-art in CZTS and CTS solar cells and the broader perspectives for solar power and environmentally friendly materials in photovoltaics. Next, the methods of pulsed laser deposition and pulsed electron deposition are introduced. Finally this chapter will provide an overview of the aims and results of the work and the structure of the remainder of the thesis.

1.1 Why chalcogenide solar cells?

Chalcogens are the materials in column 16 of the periodic table, also known as group VI A: the elements O, S, Se and Te. Usually when researchers write about
chalcogenides, they mean compounds containing S, Se or Te, leaving oxides aside. That means that chalcogens include CIGS, CdTe and CZTS.

These materials are direct bandgap semiconductors, which means they are much more efficient absorbers of sunlight for the same material thickness than crystalline silicon, the most common solar cell material, which has an indirect bandgap. The amount of material needed to absorb most of the sunlight hitting a direct band-gap semiconductor is a tiny fraction of the amount needed for silicon. While crystalline silicon solar cells are not exactly thick - today they are only hundreds of µm thick - thin film solar cells need only about 1-2 µm of active material. At the same time CIGS, CdTe and CZTS are manufactured in different ways to traditional manufacture of silicon: they can be deposited directly onto the substrate, which may even be a cheap and/or somewhat bendy material, like steel or plastic. CIGS, CdTe and CZTS can also be made at far lower temperatures than conventional monocrystalline silicon, which when produced by the widely used Czochralski method requires a processing temperature of 1400°C [1].

The majority of the world’s solar panels today are made of crystalline Si, which have achieved over 26% efficiency for monocrystalline Si [2] and more than 21% for the cheaper polycrystalline variety [3]. CdTe and CIGS are already competitive with polycrystalline Si in efficiency [3] and CdTe is also competitive in price (see [4]), proving that there is a place for chalcogenide solar cells in the market. However, in a world aiming for zero-carbon energy sources, solar power needs to supply terawatts of peak electricity production capacity at the scale of 100s if not 1000s of TWh and on this scale the projected world production of Te or In will not be able to meet demand [3].

Earth-abundant minerals (i.e., CZTS rather than CIGS or CdTe) are important for thin film solar voltaics both in terms of price of the materials and in terms of the sheer amount of solar cells that can practically be deployed given the amount of each element that it will be possible to extract. The price in 2010 versus estimated abundance in the Earth’s crust is shown for a number of elements in Figure 1.1. We see that the materials for CZTS are generally in greater supply and far cheaper than those for CdTe or CIGS solar cells. A third technology for thin film solar cells, amorphous Si, has no such problems with abundance but has struggled to deliver efficient solar cells, with about 10-12% maximum.

Figure 1.1 does not include the additional technological risk factor of price volatility: According to the US Geological Survey’s mineral database, the inflation-corrected price of In quadrupled from 2003 to 2005 as demand rose for LCDs, which contain In (and perhaps also from stockpiling as the prices rose) [9]. The prices since fell by half around 2009-2010, but the volatility of the price and the limits to the absolute availability of In (as well as Te in CdTe solar cells) were perhaps the most important reasons why so much research in the more earth-abundant CZTS absorber took off in the following years.
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Figure 1.1: Price versus earth-abundance of selected elements as presented by Jaffe et al. [6] (Copyright 2011 by the American Physical Society). Red dots: Elements deemed critical for the United States energy supply by Jaffe et al. Boxes highlight the critical elements used for CZTS solar cells (red boxes), CIGS (blue boxes) and CdTe (green boxes). Note that both CIGS and CZTS solar cells require Mo and also often small amounts of Cd for the buffer layer. S was not included in the original map; its location has been estimated based on the 2011-2012 prices [7] and its earth abundance as reported by the US Geological Survey [8]. Si is off the scale with an abundance greater than Al as it is the second-most common element in the Earth’s crust after oxygen. The price of photovoltaic-grade Si has decreased in the last few years and the spot price in November 2016 is about 15 USD/kg (seen, e.g., on pvinsights.com).
1.2 State-of-the-art CZTS and CTS solar cells

This year a record active area efficiency for CZTS solar cells of 9.4% was published by researchers at Toyota Central R&D labs [10], surpassing a record of 8.8% published by the same group last year [11] (an active area efficiency excludes the area of the solar cell shaded by non-transparent electrical contacts). These records were for pure sulfide CZTS solar cells, which have proven even more challenging to researchers than their selenide and sulfoselenide sister materials CZTSe and CZTSSe. Selenide CZTSe forms the same crystal structure as CZTS with slightly larger lattice parameters (about 5% bigger) and with a lower bandgap. In CZTSSe only part of the sulfur in CZTS is substituted by Se. The bandgap is about 1 eV for CZTSe versus 1.5 eV for CZTS with the sulfoselenides having tunable bandgaps in between depending on the selenium content. The record efficiency for all three materials belongs to CZTSSe with 12.6% efficiency [12], presented in 2014 by the same research group at IBM that also held the previous record for sulfide CZTS at 8.4% [13].

The record CZTS solar cell efficiencies were achieved by vacuum techniques: the researchers at Toyota use sputter deposition to form the precursor layers followed by annealing in an H₂S/N₂ atmosphere [10], while at IBM, researchers used co-evaporation of the precursor layer followed by annealing with S on a hot plate [13] [14]. Surprisingly, the CZTSSe record solar cell was achieved by a solution-based method, even though solution processing is generally expected to allow less material control than vacuum techniques. The IBM researchers used a hydrazine-based solution, warning their readers at the start of their experimental section that hydrazine (N₂H₄) is highly toxic and flammable. Thus the CZTSSe record solar cell was achieved with a toxic solution while the CZTS record solar cell was achieved with annealing in toxic H₂S gas, leaving some challenges ahead for this environmentally friendly solar cell.

For CTS, which is one element simpler but structurally more complicated than CZTS, the record efficiency is 4.6% achieved by university researchers in Japan [15]. Similar to the best CZTS solar cells, these films were made by vacuum processing, in this case with sequential evaporation of a stacked metallic precursor followed by annealing in a S/SnS atmosphere. Runners up in efficiency have also been made by Japanese groups using a variety of vacuum techniques: Kanai et al. [16] reached 4.3% efficiency by co-evaporation of CTS followed by annealing with S, while Aihara et al. [17] reached 2.9% efficiency a few years earlier using electron beam evaporation. Adding one more element to the mixture, germanium, to make CTGS (Cu₂Sn₁₋ₓGeₓS₃) solar cells, researchers at Toyota reached 6% efficiency in 2013 also with a vacuum technique (co-sputtering of Cu-Sn layers followed by sulfurization in S and GeS₂ vapor) [18].

Research on CZTS solar cells started in earnest in the Katagiri group in the
late 1990s at Nagaoka University of Technology following the first CZTS solar cell developed by Ito and Nakazawa in 1988 \[19\]. Around 2006-2007 when CIS and CIGS technology was being commercialized, the Katagiri group reached 6-7% conversion efficiency and CZTS research took off in other groups around the world. In 2013/2014, when we started our work, solar cell conference seminars on CIGS and CZTS attracted hundreds of people. Today perovskite research has captured some of the hype and CZTS research attention has leveled off for the time being.

1.2.1 The architecture of a CZTS solar cell

A conceptual CZTS solar cell is shown in Figure 1.2. The CZTS layer is known as the absorber layer as this is where the sunlight is absorbed. Most CZTS solar cells are made with the architecture (i.e., the types of layers) shown in this figure, although this is no natural law, and many other designs could be conceived of and some others have been tried. This architecture is borrowed from CIGS solar cells, which have been very successful and which have a similar structure to CZTS, although the energy bandgap of CZTS is not exactly the same as for CIGS, which may be causing some problems for advanced CZTS devices (the concept of bandgaps is introduced in Section 2.1). The architecture shown in Fig. 1.2 is the one used in our project as we were starting from scratch and needed to compare our CZTS layers to the status quo in our research field.

Apart from CZTS, the other layers seen in Figure 1.2 are the front and back electrical contacts, the buffer layer, the n-type window layer and the substrate (a substrate is the underlying layer that the solar cell is built on). The concepts of p- and n-type layers (labeled in the figure) will be explained in Section 2.1. For now we focus on which materials are involved.

Starting from the bottom, the substrate is soda-lime glass, which is important because the Na in soda lime glass diffuses into the CZTS layer when it is heat-treated and improves the efficiency of the solar cell. If soda lime glass is replaced by another material such as plastic or steel or if the heat treatment is not hot enough to induce Na diffusion, Na must be added to the CZTS layer in another way \[20\]. The next layer is the Mo back contact, a metal which is usually sputter-deposited onto the glass in two steps, the first to ensure good adhesion and the second to ensure low resistivity in order to improve current collection \[21\]. A MoS$_2$ layer usually forms on top of the Mo layer during the heat treatment of the subsequent p-type CZTS absorber layer. The CZTS layer is deposited in a variety of ways (Section 2.2.2) and is usually annealed at 550°C-570°C afterwards to ensure good crystallinity. A buffer layer, usually CdS, is deposited next by chemical bath deposition. This layer provides the first of the n-layers of the solar cell so that the interface between the CdS layer and the CZTS layer
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Figure 1.2: Conceptual CZTS solar cell architecture (illustration by A. Crovetto). The layers are described in the text. Briefly, Mo is the back contact and CZTS (or CIGS or CTS) is formed on top to absorb sunlight and generate charge carriers (free electrons). CdS and intrinsic ZnO form so-called buffer layers that help carry the electrons to the transparent conductive layer of Al-doped ZnO before they are swept away into the Al fingers that form the front contact. An antireflective MgF₂ layer may be used on top. e⁻ stands for electrons and h⁺ stands for holes. Holes, n-layers, and p-layers will be introduced properly in Section 2.1

forms the heart of the p-n junction that is the essence of a solar cell (Section 2.1). In addition, the CdS layer protects the CZTS layer from damage during the sputtering deposition of the subsequent layers. The next layer, a very thin region of undoped ZnO (intrinsic ZnO or i-ZnO), is also a buffer layer, which may improve the conductivity of the top n-layer, a transparent conducting oxide. This is often AZO (Al-doped ZnO) but may also be other materials such as ITO (indium tin oxide) or GZO (Ga-doped ZnO as used by the CZTS record holders, Tajima et al. [10]). Finally, in high-efficiency cells a MgF₂ anti-reflective layer is sometimes applied and the full structure is topped off with thin, narrow metallic top electrodes, usually electron-beam evaporated Al. Since the top metallic contacts shade part of the solar cell, it is important that they take up as little room as possible. Because record solar cells are often very small (less than 0.5
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cm² is routine), the top contacts can take up a relatively large amount of space, so record solar cell efficiencies are often reported for the active area of the solar cell only.

The best CTS solar cells described above also use the CIGS solar cell architecture, again because of a similar crystal structure and energy band levels, allowing researchers to focus on one innovation step at a time.

Apart from the CZTS layer itself, research on CZTS solar cells has also focused on the buffer layer, with some groups trying to find alternative buffer layers with similar or better band alignment such as In₂S₃ that would eliminate the toxic heavy metal Cd from these otherwise environmentally friendly solar cells [22].

1.3 Solar cells in a broader context

Figure 1.3: The amount of renewable energy as a fraction of total global primary energy supply in 2014 according to the IEA. “Other¹” includes non-renewable waste, peat, oil shale and chemical heat while “Other renewables” includes solar, wind, geothermal, and tidal energy. Solar together with tidal energy makes up less than 1/3 of the ‘other renewables’. Reprinted from IEA’s Key Renewables Trends [23] ©OECD/IEA 2016 Except from: Renewables information, IEA statistics. Licence: [www.iea.org/t&c](http://www.iea.org/t&c)

A few graphs help put solar power into perspective. Figure 1.3 shows that renewable energy other than hydropower and biomass supplied less than 1.3 %
of the world’s total primary energy in 2014. The IEA report that the figure comes from goes on to show that solar power together with tidal power makes up only 2.4% of the total renewable energy supply - or about 0.34% of the world’s primary energy supply [23]. Here solar includes both solar photovoltaics (i.e., solar electricity generation) and solar thermal power such as solar water heaters. So there is a long way to go before the world is powered entirely by solar power - or even entirely by renewables.

Figure 1.4: Global growth of photovoltaics since 2000 detailing the market share of thin film solar cells. GWp: Gigawatt peak production. Illustration from the Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems Photovoltaics Report 2016, slide 18 [24].

Figure 1.3 shows the state of the world’s power generation in 2014 and is already outdated because solar power installation is growing tremendously at the moment. The IEA states that all renewables have been growing at an average rate of 2.2% per year between 1990 and 2014, slightly higher than the growth of the total energy supply at 1.9% annually [23]. In recent years, the relative difference in the growth rate of renewables and traditional energy sources has probably widened. Certainly solar electricity is growing exponentially at the moment. Figure 1.4 shows the increasing deployment of solar photovoltaics divided among different types of solar cells, making it clear how silicon dominates the market. Of the thin film solar cell market, the share of CIGS technology is about 25% and CdTe accounts for more than half [24].
1.3. Life cycle analysis of CZTS solar cells

The assertion that the CO$_2$-emissions from the production of a solar panel is so high that one might as well use fossil fuels is a myth. It takes energy and resources to make a solar panel, but the electricity generated by that solar panel results on average in less than a percent of the greenhouse gas emissions associated with an equivalent electricity production from fossil fuels [25, 26]. Also in terms of other pollutants and the question of land use, solar panels are more environmentally friendly than the fossil fuel alternatives. Fthenakis [25] argues that even CdTe solar panels emit orders of magnitude less Cd per GWh than coal. In terms of land use, Fthenakis and Kim have shown that Si-based solar power and coal mining are comparable in area requirement per GWh [26].

Nevertheless it is important to think about the lifecycle of a new material as part of its development. Do CIGS, CdTe and CZTS solar cells pollute more or less than Si panels? Can they be recycled? For CdTe solar panels a recycling pathway has been developed, though ensuring that all the panels will be collected for recycling at the end of their 20-30 year lifespan will be a challenge. For CIGS no recycling pathway has yet been developed, though one could probably be developed if In becomes valuable enough. Ancil and Fthenakis argue that the rareness of Te in CdTe and In in CIGS is an advantage from a life cycle perspective because these materials are valuable enough that recycling is economically feasible. With regard to CZTS, these authors suggest that the relatively low value and volume of materials in CZTS and CZTSSe may mean that these materials end up in landfill at the end of their life [27]. On the other hand, if it becomes possible to eliminate Cd from the CZTS solar cells, landfilling of these solar panels would be less of a problem than disposal of CdTe.

So far only a few studies have been published on the life cycle impacts of CZTS. Collier et al. looked at the greenhouse gas emissions, primary energy demand, ecotoxicity potential and freshwater use for the production of CZTS in comparison to CIGS, CdTe, and Zn$_3$P$_2$, another potential solar cell material [28]. Assuming that sputter deposition would be used in commercial CZTS production just as it is for CIGS, they predict a similar impact on energy use, greenhouse gas emissions and water use from the two materials, whereas the ecotoxicity potential of CIGS is far higher because of the Ga content (Ga can suppress the immune system and interfere with the uptake of iron, though its toxic and medical effects are not fully understood [29]).

Many different frameworks and methodologies have been developed for carrying out life cycle analyses. It is extremely important to define the limits of the system one examines, as there are any number of derived effects one may look at including:

- material extraction including land use, social impacts, and pollution
• material abundance and competing uses
• material and processing toxicity to humans and to the environment during manufacture and use
• energy requirement (measured in myriad ways and including any number of steps in the chain from material extraction to solar panel mounting)
• durability
• land use change and perhaps indirect land use change if for instance a solar cell farm displaces farmland that in turn displaces a forest
• job creation
• upfront investment requirement and total lifetime costs
• options for recycling / cradle-to-cradle

Addressing the worry that some of the raw materials may be wasted at the end of the CZTS solar panel lifetime, it is worthwhile to put the amounts into perspective. The Cu and Zn needed for CZTS solar cells to cover an area large enough to supply half of Denmark’s annual electricity use is smaller than the amounts of Cu and Zn added every year to pig feed and mostly subsequently spread in manure on Danish fields. According to ing.dk, a Danish engineering news site, about 300 metric tons of Cu and 1300 metric tons of Zn are used to prevent diarrhoea in suckling pigs every year in Denmark [30]. For comparison, a quick back-of-the-envelope calculation says that assuming 10 % efficient future CZTS solar panels, one could deliver 15 TWh electricity with about 15 GW installed power, which would cover about 150 km² and use about 700 t CZTS. Of this about 1/3 by weight is Cu and 1/6 is Zn. (This order-of-magnitude estimate for CZTS does not take into account any need for power storage associated with such a large deployment of solar power. The annual Danish electricity consumption is about 33 TWh according to energinet.dk, the Danish power distribution company).

1.4 The deposition techniques used in this work

In this thesis, pulsed laser deposition (PLD) and pulsed electron deposition (PED) were used to deposit thin films of CTS and CZTS both for solar cells and for gaining a better understanding of the materials and the methods themselves. The two techniques will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3. Both are vacuum deposition methods in which thin films (nm to μm thickness) are grown from high-energy particles for various applications in solid state research. They have
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two potentially important advantages for producing CZTS and related materials with a complicated composition:

- the species landing on the thin film have a high amount of kinetic energy, enabling them to form a crystalline lattice at a lower substrate temperature than would be the case under equilibrium conditions, e.g., by evaporation.

- under the right circumstances, the stoichiometry of a bulk target containing atoms of several elements can be preserved in the growing thin film.

The crucial importance of the right circumstances for stoichiometric transfer will be discussed further in Section 3.2. The premise of this project was that PLD could potentially have an advantage for fundamental material studies by enabling the deposition of high-quality crystalline films. Additionally, working with PLD and PED was exciting because of the possibility of exploring a one-step method for depositing CZTS which would not require a separate high-temperature annealing step (> 500°C).

The majority of the work in this thesis (on metals, ZnS, CTS and CZTS) was carried out by PLD at Risø campus in Denmark, while comparative work on CZTS by PED was carried out at IMEM-CNR in Parma, Italy.

1.5 Research aims

This thesis was part of the CHALSOL project at the Technical University of Denmark in collaboration with the Ernst-Ruska Centre in Jülich, Germany, the Nanyang Technological University’s School of Materials Science and Engineering and the Danish company Solcell Aps. We were four PhD students working in parallel: Andrea Cazzaniga and myself working with pulsed laser deposition of CZTS and related materials, Sara Engberg synthesizing nanoparticles of CZTS in a solution-based process, and Andrea Crovetto, who worked with all the other layers of a CZTS solar cell and helped us all with characterization. Andrea Cazzaniga, Sara and I worked at the Department of Photonics Engineering in Risø near Roskilde, Denmark together with Jørgen Schou and Stela Camulescu, while Andrea Crovetto worked at the Department of Nanoscience in Lyngby with Ole Hansen as his main supervisor.

The original aims of my part of the project were

- To deposit single-phase copper tin sulfide (CTS) and zinc sulfide (ZnS) by pulsed laser deposition

- To learn about the properties of these materials in relation to pulsed laser deposition of copper zinc tin sulfide (CZTS)
To evaluate whether THz spectroscopy could be used for secondary phase identification in CZTS

To use THz spectroscopy to understand the charge carrier dynamics of CZTS

Along the way the goals gradually changed as we found that it was a challenge to make phase pure materials for THz spectroscopy - especially ZnS. We also decided that THz spectroscopy had too large a spot size to be able to finely pinpoint the location of secondary phases and within the first 1.5 years other research groups published results of THz spectroscopy probing the carrier dynamics of CZTS and CTS. Meanwhile we realized that CTS can be used as a solar cell material in its own right and decided to investigate this. We also met researchers from IMEM-CNR in Parma who were successfully making as-deposited low-temperature CIGS solar cells by a method very similar to our own, namely pulsed electron deposition. Gradually new goals were added to the project:

- To make solar cells from the CTS films we deposited
- To deposit CZTS by pulsed electron deposition and compare it to pulsed laser deposition
- To evaluate whether it will be possible to make as-deposited low-temperature CZTS solar cells by PED

1.5.1 Milestones achieved

The main results of this 3-year PhD project were:

- We deposited CTS by PLD for the first time
- We were able to make phase-pure monoclinic CTS thin films that were characterized with ellipsometry measurements by Andrea Crovetto. In collaboration with two theoretical researchers in Stockholm, Rongzhen Chen and Clas Persson, Andrea identified a possible physical origin of the double absorption onset of this material, which both we and other groups had detected.
- We compared PLD with a 248 nm and a 355 nm laser for CTS deposition and found that both could be tuned to give the right proportion of Cu to Sn in the films for solar cells
- We found that droplets in the films could be reduced by reducing the fluence but that they were not affected by which laser we used.
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- We deposited CZTS by PED for the first time.
- We found that PED of CZTS also did not result in stoichiometric material transfer but the composition could be tuned by altering the deposition voltage and pressure.
- I deposited CZTS by PLD at 300 °C confirming some of Andrea Cazzaniga’s work and the work of other groups.
- We compared the deposition of CZTS by PED and PLD and CTS by PLD and found that in all cases SnS from the multicomponent targets was preferentially evaporated at low laser or electron beam intensity while the films became more Cu-rich at higher intensity.
- We made the first preliminary as-deposited low-temperature processed CZTS solar cells by PED.

### 1.6 Structure of the thesis

The rest of this thesis comprises 8 chapters. The first three are background chapters: Chapter 2 covers solar cells of CZTS and CTS as well as their secondary phases while Chapter 3 describes the physics of the PLD and PED techniques and Chapter 4 reviews the literature on PLD of CZTS and other chalcogenide materials. After this, four chapters describe the experimental work done in this thesis: Methods and materials are covered in Chapter 5 and the experimental results are described in Chapter 6 on PLD of metals and ZnS, Chapter 7 on PLD of CTS, and Chapter 8 on PLD and PED of CZTS. The results chapters are ordered chronologically and become more complex as the thesis work progressed. Finally, Chapter 9 summarizes the results and provides conclusions and perspectives.
Chapter 2

CZTS and CTS solar cells

This chapter will introduce the basic principles of a solar cell followed by an introduction to CZTS solar cells and to the secondary phases found in CZTS with a special emphasis on CTS and ZnS, two materials that have been a focus in this study because they have proved challenging to distinguish from CZTS by X-ray diffraction (XRD) or Raman spectroscopy. As CTS can be used in solar cells, we review work on making CTS solar cells as well. Finally we will briefly look at other secondary phases associated with CZTS.

2.1 Semiconductors and solar cells

The following section is based on Green’s book, “Solar cells - Operating Principles, Technology and System Applications” [31] as well as the online resource “pv-education.org” by Honsberg and Bowden [32].

Solar cells are made from semiconductors, which as the name implies are materials that are neither very good nor very bad electrical conductors. Whereas most metals can conduct electricity and most insulators such as plastics cannot, semiconductors conduct electricity when they receive the right amount of energy. They are defined by their bandgap energy: in the ground state, all the electrons are bound to atoms and no net current can move through the device, but when some of the electrons absorb enough energy and get excited to energy levels above the bandgap they are able to move freely and conduct electricity. In the ground state the most energetic electrons are found in the valence band, which is full. Above the valence band, there is a forbidden region of energy states that cannot be occupied by the electrons (the energy gap) until they reach the conduction band. If enough energy is added to the material, some electrons can pass into the conduction band. Then, because of the symmetry of the semiconductor crystalline structure, they can move from atom to atom in the material. If an electric
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Field is applied to the material, the electrons will tend to move in the direction opposite the field and a net current will be generated.

In order for a solar cell to generate electricity, it therefore needs to fulfill two conditions: 1) it must include a semiconductor with a bandgap energy that matches the energy of the photons in the solar spectrum such that the photons can excite carriers to the conduction band, and 2) it must be asymmetric so that an electric field arises that coerces the electrons to move in a particular direction, generating an electric current. This asymmetry is accomplished with a so-called p-n junction. In a p-n junction, two different semiconductor materials share a common interface. On the n-side, there are impurities called donor atoms that tend to release free electrons to the material, while on the p-side, acceptor atoms tend to capture an electron from neighboring atoms, creating a mobile electron vacancy or hole. The free electrons and the freely moving electron vacancies (holes) are collectively known as charge carriers. While most of us are familiar with the concept of electrical current associated with moving electrons, the concept of positive charge carriers, i.e., holes, can be a strange idea at first. It is very useful, however, and is taken for granted by materials scientists.

At the point where the p- and n-type materials meet, some free electrons will diffuse from the n-side to the p-side and some holes will diffuse from the p-side to the n-side. See Fig. 2.1. The carriers that cross the junction leave behind fixed donor and acceptor sites in the crystal lattice which have a charge. This means that the junction consists of a positively charged region next to a negatively charged region, which creates an electric field pointing from the n-side to the p-side. The electric field, which is always accompanied by a change in the electric potential (a drop in the voltage), moves the free carriers away from the charged region, creating a depletion region. On the p-side of the material, the depletion region has negative charge called space charge, while on the n-side there is positive space charge. A larger depletion region creates a larger built-in field, which is good for the solar cell efficiency. Ideally, the depletion region of a solar cell should be almost as wide as the absorber layer itself so that the charge carriers generated by the light will immediately be swept to the correct contact.

CZTS is intrinsically a p-type semiconductor because the type of defect in the crystal lattice that is most likely to occur (substitution of Cu on the sites where there should be Zn atoms) is acceptor-type. When it absorbs sunlight, extra electrons from the valence band are excited to the conduction band. The electrons are attracted to the positively charged region on the n-side of the junction and if a circuit is provided for them to move into, a net current can be generated, the short circuit current, $J_{sc}$ (the current by definition is the movement of positive charges - holes - from a high potential to a lower potential, while the net electron movement is opposite to the direction of the current - so in a solar cell under illumination the electrons move to the n-side and the current moves to the p-side). This is
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Figure 2.1: Conceptual illustration of a p-n junction showing the formation of a depletion region by diffusion of holes from the p-side and electrons from the n-side. The diffusion leaves excess bound charge on the donor and acceptor sites on each side, causing a net negative charge on the p-side from the acceptors and net positive charge on the n-side from the donors. This in turn creates an electric field and a voltage drop, which sweeps free charge carriers quickly out of the region. This is easier to visualize if one remembers that the amount of donors or acceptors far, far outnumber the number of minority carriers in each type of material (this is hard to draw).
illustrated in Figure 2.2a. If there is no circuit, a different equilibrium state will occur where excess electrons are constantly generated on the p-side (when using a p-type light absorbing layer), creating a voltage called the open circuit voltage, $V_{oc}$. This voltage is opposed to the original built-in voltage of the junction in the dark. See Figure 2.2b.

Figure 2.2: Conceptual illustration of the illuminated p-n junction. (a) a short-circuited solar cell where the electrons generated by the light absorbed in the p-layer move freely to the n-layer and around the circuit, generating a current. The potential drop is zero and the depletion region disappears. (b) a solar cell with no circuit connected. The continually generated charge carriers have nowhere to go and build up an open-circuit voltage.

One can probe the characteristics of the solar cell by applying positive and negative voltage to it (forward and reverse bias) to see how good it is at ensuring only one-way current flow (the diode characteristics). The forward bias opposes the built-in potential, helping current to flow through the junction, while the reverse bias increases the built-in potential. The characterization is done both under illumination and in the dark. Under illumination at zero voltage, the short-circuit current will be detected. The more reverse bias is applied, the less current will flow. Eventually the open-circuit voltage can be identified as the voltage that exactly stops the flow of current. The resulting curves of current versus applied voltage ($IV$ or $JV$-curves) can be fitted by the diode equation (see Green’s book [31]).

If the absorber material of the solar cell does not efficiently absorb sunlight, the amount of charge carriers generated will be low and the solar cell efficiency will also be low. But the opposite - a very high amount of excited charge carriers - is also not a good thing. This gives degeneracy: the empty states in the conduction band become filled and as a consequence the average carrier lifetime decreases because the likelihood of recombination of a conduction band electron with a hole in the valence band increases per carrier. The overall effect is that photons are wasted creating carriers that do not generate a net current.
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The $V_{oc}$ is directly related to the magnitude of the bandgap: a high bandgap energy gives a high potential energy to the charge carriers. The maximum amount of current that can be collected from the solar cell - the $J_{sc}$ - depends on how many photons are available for absorption above the bandgap energy in the solar spectrum. Therefore the bandgap can neither be too high or too low. If it is too high, few photons have enough energy to generate free carriers. If it is too low, many carriers will be generated but they will have very little energy and the voltage will be low. The bandgap of CZTS of about 1.5 eV is close to the optimum bandgap for solar cells because it provides the best trade-off between a high voltage and a high current. The Shockley-Queisser limit allows one to formally calculate the potential solar cell efficiency of a material based only on its bandgap energy and the amount of photons in sunlight at different wavelengths. The potential efficiency of CZTS material is over 30% based on the theoretical Shockley-Queisser limit without taking into account losses from reflection or shading of the solar cell by the electrical contacts [33].

Realizing the full potential for high voltage and high current for CZTS is another story - for that to happen the carriers need to be collected at the contacts successfully. This is a complicated matter where both the quality of the CZTS layer and all the other layers in the solar cell play important roles. As seen in Section [1.2.1] in real CZTS solar cells there is not just one n-layer, but rather three, which play different roles not all of which are well understood as discussed in the PhD thesis of my colleague A. Crovetto [21]. The rest of this chapter, however, will focus on the quality of the p-type absorber materials CZTS and CTS as well as several materials closely related to them, as this was the topic of my own work.

For a CZTS or CTS layer to result in an efficient solar cell, we would expect that large, defect-free, uniform crystal grains give the best solar cell efficiencies: whenever there are defects in the crystal structure, there can be fluctuations in the allowed energy states in the material, which can both reduce the effective bandgap (and $V_{oc}$) and trap the charge carriers, giving them a chance to recombine before they reach the contacts. Secondary phases (unintended crystal structures which have a different composition from the surrounding material) can have different effects depending on the resistivity and bandgap of the material. Some might block charge carriers because they have a very high bandgap energy, so the charge carriers usually do not have enough energy to make it to the conduction band, causing high series resistance in the cell. Other secondary phases may do the opposite: provide a shunt path allowing holes and electrons to recombine without generating any current in the external circuit.
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2.2 CZTS: material properties and solar cell processing

CZTS, $\text{Cu}_2\text{ZnSnS}_4$, crystallizes in the kesterite and the stannite structures, which are both tetragonal forms, as well as the usually less favorable wurtzite (hexagonal) structure \[34\]. The kesterite and stannite states are very similar, differing only in the ordering of the Cu and Zn anions, as shown in Figure 2.3. The figure shows how similar the CZTS, CIGS, and ZnS structures are and also that the CIGS structure is somewhat simpler than CZTS and therefore perhaps more tolerant of differences in composition since the In and Ga atoms randomly share the same sites in the crystal lattice. In contrast, the CZTS kesterite and stannite structures allow no random lattice points. The kesterite structure has been predicted theoretically to be more thermodynamically stable than the stannite phase but the difference between the structures in potential energy is very small (about 3 meV/atom) \[34\]. Several groups have recently observed that the kesterite structure assumed in CZTS is actually disordered and forms a kind of intermediate structure between stannite and kesterite (still belonging to the same space group as kesterite) when enough thermal energy is present \[35, 36, 34\]. The change consists only in random exchanges in the lattice sites of Cu and Zn in some of the (001) planes, which happens easily partly because of the similar size of these atoms \[37\]. (The term ‘(001) planes’ refers to the Miller indices of the crystal planes, which are introduced in many solid state physics texts).

Many authors have described the complicated phase diagram of CZTS and the numerous secondary phases that may form when one deviates from the ideal structure (see for example \[37, 38, 39\]). Two instructive variants of the pseudo-ternary phase diagram of CZTS are reproduced in Figure 2.4. We see that the stability region of CZTS is very narrow. In Zn-rich films, ZnS will form as a secondary phase, while in Cu-rich, Zn-poor films, $\text{Cu}_2\text{SnS}_3$ and $\text{Cu}_x\text{S}$ will be expected and in the Sn-rich region, we will see SnS$_y$. Additionally, Olekseyuk et al. found the phase $\text{Cu}_4\text{ZnSn}_2\text{S}_8$ in Sn-rich, Cu-poor films in a fundamental materials study at $\approx 400^\circ\text{C}$ \[40\], but this phase has to our knowledge not been reported by others and Berg et al. question whether it occurs under normal annealing conditions \[39\]. It could be that excess Sn is instead lost through the evaporation of SnS as reported by Du et al. \[38\]. Note that the pseudoternary phase diagram assumes that the S cation content always balances the anion content to match $\text{Cu}_x\text{S}_2$, ZnS, and SnS$_2$. Later in this study when we encounter Sn-rich CZTS, we find that it coexists with SnS or Sn$_2$S$_3$, meaning that S-loss must have occurred and we are no longer located in the ternary plane of the full quarternary CZTS phase diagram shown in Fig. 2.4.

Much research is still investigating what happens to the CZTS lattice and material properties when the stoichiometry is changed. There is no full agreement that the CZTS single-phase region is as narrow as that shown in Fig. 2.4.
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Figure 2.3: The crystal structure of sphalerite (cubic-phase ZnS), chalcopyrite (CIGS), and stannite and kesterite CZTS along with the basic structural motifs (bottom panel) that are repeated in each structure. The boxes indicate the size of a single unit cell. The stars to the right of the kesterite structure indicate the planes in which Cu and Zn are intermixed randomly in the disordered kesterite structure. Yellow: S/Se; Green, orange: Zn; blue: Cu; red: Sn. Illustration adapted from Schorr [34] with permission from the publisher.

2.2.1 Composition dependence of defects and secondary phases

The efficiency of CZTS solar cells has been highest for materials that are Cu-poor and Zn-rich relative to stoichiometric CZTS and CZTSe [19, 42] with an optimal Cu/(Zn+Sn) ratio of about 0.8-0.9 and a Zn/Sn ratio of about 1.2-1.3 [19, 37]. In the best solar cells, therefore, ZnS would be the expected secondary phase. Apparently CZTS has a very low tolerance to excess ZnS even though the lattice of the two are very similar. Just et al. recently showed that ZnS has a tendency to precipitate out when samples are Zn-rich by as little as 1 atomic percent, yielding a combination of CZTS and small amounts of ZnS [43]. However, Valle Rios et al. argue that it is possible to find single-phase CZTS in the Zn-rich region of the phase diagram [44]. The truth may lie somewhere in between: other authors have shown by atom probe tomography that ZnSe and CZTSe may be intermixed in nanoscale regions in Zn-rich CZTSe absorber layers.
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Figure 2.4: The pseudoternary phase diagram of CZTS as depicted by Scragg based on data from Olekseyuk et al., reprinted with permission from the publishers. The central starred region shows the composition range where single-phase kesterite CZTS is formed. The left image defines the terms Zn-rich, Zn-poor, etc., while the right image indicates which secondary phases are likely to form under a given composition.

The effect of the presence of ZnS or ZnSe in small quantities alongside CZTS is not yet well understood, but they are apparently not as detrimental as other secondary phases. It may be that small regions of ZnS just act as small insulating grains ("dark space") that the charge carriers need to pass around.

Why Zn-rich CZTS is best for solar cells is still an open question. Theoretical groups have examined which point defects are most likely to occur in CZTS based on their energy of formation and what their ionization energy is inside the bandgap; see Figure 2.5. We can see that S-vacancies give defect levels right in the middle of the bandgap. Zn-interstitials and Sn-substitutions on Cu or Zn sites also give rise to disastrous mid band-gap levels, so intuitively it seems logical that a S-poor and/or Sn-rich state is detrimental. Chen et al. calculate the energy of formation of the individual defects as well as simple defect clusters and show that under stoichiometric conditions, the compensating donor-accepter defects of $2\text{Cu}_\text{Zn}$ and $\text{Sn}_\text{Zn}$ easily occur and are detrimental to the solar cell voltage (and efficiency) because they provide quite deep energy levels inside the bandgap, decreasing the width of the bandgap locally. These defects are suppressed when the cell is Cu-poor and Zn-rich. It is easy to imagine that on the other hand, the
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Figure 2.5: The energy levels calculated by density functional theory for the point defects that can occur in CZTS as shown by Chen et al. [45]. Red are acceptor levels while blue are donor levels. The initial and final charge states of the lattice site are shown in the parentheses. Reprinted with permission from the publisher.

much shallower compensating defects of Cu vacancies and Zn-substitutions on Cu sites ($V_{\text{Cu}} + Zn_{\text{Cu}}$) would be the ones forming under Cu-poor, Zn-rich conditions. Such defects have also been shown experimentally in slightly off-stoichiometric CZTS [16] [34]. However, Chen et al. note that the energy of formation of the different defects could be very different when one moves into the regions where competing secondary phases form [45]. The jury is therefore still out on how the composition influences the solar cell parameters.

In the Cu-rich state, grain growth is better than under Cu-poor conditions [5]. This is part of the reason cited by the CZTS record-efficiency group, Tajima et al., for using a two-layer structure with a relatively Cu-rich (very near to stoichiometric) layer at the base [10]. However, as we saw above, Cu-rich conditions in absolute terms can lead to detrimental defects, and for Cu/Sn >1, Just et al. found that Cu$_2$S will precipitate out [13]. Groups that find copper sulfides in their films remove them with KCN etching [5] (that’s potassium cyanide - needs to be treated with care!) and our group also sometimes used this technique.
2.2.2 CZTS thin film formation

As mentioned in Section 1.2, the deposition of the pure sulfide CZTS has been most successful using vacuum techniques for depositing a precursor (metallic or containing some sulfur) followed by a high-temperature annealing step. In fact as mentioned, the record efficiency was achieved by depositing two different CZTS layers, one on top of the other, with a high-temperature annealing step for both the first precursor layer (at 580°C) and the second (at 500°C) [10]. Following the deposition of the CdS buffer layer, these films were annealed at somewhat lower temperature a third time, cementing the idea that a post-annealing heat treatment can be helpful for solar cell efficiency, whether because it helps reduce disorder in the CZTS layer as suggested by Liu et al. [37] or because it increases intermixing of Cd into the CZTS surface as argued by Tajima et al. [10].

Apart from the record cell achievements by precursor sputtering [10] and co-evaporation [13], a host of other deposition techniques have been used to make CZTS, as detailed in reviews by Mitzi et al. [47] and Jiang and Yan [48]. The latter focuses exclusively on CZTS. Among the vacuum techniques, besides co-evaporation and co-sputtering deposition, several groups have used sequential evaporation of metallic or binary metal sulfide layers followed by CZTS formation during annealing, the original method pioneered by Katagiri’s group [19]. Sputtering has also been employed both for co-sputtering deposition (for instance by the Katagiri group [19]), sequential sputtering of metal and binary layers as used by Tajima et al. [10] and reactive sputtering with a H$_2$S/Ar background as used at Uppsala University [19]. Pulsed laser deposition will be covered in detail later on (Section 4.1), as it has also been tried by a few other groups before us.

As for non-vacuum techniques, again numerous methods have been employed including nanoparticle synthesis (the subject of Sara Engberg’s work in the CHALSOL project), electrodeposition, spray pyrolysis, spin coating, or printing of precursor inks or sol-gel mixtures followed by sintering, and more, as listed by Jiang and Yan [48]. One notable non-vacuum-based approach is the monograin CZTS synthesis carried out at Tallinn University, which is being commercialized by the Estonian-Austrian company Crystalsol [50]. By this method, micron-sized CZTS crystals are grown in a molten salt solution at very high temperature (1000°C). The CZTS grains are subsequently embedded in an organic polymer matrix on a graphite contact with roll-to-roll technology, resulting in flexible and potentially very cheap CZTS solar cells.

2.2.2.1 Approaches to avoid high-temperature annealing

Several groups have tried to develop single-step processes, avoiding the high-temperature annealing step, though so far this has proved very challenging. For
example, Schubert et al. made CZTS by co-evaporation at $550^\circ C$ in a single step (no sulfurization step) and achieved an efficiency of 4.1% \[51\]. In a somewhat more complicated process with the pure selenide CZTSe, Repins et al. \[52\] achieved a very impressive 9.1% efficient solar cells using a three-stage co-evaporation process, eliminating the sulfurization step and using a maximum substrate temperature of just over $500^\circ C$. Also using co-evaporation, Mise et al. \[20\] reached 5.2% efficiency this year using a substrate temperature of 460$^\circ C$ and so far represent the lowest-temperature successful application of single-step deposition for CZTS absorber layer production. Others have worked with CZTS co-evaporation at lower temperature than 460$^\circ C$, but none have to my knowledge reported working solar cells \[53, 54\].

Single-step co-evaporation has so far been more successful than single-step sputtering deposition, even though sputtering deposition imparts a high amount of kinetic energy to the growing film, just like PLD and PED, allowing crystalline growth at relatively low substrate temperatures. Platzer-Björkman et al. \[49\] report that single-step reactive sputtering of CZTS so far has led to a maximum efficiency of 1.3%. They write that “a one-stage deposition would require a very rapid cool-down or other measures to protect the surface from decomposition.”

Overall the many steps in the record efficiency achievement shows that CZTS processing for solar cells requires great control. It is interesting to see in the cutting edge work by Tajima et al. \[10, 11\] that relatively small differences in the absorber layer treatment (single or double CZTS layer, different post-annealing temperatures) can lead to nearly 50% changes in the efficiency. Informally, other accomplished CZTS and CZTSe research groups also discuss large variation between different solar cell production runs.

2.2.3 SnS loss

The topic of decomposition of the CZTS layer during processing deserves some extra attention: During annealing (or single-step reactive sputter deposition or co-evaporation), S and Sn are often lost from the films. This has been documented by several authors, including Weber et al. \[55\] as well as Redinger et al., who found that all the Sn in the film could disappear if one annealed the sample long enough in vacuum \[56\].

In some of my own CTS films, I saw a similar effect: loss of Sn from the films - with a relatively smaller loss in S percentage-wise, which at first seemed surprising: Sn may have a low melting point, but its boiling point is high and the vapor pressure low. How could it disappear? And why would there still be S in the films if all the Sn has vanished? Surely S would vaporize long before Sn? The answer is provided by both Weber et al. (for CZTS) \[55\] and Redinger et al. (for CZTSe) \[56\]: Sn disappears in the form of the very volatile compound
SnS (or SnSe for CZTSe), leaving behind ZnS and Cu\textsubscript{x}S (or in the case of CTS annealing, just Cu\textsubscript{x}S).

Scragg et al. \cite{57} carefully examined the chemical equilibria between the metal-sulfide binaries, S\textsubscript{2}(g) and the CZTS phase to explain these findings. They point out that when a gas-phase product is formed from the breakdown of CZTS, the evaporation of the volatile compound will drive the reaction towards formation of more of the volatile phase even if it is not particularly favorable in terms of potential energy. Therefore a counterpressure of SnS(g) as well as S(g) is needed to maintain an equilibrium where CZTS will form without significant degradation \cite{58}. This finding helps explain why many groups have found rapid thermal annealing more successful than longer annealing times, as in most CZTS studies no SnS powder is used to provide an SnS (g) counterpressure.

## 2.3 Secondary Phases of CZTS

We have already seen above that many secondary phases impact the efficiency of CZTS solar cells. In the following we will introduce the secondary phase of CTS as a solar cell material in its own right, followed by an introduction to ZnS, Cu\textsubscript{x}S, and SnS\textsubscript{y}.

### 2.3.1 Copper tin sulfide

Copper tin sulfide, Cu\textsubscript{2}SnS\textsubscript{3}, or CTS for , is a secondary phase of CZTS that we focus on in this study because it is not easily detected by XRD: in its cubic phase, which may occur in the same temperature range as CZTS, the XRD peaks overlap with the main peaks of CZTS. A number of polymorphs of CTS have been proposed (all with the elemental composition Cu\textsubscript{2}SnS\textsubscript{3}) including a tetragonal, cubic, monoclinic, hexagonal, and triclinic phase. The hexagonal phase has only been reported in nanoparticles and apparently has metallic characteristics \cite{59}, but is not thermodynamically stable according to theoretical predictions \cite{60}. In thin films, the tetragonal and cubic \cite{61}, triclinic \cite{62}, and monoclinic phases \cite{63} have been reported (the listed references are not exhaustive).

Chen et al. \cite{64} suggest that below 780°C, CTS forms a tetragonal structure, while at higher temperature the cubic phase is found. Zhai et al. \cite{60} explain that the monoclinic, cubic, and tetragonal phase are all closely related, differing only in the level of ordering of the Cu and Sn cations in the lattice. The cubic phase is the most disordered, while the tetragonal phase is partly ordered and the monoclinic phase is fully ordered; see Figure 2.6. While the figure suggests that the cations surrounding the S anions could be any combination of Cu and Sn, Zawadzki et al. \cite{65} show that S–CuSn\textsubscript{3} and S–Cu\textsubscript{4} are highly unlikely at temperatures around 500°C or lower. They also show that even the most
ordered phase, monoclinic CTS, will have some degree of disorder just due to random distribution of the \( \text{S} - \text{Cu}_3\text{Sn} \) and \( \text{S}_{\text{Cu}_2\text{Sn}_2} \) motifs that must be mixed throughout the structure, spelling trouble for solar cells made of monoclinic CTS as this will inevitably lead to potential fluctuations in the crystal.

The many potential crystal structures of CTS lead to several possible bandgaps. Most of the structures have reported bandgaps around 1 eV, while the tetragonal phase has a reported bandgap of 1.35 eV (see, e.g., \[61\] \[17\] \[60\]). The 1.35 eV bandgap is potentially more promising for solar cells and was used in a solar cell by Tiwari et al. \[66\], achieving \( \approx 2\% \) efficiency with a different type of design to that used by most groups (they built a superstrate cell where the CZTS layer is deposited on top of the window layer rather than the other way around). Most other reported solar cells have closely mimicked CZTS solar cell architecture and processing, with annealing taking place at about 570 °C and resulting in the monoclinic CTS phase.

In addition to the various \( \text{Cu}_3\text{SnS}_3 \) polymorphs it is important to be aware that several other copper tin sulfides exist, including \( \text{Cu}_3\text{SnS}_4 \), \( \text{Cu}_4\text{SnS}_4 \), \( \text{Cu}_4\text{SnS}_6 \),
and Cu$_4$Sn$_7$S$_{16}$. Zawadzki et al. describe a number of these materials and evaluate the potential of three of them as solar cell materials, concluding that Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ is the most promising despite a relatively narrow stable region in the SnS-Cu$_2$S phase diagram. They remark that Cu$_3$Sn$_4$ (kuramite) crystallizes in a similar tetragonal form to Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ and may be difficult to distinguish from it if one finds oneself in an SnS-poor region of the phase diagram of either CTS or CZTS.

### 2.3.2 Solar cells of CTS

As mentioned in Section 1.2, the current pure CTS record solar cell reached 4.6% efficiency in 2015 [68], while a CTGS (Ge alloyed CTS) solar cell reached 6% already in 2013 [18]. The first CTS solar cell of 0.11% efficiency was made by Kuku and Fakolujo already in 1987 [69], but no more CTS solar cells were reported until CZTS research was well underway with papers on the properties of thin film CTS and its potential application to solar cells appearing from 2009/2010. A large amount of work on CTS has been done in Japan where the record cells have been produced. The rather small bandgap makes CTS a less than ideal absorber layer choice, but it could for example act as a potential bottom layer for a heterojunction solar cell [18].

Like CZTS, CTS is a p-type direct band-gap semiconductor, at least in the monoclinic phase, and some of the observations made on CZTS solar cell processing also apply to CTS: a Cu-poor composition yields a higher efficiency [17, 10] and Na-doping increases the efficiency [68] just as it does for CZTS [20]. Unlike CZTS, however, the grain growth is worse under Cu-rich conditions than Sn-rich conditions [16, 70].

The phase diagram of CTS is not yet fully mapped, although several groups have worked on it. Fiechter et al. [71] explored the phases formed under different ratios of Cu$_2$S to SnS$_2$ at a wide range of temperatures and show a single point of Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ stability, but did not investigate the range of solid state compositions near this point. Zawadzki et al. [67] calculated the phase space theoretically and Baranowski [70] explored the structures obtained under different compositions experimentally, showing a rather small stability region of Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ that requires not only a rather low concentration of Cu but also a low concentration of S.

### 2.3.3 ZnS material properties

ZnS forms two crystal polytypes: the cubic/zinc blende/sphalerite form also known as $\beta$-ZnS, which is more commonly found in nature, and the hexagonal/wurtzite form, $\alpha$-ZnS, which is metastable below 1020 °C [72, 73]. For the physical properties of ZnS, see tables in Appendix G. The bandgap is high, about 3.5 eV for the zinc blende form and 3.8 eV in the wurtzite form, which means
that ZnS is transparent to both visible and infrared light in its dense form (it appears white in powdered form). The high bandgap energy means that when ZnS occurs in CZTS it blocks current transport, acting as an insulator. However, as noted above, small amounts of ZnS may be less detrimental than similar amounts of CTS or other low band-gap impurities, which reduce $V_{oc}$ and therefore the efficiency.

ZnS is a very stable compound and ZnS films do not easily oxidize, staying reflective for years when stored in the laboratory as noted by Cox and Hass in 1959 and confirmed in the present study. However, ZnS may decompose - and oxidize - when exposed to UV irradiation. Hass et al. describes oxidation under UV irradiation even in vacuum at $10^{-6}$ mbar because a monolayer of O always forms on the surface due to residual gas in the chamber. Other authors writing about CVD of ZnS note that subliming S from ZnS extremely quickly reacts with any stray molecules of water or hydrogen in the chamber, leading to non-stoichiometry even at very low vacuum pressure. This problem should be smaller in PLD, where the molecules spend less time bouncing around the chamber before they reach the substrate.

ZnS has relatively high reflectivity in the far UV and very low reflectivity in the visible and infrared spectrum and has therefore been used in optical coatings since the 1950's. Doped ZnS can be phosphorescent and has been widely used in cathode ray tubes and electroluminescent displays (e.g., in the screens of old fashioned TVs and oscilloscopes). For example, Mn-doped ZnS (ZnS:Mn) emits orange-yellow cathodoluminescence, as has been shown in thin films produced by PLD. Cu-doped ZnS is used as a blue luminescent material; other dopings lead to other colors. For these reasons as well as its nonlinear optical properties, ZnS is widely used today in infrared optics as well as lasers, LEDs and electroluminescent displays among others. Nanoforms of ZnS have also been extensively researched in various forms, e.g., for use as quantum dot shells.

Due to its high bandgap and its good lattice match to CZTS, ZnS has been considered as a buffer layer instead of CdS in CZTS and CIGS solar cells. The role of the bandgap is to help guide electrons to the n-side of the solar cell and not let them get back to the p-side to recombine with the holes. The bandgap of this layer is therefore crucial. Some authors, such as Barkhouse et al., suggest that ZnS has too high a bandgap even compared to CZTS and suggest focusing on other materials such as In$_2$S$_3$.

### 2.3.4 Copper sulfides

Copper sulfides are generally considered detrimental impurities when they occur in CZTS and it may therefore be surprising to learn that in the 1980's extensive
research was dedicated to Cu₂S solar cells and > 10% was achieved for CdS/Cu₂S devices. Apparently development of this material for solar cells was abandoned when it became clear that Cu migrated through the device, making them unstable [88].

A quick overview of the different copper sulfides is provided here mainly based on information from Rao and Pisharody [89]:

\[ \text{Cu}_2\text{S} \] has several phases depending on the temperature. Below 104 °C it is in a monoclinic form, then it passes through a hexagonal phase before reaching a cubic form (digenite) above 435 °C. The bandgap is about 1.2 eV [88].

\[ \text{Cu}_{2-x}\text{S} \] with \( x \approx 0.2-0.25 \) naturally exists as cubic digenite but can also be found, e.g., in an orthorhombic form synthetically (\( \text{Cu}_7\text{S}_{14} \)).

\[ \text{Cu}_{1.96}\text{S} \] is in orthorhombic djurleite form below 93 °C but passes into a mix of \( \text{CuS} \) and \( \text{Cu}_2\text{S} \) at higher temperatures. It can also make a tetragonal phase at high pressure.

\[ \text{CuS} \] is a hexagonal, metallic phase (covellite) wherein S is both in the \( S_2^- \) and \( S^{2-} \) state. It decomposes above 507 °C into \( S_2(g) \) and \( \text{Cu}_{2-x}\text{S} \) or \( \text{Cu}_2\text{S} \).

\[ \text{CuS}_2 \] can only be prepared under high pressure and is also metallic.

\( \text{Cu}_2\text{S} \) is most likely to occur in the CZTS phase diagram because the valence of Cu in \( \text{Cu}_2\text{S} \) is the same as in CZTS (Cu(I)).

### 2.3.5 Tin sulfides

\( \text{SnS}_2 \) with Sn in the (IV) valence state is the secondary phase that would be expected in CZTS unless there is lack of S. This material is an n-type semiconductor with a direct bandgap around 2.2-2.5 eV.

\( \text{SnS} \) is a semiconductor with a smaller bandgap than \( \text{SnS}_2 \) with various reported bandgap energy values from 1-1.2 eV indirect to 1.2-1.5 eV direct. It is being explored as a solar cell material with efficiencies so far similar to those achieved by CTS: 4.4 % maximum to date [90]. Usually \( \text{SnS} \) is found in the orthorhombic phase [91], though several other crystal phases have been reported under special circumstances.

Another Sn-S secondary phase is \( \text{Sn}_3\text{S}_2 \), an orthorhombic phase in which the valence states of Sn(II) and Sn(IV) are mixed.
2.4 Summary: Lessons on CZTS and CTS as well as the secondary phases from literature

This chapter has outlined the working principles of a solar cell and the characteristics of the CZTS and CTS layers for solar cells in current research. The most important observations in relation to the rest of the thesis include:

- Compositional and processing control is very important and difficult in CZTS solar cell fabrication
- The best CZTS solar cells have been Cu-poor and Zn-rich, perhaps because the most likely defects formed in the CZTS itself are not so harmful under these conditions, or perhaps because detrimental narrow band-gap secondary phases are less likely to form.
- The single-phase region for CZTS in the phase diagram is most likely quite narrow with secondary phases precipitating out as soon as the composition deviates from Cu$_2$ZnSnS$_4$ (in the Zn-rich part of the phase diagram, we will find ZnS).
- SnS is easily lost from the films during annealing and this type of degradation must be prevented by using short annealing times and a compensating SnS$_{(g)}$ and S$_{(g)}$ pressure.
- CTS like CZTS is most efficient when it is Cu-poor
- CTS has an even more complex phase diagram than CZTS, apparently also with a very narrow stability region.
- ZnS is a very stable secondary phase which acts as an insulator due to its high bandgap.
- Several of the possible secondary phases of CZTS are in themselves potential solar cell absorber layers including Cu$_2$SnS$_3$, SnS and CuS.
Chapter 3

Background: PLD and PED

As mentioned in the introduction, pulsed laser deposition (PLD) and pulsed electron deposition (PED) are both vacuum techniques with particles of high energy that enable non-equilibrium deposition of thin films. While PLD has been used widely in research and is also implemented in commercial production, PED is less widespread because it took longer to develop a stable electron source [92].

Many good introductions to PLD and PED explain the mechanism of ablation, so the following chapter will focus on concepts I have found helpful in relation to the present results. For a complete beginner in PLD, I would recommend the first pages of the tutorial by Ashfold et al. [93] as well as Schou’s review from 2009 [94]. An overview of many applications and materials tackled by PLD is provided by Eason’s book [95] while many helpful experimental observations are described by Lowndes [96] and Geohegan [97]. On the physical mechanisms behind PLD I found Willmott and Huber’s treatment very useful [98], as well as Schou’s book chapter on laser beam-solid interactions [99]. Harshavardhan and Strikovski provided a nice introduction to PED in 2005 [100] while Strikovski et al. present a more thorough comparison of the physics of PED and PLD [101].

3.1 Ablation and thin film formation

In both PED and PLD, thin film deposition takes place by ablation of the target material. ‘Ablation’ really just means removal of material, but in PLD and PED literature, it is often used in a more specific sense: as a process in which material is broken down to atomic constituents and ejected very rapidly as plasma. The word ‘evaporation’ in PLD literature instead evokes an equilibrium process, where the material may be in molecular form. This is further discussed below in Section 3.2.
Plasma, meanwhile, is ‘a fully or partially ionized gas consisting of electrons and ions’ [102].

What does ‘non-equilibrium’ mean? Willmott and Huber defined it as follows (slightly rewritten): Ensembles of species “are said to deviate from thermal equilibrium” when they “have energy distributions that cannot be described by the Maxwell-Boltzmann equation and therefore cannot be described by a single temperature.” [98]

The transfer of energy from beam to target naturally differs from PLD to PED and also differs for different types of PLD (using nanosecond or femtosecond lasers). The following discussion will primarily focus on ns-PLD. A PLD setup is sketched in Figure 3.1a (the laser does not have to be in the UV, but in ns-PLD it often is, as explained further below). An immediately visible characteristic of PLD is the confined and primarily forward-directed ablation plume, in which excited atoms and ions emit radiation in the visible spectrum, which means the ablation is visible through the vacuum chamber viewports. For example, a Zn-plume looks blue and a Cu-plume looks green (Figure 3.1b).

Figure 3.1: PLD setup and ablation plume. (a) Schematic of PLD setup. (b) The ablation plume during PLD of zinc. The plume clearly contains large droplets (streaks) and is very wide due to a very small spot size (∼ 2 mm) in our initial experiments on metals. See more on spot size in section 3.1.3 below.
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3.1.1 Energy absorption in the target

When a laser pulse strikes the target material, energy is transferred from the incoming photons to the electrons in the material. In ns-PLD, this happens most efficiently if the material has a high absorption coefficient, explaining why much work with ns-PLD is done with UV lasers, which are generally more efficiently absorbed than longer-wavelength light. The energy absorption is exponential and can be expressed by the Lambert-Beer-Bourget law:

\[
I = I_0 \exp^{-\alpha(\lambda)d[1 - R(\lambda)]}
\]

where \(I_0\) is the incident laser intensity, \(R(\lambda)\) is the wavelength-dependent reflectivity, \(\alpha(\lambda)\) is the wavelength-dependent absorption coefficient, and \(d\) is the distance that the light has traveled into the material. Note that the laser is usually incident on the target at an angle of 45°, which means that \(R\) can be substantial, especially for metallic or very smooth targets.

The excited electrons equilibrate with the core atoms (i.e., the energy is transferred to lattice vibrations), increasing the temperature of the target within picoseconds in ns-PLD \[99\]. The heating of the target leads to breakdown of the material within the region where the energy concentration is high enough, accompanied by an extremely quick rise in pressure and subsequent expulsion of material. The process is even faster in fs-PLD, where the laser pulse is so fast and intense that the material ejection may actually happen because so many free electrons are created under certain conditions that they can result in a Coulomb explosion \[103\] \[104\].

The volume of material that is ablated depends on both the absorption depth and the thermal diffusion length of the material: if the absorption depth is shallow, the heat will be absorbed close to the surface and if the thermal diffusion length is short, it will stay in the region where it was absorbed and cause efficient ablation. Therefore one would expect the ablation efficiency to be highest for materials with a high absorption coefficient and a low thermal diffusivity.

Normally, the thermal diffusion length \(l_{th}\) is defined as \[105\]:

\[
l_{th} = 2(D\tau_L)^{\frac{1}{2}}
\]

and describes the point where the temperature is reduced by 1/e compared to that of the external heat source of a laser pulse of length \(\tau_L\). \(D\) is the thermal diffusivity defined as:

\[
D = \frac{\kappa}{\rho c_p}
\]

where \(\kappa\) is the thermal conductivity, \(\rho\) is the density and \(c_p(T)\) is the specific heat. These material parameters are all temperature dependent, which becomes important to remember in the extreme conditions caused by the laser irradiation.
The definition of $D$ comes from solving the (equilibrium) heat diffusion equation of temperature $T$ as a function of time $t$ and distance $r$ from a point source of heat $Q$:

$$
\rho(T) c_p(T) \frac{\partial T(r,t)}{\partial t} - \nabla [\kappa(T) \nabla T(r,t)] = Q(r,t)
$$

(3.1.4)

where $Q$ is the heat source (power per unit volume) provided by the laser. $Q$ can be approximated by $\partial I/\partial r$ (or $\partial I/\partial z$ assuming 1-dimensional propagation of the light) as given by Equation 3.1.1. For further detail, see Bäuerle’s treatment [105].

These equations assume that heat loss by radiation or convection is negligible, and that the material is uniform, totally neglecting the pressure gradient and phase changes occurring in the material. Since we are usually working under nonequilibrium conditions in PLD (see Box 3.1) and pressure gradients and phase changes are non-negligible, the equations break down, but they still provide a useful framework. For example, having measured $D$, Matthias et al. were able to show the importance of $l_{th}$ in determining the melting and vaporization threshold in 14 ns, 248 nm laser ablation of Ni and Au: Ni with a smaller $l_{th}$ was much easier to ablate and for both materials it was easier to ablate a thin film than a thicker one on a heat insulating substrate because the substrate helped increase the local heating. Mirroring this effect, Cranton et al. saw that the threshold fluence increased in thin films of ZnS (which is insulating) on a heat conducting substrate because the heat was transported away from the ZnS before it could be ablated using ns XeCl 308 nm laser pulses [106]. Note that these measurements were made very close to the ablation threshold.

In a treatment that is closer to the conditions used in this thesis, Fähler and Krebs modeled the irradiation of Fe by a 248 nm laser also taking into account only equilibrium heating and evaporation of the material, using Equation 3.1.4 with $Q$, the source term (absorbed laser power per volume), modified by absorption in the evaporated layer. In their model, the high-pressure gas region next to the target (the Knudsen layer) was treated exactly as the bulk material at room temperature in terms of density, absorption coefficient, and even reflectivity. A retraction of the surface due to evaporation was included in the model, ignoring any changes in density due to temperature change, and cooling of the surface by the heat of evaporation was subtracted from $Q$. That’s all - no erosion of the target by the energetic plasma or other effects were included. Yet this very simple model led to reasonable estimates of the ablation rate as measured by the mass loss of the target [107].

By gravimetric measurements, Timm et al. estimate the ablation depth in three other bulk metals, Sn, Ti, and Al, which was only 5-50 nm, much much lower than the thermal diffusion length. They explained the low ablation rate by the low thermal diffusivity of the plasma, which contrasts to the treatment of
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the nascent plasma as similar to the bulk by Fähler and Krebs. Another example where simple thermodynamic equilibrium modeling was unsatisfactory was in explaining Ni and Ag ablation by Svendsen et al., where the model predicts a higher deposition rate for Ag than Ni at 532 nm, but the experimental results showed the opposite [108]. In this case effects like diminishing reflectivity of Ni during the laser pulse or resputtering of Ag may have had a large effect.

Compared to metals, which were used as ablation model systems in the 1990’s, in a dielectric the absorption length $1/\alpha$ is generally longer and the thermal conductivity often much smaller, meaning that absorption length and thermal diffusion length approach each other. Semiconductors have intermediate characteristics. Since these materials are compounds and their thermodynamic characteristics are less well known than for metals, they are even more difficult to model than the metals.

3.1.2 Plume and plasma generation

As the material affected by the laser pulse gains enough heat to melt and vaporize, increasing the local pressure and expanding, it begins to be ejected from the target. Since this happens on the ps timescale, in ns-PLD the ejected material continues to be irradiated by the laser beam, leading to further energy absorption and ionization of the plume, creating plasma. The absorption in the plume shields the target, such that the highest temperature of the target surface may be reached long before the laser pulse is over (this means that $\tau_L$ is not a very good parameter in Equation 3.1.2). Including this effect in their simple model of PLD of Fe, Fähler and Krebs predicted a higher surface temperature at 5 ns than at 10 ns or subsequent time steps even though the modeled pulse was 30 ns long [107].

The laser-target interaction and plume generation is shown schematically in Figure 3.2. The initial high-pressure material ejected from the target forms a Knudsen layer where the molecules or atoms ejected constantly collide - here the pressure can be up to 1 kbar [99]. The Knudsen layer is the non-equilibrium region “within a few mean free paths of the target surface” where the velocity distribution of the particles emitted from the surface changes from being all forward-directed and in equilibrium with the surface to having a new (lower) average forward-directed velocity with a distribution of velocities that are both forward and backward-directed due to the many collisions [109]. The subsequent absorption of laser light will then increase the velocity of the particles in all directions, causing some to further erode the target as they strike it while others recondense and most of the others speed off towards the substrate as described below.
3.1.3 Plume expansion geometry

As the hot particles ejected from the target collide with each other and the target, they gain an average forward-directed velocity with an empirically determined angular distribution of \( \cos^n \theta \) where \( \theta \) is the angle from the target surface normal and \( n > 2 \) depending on numerous factors including the spot size, the fluence, and the background pressure \[98, 99\]. In contrast, ‘normal’ evaporation is \( \cos \theta \)-distributed from the heated surface area because of the relatively low number of collisions.

Modeling the many competing processes taking place during ns-PLD is extremely challenging: one has to take into account the target irradiation, target breakdown with associated pressure and temperature changes, material ejection, Knudsen layer dynamics, laser irradiation of the plume-in-formation, plasma formation, further plasma excitation by the laser, partial shielding of the target by the plasma, and finally plume expansion concurrent with decay of the plasma excitation. The non-equilibrium nature of some of the steps is especially vexing because it means that the modeled quantities are not well represented by an average, and the extremely high temperature and pressure that lead to a critical state of the matter is very difficult to describe accurately as well. Nonetheless, many authors have tried to capture PLD by modeling, both analytical and numerical (mostly the latter in the last 20 years).

One model that is important because it predicts the spread of the ejected
molecules is the Anisimov model of plume expansion [110]. After the laser pulse has passed and beyond the surface of the Knudsen layer, the expansion of the plasma plume can be modeled as an adiabatically expanding cloud of gas and Anisimov et al. solved the governing equations analytically [110]. The full expression for the plume shape is quite complicated, but they show that for a substrate placed far from the target relative to the dimensions of the laser spot on the target \( (d_{\text{target-substrate}} >> r_{\text{spot}}) \) the thickness of the deposited film \( h(\theta) \) can be approximated by:

\[
h(\theta) = \frac{M k^2}{2\pi \rho d^2} \frac{1}{(1 + k^2 \tan^2 \theta)^{3/2}}
\]

where \( \theta \) is the angle from the normal to the target, \( M \) is the total mass of ablated material, \( k \) describes the eccentricity of the ellipsoid of the plume expansion \( (k = Z(t)/X(t) \) where \( Z(t) \) and \( X(t) \) describe the maximum extent of the ellipsoid in the directions vertically and laterally away from the point of expansion), \( \rho \) is the density of the growing film, and \( d \) is the target-substrate distance. This expression looks quite unwieldy but may easily be plotted and was shown by Anisimov et al. to be well approximated by \( \cos^n \theta \) for small \( \theta \). Several authors have shown that the Anisimov model provides a better fit than the simple \( \cos^n \theta \) approximation, as is for instance clear from Fig. 6 by Ojeda-G-P et al. [111].

The Anisimov model predicts that the larger the laser spot size, the more forward directed the plume, which can be intuitively understood because the lateral dimensions of the laser spot on the target are so much larger than the depth of the heated area or the thickness of the ejected material. This means that the outward pressure in the expanding gas layer is more forward directed than outwards directed. The smaller the spot, the larger the relative pressure towards the edges, and the more the plume spreads out. Figure 3.3 shows the thickness gradient that exists even for a relatively small spot (in this case \( \approx 0.3 \text{ mm}^2 \)).

### 3.1.4 Energy and time scale of plume expansion

The ablated material from the target has a velocity on the order of 10 km/s corresponding to 10s of keV. The velocity of the light element ions can be as high as 40 km/s for 248 nm nanosecond PLD of graphite, while the atoms travel more slowly, on the order of 20 km/s for the same material [93]. The ions travel fastest because they are pulled ahead by the free electrons speeding ahead at the front of the plasma plume. However the spread of ion velocities is very large and the majority of the ions travel more slowly [101]. Large droplets ejected from the target are an order of magnitude slower yet, with a speed of only 0.2 km/s in the graphite experiment [93]. For heavier elements, maximum kinetic energies
Figure 3.3: Thickness gradient of ZnS as deposited on Si. The thickness was measured at the labeled points, illustrating the magnitude of the thickness gradient in a ZnS deposition with a $\approx 0.3 \text{ mm}^2$ spot, leading to a relatively low degree of forward peaking of the deposition on the substrate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Point</th>
<th>Thickness (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1380</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of Ag ions of 150 eV (16 km/s) have been measured or about 100 eV for Fe ions ($\approx 19 \text{ km/s}$) while Fe droplets traveled at only 20-150 m/s. In a background gas, the ions and atoms are slowed down significantly, arriving later. For PED, which always takes place in a background gas, and which additionally has a slightly different material ejection mechanism, the range of ion energies is wider, with a lower average ion velocity but a longer tail of high-velocity ions.

In a background gas the expanding plume collides with the atoms or molecules of the gas (for example Ar, O$_2$ or N$_2$). The gas will be compressed in the direction of plume expansion, creating a shock front, as shown in detail, e.g., by [113]. Collisions with the gas cause the atoms and ions from the target to scatter, with light elements scattered more than heavy elements - see for example Chen et al. [114].

The time scale of PED and PLD is difficult to comprehend. The PED and PLD pulses used in these studies are approx. 5-100 ns long and the pulse repetition rates used were 5-45 Hz, which means that the time between pulses is immense compared to the length of the pulses themselves. To put the pulse-to-no-pulse ratio in perspective, 20 ns PLD pulses at a repetition rate of 10 Hz correspond to 1 s pulses repeated every 58 days! After the laser or electron pulse itself, the ablation plume continues expanding for several microseconds: With a target-substrate distance of 4 cm, ions traveling at 16 km/s will hit the target in 4 microseconds, while atoms might take 2-10 times as long and droplets 10 times as long again. On the scale of the imaginary 1 s pulse with a 58-day repetition.
rate, the ions and atoms arrive from within several minutes up to half an hour after the pulse, while the droplets keep coming in for hours, still leaving plenty of time between pulses for the atoms to rearrange themselves on the substrate. See Figure 3.4.

3.1.5 Film formation

When the plume hits the substrate, it condenses. Each pulse typically delivers less than 0.1 nm, i.e., less than an atomic layer. In vacuum, with incoming ions and atoms with energies of several eV up to more than 100 eV, the incoming material energy is usually high enough to overcome the surface diffusivity barrier[98] and the atoms can form crystalline solids far below the equilibrium temperature. The energy of the incoming particles is also so high that particles can be resputtered (especially atoms with low atomic weight[94]) and both interstitial atoms and tensile stress can be induced[115] (compression in the direction normal to the surface gives tensile stress parallel to the surface). See Figure 3.5. In a background gas the species are slowed down, so these effects will be less pronounced, which can be an important advantage. However, this also reduces the surface mobility of the incoming atoms and therefore the ability of the material to crystallize at low temperatures.

Note that while the time between pulses is long compared to the amount of time that atoms impinge on the substrate, the time needed for complete diffusion
of atoms on the surface is similarly long. In a Monte Carlo model of the growth of \( \text{BaTiO}_3 \), Zhu et al. show that the surface roughness increases for 50 Hz deposition versus 1 Hz deposition \[117\]. Their model simply assumes a constant energy of the incoming atoms of 10 keV (quite high), a substrate temperature of 700 K and a constant deposition rate of 1 monolayer/s. They explain the increased roughness effect by the decreased diffusion time of the adatoms before the next pulse arrives.

3.2 Conditions for stoichiometric transfer

Paper after paper quotes stoichiometric transfer of the material composition from the bulk target to the growing film as the main advantage of PLD \[115\, 94\, 118\, 119\, 96\]. A newcomer to the field may not immediately notice the frequent qualifications that are added to this statement: “under optimal conditions” \[98\], “except for cases where non-ablative heating leads to dominant evaporation” \[94\], “when the focused laser energy density ... and its spot size and shape are chosen properly” \[96\]. Even the enthusiastic Norton concedes: “While stoichiometric transfer of target composition is readily achieved for nearly every material, this does not ensure stoichiometric film growth at elevated temperature if any of the cation species possess high vapor pressures” \[115\].

These qualifications turn out to be key to the research in this thesis: The composition of the deposited film may be congruent to that of the target under the right circumstances. Indeed a great number of papers on PLD describe specific
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instances of film deviation from the target stoichiometry (e.g., [120, 121, 122, 114, 123]).

An important observation on PLD was made in 1988 when Venkatesan and coauthors described how the material ejected by pulsed laser deposition consists of both an incongruently evaporated, $\cos \theta$-distributed component and a congruent, forward-peaked component, with incongruent evaporation dominating at low fluence and congruent transfer at higher fluence [118]. While Venkatesan did not use the word 'ablated' to describe the congruent component, this word was subsequently adopted by the PLD community, as defined, for example, by Haglund, who calls laser ablation a sputtering process, where the material ejection is nonlinear with respect to the energy input and where a plasma ablation plume is formed. He notes that there is probably a continuum between what he terms laser 'desorption' (where material ejection is very low and linear with the energy input) and laser 'ablation' [124].

To obtain stoichiometric transfer, it is necessary to make sure that ablation dominates over evaporation. This balance can be viewed in terms of how fast the absorbing region of the target heats up versus how fast the heat is conducted away into the remaining target. Intuitively it makes sense that if a very large amount of heat is constrained within a very small region of the target, that heat will cause explosive vaporization much better than if the heat is 'spread out' either by being absorbed over a greater region or by being transported away by a high heat conductivity.

For depositions containing volatile components, numerous authors suggest the use of a background gas of the volatile species (often $O_2$ but in our case it would be the highly toxic $H_2S$) or a dual target with one target enriched in the volatile species (e.g., Zn or K) - see, for example, the suggestions of Norton [115], Lowndes [96], Frumar et al. [125] and Christen and Eres [126].

A second factor that strongly influences the composition of the growing film is the preferential scattering in the presence of a background gas mentioned above. Inside the plasma, all atoms are scattered so much that mass differences don't make much difference. Beyond the limit of the luminous plasma plume, however, a background gas will scatter light elements more than heavy elements [94, 120].

Third, as noted in Subsection 3.1.5 the atomic species may not all have the same sticking coefficient on the substrate, especially if the film is heated and the species have low vapor pressure. Also, light elements may be preferentially resputtered by incoming high-energy species.

In summary, non-stoichiometric film growth can be caused either by processes at the target, in the plume or at the growing film. Plume diagnostics can help distinguish which processes are taking place.

CZTS exemplifies the perfect storm of unlucky circumstances that make stoichiometric transfer difficult: S, Zn and Sn have all previously challenged PLD.
S is a volatile element and previous reports on PLD of S-containing compounds show that the films are frequently (though not always) poor in S [127, 128, 123], as further discussed in Chapter 4. Zn is also relatively volatile, and Norton specifically notes that Zn is known to give problems with film composition because the high vapor pressure in combination with a heated substrate gives a low sticking coefficient [115]. Finally, Krebs observed that among 30 metal alloys deposited by his group, a 50:50 Fe-Sn alloy was the exception to the rule of stoichiometric transfer at high fluence using a 248 nm KrF-laser, with highly Fe-rich films resulting [119], perhaps due to the relatively low cohesive energy of Sn relative to Fe and many other metals. Thus in hindsight it is easy to see that plenty of challenges might come up in deposition of CTS and CZTS by PLD as well as PED, where many of the same considerations are relevant.

3.2.1 Non-stoichiometric CTS growth; where did the SnS go?

When growing CTS films from a SnS-enriched target, we noticed that the composition of the films were highly Cu-rich compared to the desired composition. In order to find out where the SnS was going, we compared films grown facing the target and films grown nearly at right angles to the target. See Figure 3.6. The deposition rate at right angles to the target naturally was relatively low, so only a few films were grown thick enough for EDX quantification. Also see Table 3.1 which includes measurements of the average original target composition and the composition of powder scraped from the target after similar ablation to that used to make the films. The films were deposited at room temperature with the 355 nm laser. Note that due to the heavy droplet bombardment of both films, it is hard to measure the composition accurately; when making the comparison one must assume that there is a similar systematic error due to droplets in all the films. The error in the composition quantification of the multidomain target and the powder is even greater.

From Table 3.1 it is clear that the films deposited at a 90° angle to the target were far richer in S and Sn than the films facing the target. This demonstrates that the initial distribution of the elements in the plume was non-uniform: the S and Sn were scattered to higher angles while the Cu-expulsion was more forward-directed. This points to concurrent evaporation of SnS (with a nearly spherical \( \cos \theta \) distribution) and forward-directed ablation of the Cu-rich phases in the target. The high number of droplets on both types of films appears consistent with some kind of explosion where liquid droplets are hurled away in all directions from the laser spot.

Turning to the composition of the powders scraped from the ablated target, it appears that the lower the fluence, the higher the Cu-content remaining in the target was. This is consistent with the idea that SnS and S were evaporated...
Figure 3.6: Deposition of a film at right angles to the target as well as one facing the target in the usual manner. (a) Target and substrate holder for (almost) 90° deposition. (b) Surface of film deposited opposite target (target-substrate distance 4.5 cm). (c) Surface of film deposited at nearly 90° from target. The spot size was 2.5 mm².

Table 3.1: Comparison of SnS-rich CTS films deposited facing the target or almost at right angles to the target (see text). Composition measured by 15 kV EDX in the Supra VP40 by Edoardo Bosco and Philip Rasmussen (films, powders) as well as Lasse Ravnkilde and Thomas Youngman (target). At least three measurements were averaged for each sample and the standard deviation of the measurements was about 1% absolute.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Fluence J/cm²</th>
<th>Spot size mm²</th>
<th>Pulses #</th>
<th>Thickness μm</th>
<th>Cu %</th>
<th>Sn %</th>
<th>S %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facing target</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>162000</td>
<td>&gt; 6</td>
<td>25-29</td>
<td>29-30</td>
<td>42-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90° to target</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>162000</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facing target</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>81000</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>26-28</td>
<td>28-30</td>
<td>44-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90° to target</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>81000</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powder</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>18000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powder</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>18000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powder</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>18000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powder</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>18000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>51.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
relatively easily, while ablating the Cu-rich phases in the target required more energy. The volatility of SnS was mentioned in Section 2.2.3.

Directly comparing the composition of the target to the films (or even the powders) is made difficult by systematic error due to the different roughness as well as the multicomponent nature of the target. The Sn- and Cu-rich domains seen in the target by EDX mapping meant that the EDX software’s automatic inclusion of secondary fluorescence absorption and reemission was not correct. See section 5.6.4.

3.3 Droplet generation

Droplets of up to micron size are a regularly mentioned drawback of PLD and PED, especially if the films are to be used as deposited with no post treatments such as annealing or etching. Even with post-treatment, droplets can result in a rough surface, which is sometimes not an issue, but certainly poses a problem for solar cells, where a subsequent very thin buffer layer needs to be deposited on top of the film (the solar cell structure was shown in Figure 1.2). In this context it is interesting to note that in Fig. 3.6 we do not see a strong reduction in the droplet density at 90° compared to deposition on a target facing the substrate.

Examples of as-deposited CTS films are shown in Figure 3.7. A thickness gradient is clearly visible in Figure 3.7c, yet the amount of droplets in different areas of the film was not particularly different as seen in Fig. 3.7a. The composition was also similar across this sample size, with a slight change in the sample corner furthest away from the plume center, as seen in the table in Figure 3.7d, which demonstrates that composition measurements within about 1 cm of the plume center can be trusted for CTS films made even with a relatively large spot ($\approx 2.5 \text{ mm}^2$). Inspection by low-resolution SEM (not shown) indicated that the surface morphology was similar in area F to areas A-E (Fig. 3.7c).

In principle, relatively low energy is needed for ejection of particulates compared to ablation since the fraction of energy that goes into fragmentation is small [125, 105]. Therefore, at least in metals, low fluence can lead to high droplet incidence when the target is rough: the energy is high enough to break structures on the target but not high enough to vaporize them fully [129]. In other words, inhomogeneity in the target surface increases droplet formation; this process is known as exfoliation [130]. However, other studies show a decrease in droplet density at low fluence [96] (this was also seen in our studies of CTS and CZTS as shown in Chapters 7 and 8).

Apart from target roughness, an important mechanisms leading to $\mu$m size droplets as mentioned by Lowndes [96] and Willmott and Huber [98] is subsurface boiling, leading to ejection of material above before it is vaporized. These authors also mention the recoil pressure from the Knudsen layer which is hard to
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Figure 3.7: Mapping film uniformity. (a) Map of a CTS film with respect to the holder. The plume center was between points A and E. (b) SEM images of film surface at points A, B, C, D, E (approximately). (c) Photo of 100 nm thick CTS film as deposited by the 355 nm laser at room temperature on the substrate holder using a spot size of 2.5 mm². The different color of the film indicates the thickest/thinnest parts of the films due to interference. The plume center is located in a slightly different position than in (a). (d) Composition and thickness at different points. Composition measured by 15 kV EDX in the TM3000. The standard deviation of the measurements was about 1% absolute. SEM images by Lasse Ravnikilde and Tomas Youngman.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spot</th>
<th>Thickness µm</th>
<th>Cu %</th>
<th>Sn %</th>
<th>S %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>≈ 1.6</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>≈ 1.6</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
distinguish from subsurface boiling experimentally. Both of these mechanisms are reduced when the absorption length of the laser is high compared to the thermal diffusion length, because there will be relatively less melted material compared to vaporized material.

Finally, an important mechanism causing droplets at very high laser fluence or very short pulses (i.e., fs PLD) is phase explosion: the heating of the target is so fast that the material passes the critical point and the temperature is too high for the liquid phase, but the pressure is too high for the gas phase, causing explosion of a gas and liquid mixture. This is likely the reason why material ejection in fs-PLD is often observed to be in the form of nanoparticles [104, 103].

Many strategies have been used to reduce the incidence of droplets on the films. The simplest is fast target spinning, intermediate to low fluence, and movement of the laser spot on the target in a raster pattern. As part of the work we tested what happened when we kept the laser energy per pulse constant and changed the spot size when depositing SnS-rich copper tin sulfide CTS films (i.e., the target was SnS-rich compared to the composition of stoichiometric Cu$_2$SnS$_3$). We found that there was little difference in the droplet area density for the three smaller spot sizes tested as shown in Figure 3.8, but the amount of droplets increased at very high fluences (> 5 J/cm$^2$). This could be due to increased target roughening with a smaller spot size.

![Figure 3.8: SEM images of SnS-rich CTS films made with a changing spot size and constant energy and number of pulses. The area density and size of the droplets is largest on the film made with the smallest spot size (0.9 mm$^2$) and the highest fluence (5.1 J/cm$^2$) illustrating poorer coupling of energy into the target at this fluence.](image)

As seen from the film thicknesses listed below the SEM images in Figure 3.8 the little experiment illustrated that using a small spot size was inefficient: the thickness of the films decreased, even though the number of pulses on the target was the same for each film. This reduction in deposition rate is most likely due to the wider plume expansion that would be expected when decreasing the spot size. However, it could also be influenced by an increased target roughening,
which also reduces the degree of forward direction of the plume, and a relatively higher shielding of the target by the nascent plume when the same amount of energy is coupled into a smaller area. The effect of changing the spot size on the deposition rate was investigated in detail by Ohnishi et al. [131], who found that for a given laser energy, there was a spot size that would give the highest deposition rate - it should neither be too large nor too small.

Another approach to reducing the amount of droplets is off-axis deposition, since the droplets are heavy and not significantly scattered by a background gas. Notice, however, that this will not always work, at least in vacuum: As noted, in our experiments with CTS with a 2.5 mm$^2$ spot size, there were still plenty of droplets at 90° from the target (Figure 3.6), and droplets were also visibly ejected at large angles in a Zn-deposition with a much smaller spot size of $\approx 0.2$ mm$^2$ as seen in Figure 3.11. In such cases, one can even use a reversed substrate orientation, so that the deposition happens on the surface facing away from the target. More sophisticated methods include velocity filtering by a mechanical shutter synchronized with the laser repetition rate, allowing fast atoms and ions to pass, but blocking the slow droplets [129]. Both in PLD and PED it is also possible to apply a negative voltage between the target and the substrate, repelling the droplets, which have negative charge [132]. With a high enough voltage, one may even evaporate the droplets [129].

Finally, several authors suggest that reducing the laser wavelength reduces the amount of droplets on the films. This approach was attempted as part of this thesis, reducing the wavelength for CTS deposition from 355 to 248 nm, and the results of the study were published in an article in Applied Surface Science (Appendix B) as described in Chapter 7. As discussed in the article, at least two mechanisms may contribute to the reduction of droplets in films deposited with UV lasers compared to visible or infrared lasers: 1) the absorption depth is shorter, resulting in more efficient ablation [133], and 2) even when there is little difference in the absorption coefficient, as in 355 nm versus 248 nm PLD of YBCO, the droplets themselves may be fragmented by absorption of UV light at the end of the laser pulse as remarked by Koren et al. [134].

From our SEM images of CTS films it appears that sometimes a gas bubble bursts inside a droplet, leaving a round crater in the droplet. Also, droplets are often surrounded by a crown of smaller droplets or crystallites - maybe due to splashing and/or nucleation on the surface- or perhaps the large droplets attract smaller droplets electrostatically. See Fig. 3.9. Cross sectional images are shown in Fig. 3.10 illustrating how deeply the droplets are sometimes embedded in the film. It appears that some droplets look like cones sticking up from the surface while others are more round and low.
Figure 3.9: Closeup SEM images of films deposited at room temperature with the 248 nm laser showing droplets on CTS (a) and SnS-rich CTS (b). In (a) we see that apparently a bubble has burst inside a droplet as it solidified. In (b) we see that although the main part of the film was amorphous and no crystallinity was detected by X-ray diffraction, apparently small crystals or crystal-like grains were able to form on the film surface. SEM images by L. Ravnkilde and T. Youngman.
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Figure 3.10: Cross-sections showing droplets penetrating deep into the growing film as well as the profile of different types of droplets - some apparently rounded, perhaps due to vapor boiling off after they landed on the substrate, others characteristically cone shaped. (a) and (b) depict SnS-rich CTS made with exactly the same recipe of 2.3 J/cm$^2$ using the 355 nm laser. (c) shows a film made with the 248 nm laser at about 1.6 J/cm$^2$; image (c) taken by L. Ravnkilde and T. Youngman.
3.4 Impact of deposition conditions

A large number of factors influence the quality of the films made in PLD including:

- laser wavelength and pulse duration
- target rotation (as fast as possible for uniform ablation)
- laser raster pattern and speed
- adjustment of the background pressure
- adjustment of the distance from target to substrate (especially in the presence of a background gas)
- angle of the substrate surface to the direction of plume expansion
- spot size
- density of the target
- repetition rate
- substrate temperature
- type of substrate (amorphous or crystalline, lattice (mis-)match with film, possible reaction with growing film)

Laser wavelength and pulse duration have a fundamental impact on the deposition as we will see in Chapter 7. The best wavelength is the one where the material absorbs the most, which is often in the UV. The pulse length directly influences the intensity and therefore also the ablation efficiency. Additionally, longer pulses may proportionally ablate the target less efficiently but heat the plume more, causing extra ionization as well as perhaps additional breakup of droplets as discussed above.

Some of the remaining factors have already been mentioned above, but will here be treated one by one:

First, fast target rotation and a large laser raster area usually reduce the number of droplets by reducing the ablation-induced roughening of the target. We saw above directly how changing the spot size can influence the number of droplets and the efficiency of the ablation (Fig. 3.8). Note that the spot size on the target may change appreciably if the laser beam spot is moved in such a way that it impinges on the target at a different distance from the focusing lens, as pointed out by my colleague Andrea Cazzaniga in his PhD thesis [135]. This may be avoided by steering the target rather than the laser beam or by ensuring that the laser is moved only in the plane where the size on the spot is constant.
Ujimoto et al. provide a detailed description of a target steering pattern that reduces target roughening and droplet surface density drastically for deposition of BiFeO$_3$ with an ArF excimer laser [130].

Adjustment of the background pressure and the distance from target to substrate can influence the energy and angular distribution of the species impinging on the substrate. The angle of the substrate surface relative to the direction of plume expansion is also important for both the amount of droplets and the stoichiometry of the growing film as noted above. Many studies are devoted to exploring these parameters; see, e.g., [96, 137, 111, 114, 138].

The importance of a dense target is stressed by both Lowndes and Norton as a method of reducing the number of droplets[96, 115]. Additionally, a single phase target may be important for controlling film stoichiometry. Lowndes comments on the experiments by Uchiki et al. [123] on non-uniform deposition of AgGaS$_2$ from an AgS-GaS target: “it is difficult to precisely control composition and quality of films deposited by ablation of an unreacted two-phase target” ([96] p. 541). This certainly corresponds to the experience that will be presented in this work. In principle a multiphase target should be ablated stoichiometrically if the laser energy is high enough to vaporize all elements within the spot. In practice, using a target with large differences in the volatility of the different phases turned out not to be so easy.

Although one would not expect repetition rate to play a major role as long as the time between pulses is much longer than the plume expansion time itself, we found experimentally that CZTS deposited at 45 Hz were different from films deposited at 7 Hz: the high repetition rate films were slightly more S-poor and Cu-rich and contained more droplets (Fig. 3.11) as will be discussed further in Chapter 8. This may be because the heat dissipation from the target is slow enough that parts of the target is still melted when the next laser pulse hits. Neither the laser raster pattern nor the target rotation rate were changed from 7 Hz to 45 Hz, so there may have been more local heating which was not fully dissipated between adjacent pulses. This could lead to splashing of a greater proportion of molten phase as well as SnS evaporation and Cu-enrichment of the films.

As for the type of substrate, Shen and Kwok demonstrated for a number of metal-chalcogenide binary phases that lattice matching with the substrate influences the orientation of the growing films [137]. On lattice-matched substrates, PLD can allow growth of epitaxial films, e.g., CZTS on GaP [139], CdTe on GaAs [140] and (somewhat lattice-mismatched) CIGS on Si [141].
WHAT IS EPI TAXIAL GROWTH? According to Martin et al. [142], “Epitaxial growth refers to extended single-crystal film formation on top of a crystalline substrate... heteroepitaxy refers to the case where the film and substrate are different materials, but have similar structures [i.e., lattice parameters] that help guide the growth of the film. Typically $f < [10 \%]$ is a requirement for epitaxy" (where $f$ is the size of the lattice mismatch between the materials)

3.5 Pulsed electron deposition

PED was developed in its modern form a few years after PLD gained popularity in the late 1980’s by Schultheiss and co-workers at Kernforschungszentrum, Karlsruhe. In the early 1990’s they worked on the design of a “pseudospark” device originally invented in 1979 [143, 144] and in 1994 they demonstrated the more stable and efficient “channel spark” configuration in collaboration with the HTS lab at the International Centre for Theoretical Physics in Trieste [145]. The channel spark design is the most successful discharge method for PED [146] and by 2005 a device of this design was available commercially from Neocera, Inc. [92].
3.5. **PULSED ELECTRON DEPOSITION**

PED like PLD is capable of achieving stoichiometric ablation and low-temperature film crystallization because of the high-energy pulsed beam impinging on the target. Since PED requires only a reliable pulsed electron source rather than an expensive high-power pulsed laser, PED is potentially a cheaper technique. Nonetheless, so far only relatively few labs around the world work with PED, probably because reliable commercial PED guns have only been available for a short time. Like PLD, the technique has proved successful for the deposition of oxide layers. Here we will look at the physics of the process.

3.5.1 **Initiation of ablation in PED**

In pulsed electron deposition the ablation process is initiated as follows: an electrical trigger allows a capacitor to release a high voltage pulse (10-20 kV), which in turn initiates an electrical discharge inside a hollow cathode filled with low-pressure Ar gas. The hollow cathode is generally an alumina tube about 3 mm in inner diameter. The discharge takes the form of plasma which propagates rapidly down a dielectric tube, giving rise to ablation when it hits the solid target that acts as the anode. See Figure 3.12. Like in PLD, the ablation process takes place in a vacuum chamber, which is grounded.

![Figure 3.12: Schematic representation of the PED setup used in this work. Illustration by S. Rampino and F. Pattini.](image)

The design of the pulsed electron discharge system used in this study (and in all recent PED work that I am aware of) is a channel spark discharge system. The channel spark system was first demonstrated in 1994 [145] after much work by
the same group on thin film deposition using the pseudospark discharge system \[147\] \[144\].

The irradiance in PED can be comparable to PLD, on the order of \(10^8\) W cm\(^{-2}\) \[148\]. The energy transfer from the electrons to the target atoms happens through collisions with the electrons in the target and is dependent on the density of the material as well as the ionization energy \[149\]. The main energy loss happens when a core electron is excited or even ejected from an atom and then loses energy again by thermal dissipation \[150\].

Strikovski and Harshavardhan describe the temperature rise at the surface in terms of a simple model similar to what we examined above for PLD: the target surface temperature change over time \(dT/dt\) is expressed as a function of the absorbed power per unit area, \(q\) (note that this is defined differently from \(Q\), the power per unit volume used above), the specific heat, \(c_p\), the density, \(\rho\), and the distance over which the heat is absorbed and distributed by thermal diffusion during the electron pulse \[151\]:

\[
\frac{dT}{dt} \approx \frac{q}{c_p \rho (l_{abs} + l_{th})} = \frac{J(U)U}{c_p S \rho (l_{abs} + l_{th})}
\]

where \(l_{abs} \propto U^2\) is the distance over which the electron energy is absorbed, \(l_{th}\) is the thermal diffusion length given by the heat diffusion equation (Equation \[3.1.4\]), \(S\) is the beam spot area, \(U\) is the voltage, and \(J(U)\) the voltage-dependent current per unit area impinging on the target. The power area density \(q = JU\).

The \(l_{abs} \propto U^2\) approximation derives from the expression for the electron stopping power that they assume; several models exist which should lead to similar results according to the authors \[151\].

The expression provides a useful framework for thinking about PED because it shows that for large \(l_{th}\) (i.e., in metals), the surface heating rate of the target and therefore the ablation efficiency will be highest for high voltage and current. On the other hand for relatively low \(l_{th}\), the electron absorption length will be important in determining the heating rate, and since it increases with increasing voltage, there will be a maximum rate of heating for some value of \(J(U)/U\) which is not necessarily equivalent to the highest possible voltage the setup can achieve \[151\]. Strikovski et al. advise that once one has found the best voltage it is helpful for achieving efficient ablation to increase the current by keeping the hollow cathode as close to the target as possible so that the beam is as confined as possible when it hits the target \[101\].

It is important to note that the electron pulses in PED are poly-energetic with the initial part of the pulse consisting of highly energetic electrons followed by a tail of lower energy ones \[149\] \[152\] in contrast to the single photon energy of the lasers used for PLD. This means that slow, low-energy electrons will always be present and can cause non-stoichiometric evaporation even while faster high-
energy electrons give rise to stoichiometric ablation as seen, e.g., by Pattini et al. [153].

While for a monoenergetic electron beam the maximum energy deposition (and therefore heating) occurs some distance beneath the material surface, Tricot et al. show that for a modeled polyenergetic beam hitting a ZnO target the maximum temperature is always at the surface [149]. This is important to avoid subsurface boiling and explosions of the target.

Using an imaginary single-phase CZTS target as an example for comparing PLD and PED conceptually, 99% of the intensity of a 248 nm laser would be absorbed less than 100 nm into the material as calculated from the absorption coefficient [154], while the energy of 16 kV electrons will be deposited at depths of hundreds of nm (modeled by the program Casino [155] assuming a CZTS density of 4.56 g/cm³ [156]). Taking into account the polyenergetic beam in PED, the energy deposition will occur closer to the surface, but the maximum depth of the energy transfer to CZTS would still be expected to be deeper with a pulsed electron beam than with a 248 nm laser.

3.5.2 Plasma generation and expansion - PED versus PLD

While in PLD the nascent plume shields the target from further irradiation, the energy absorption from electrons does not change depending on whether the material is in the vapor or solid phase [101] and the absorption depth therefore continues to be relatively long even after the ablation plume forms, allowing the electrons to continue ablating the target. This helps explain why PED generally leads to a higher deposition rate than PLD.

The effect of the lower absorption means that more of the PED energy goes into removing material from the target and less into energizing the species in the plume. This matches what is seen experimentally: the plasma electron temperature in the early PED plume is lower than that in similar PLD experiments [150]. Nistor et al. [146] showed through ICCD imaging that the velocity distribution of the species ejected from the target in PED is broader than in PLD with the most energetic species moving just as fast as the ones in PLD but with a lower average energy. Similar findings of a very broad PED energy distribution in the plume with species both much more and much less energetic than in PLD was shown by ion probe measurements by Strikowski et al. [101]. The broader velocity distribution means that ablated species keep arriving on the substrate for a longer time in PED than in PLD.

Some species in the PED plume are still ionized, making it a true plasma (i.e., a partially or fully ionized gas) rather than ‘just’ a fast atom cloud: the electrons are able to ionize the atoms in the plume through collisions just as they may ionize atoms in the target. Tricot et al. showed by time-resolved OES spectroscopy that
though the main pulse in PED is around 100 ns (this pulse length is commonly reported in PED literature), low-energy, weakly focused electrons keep being emitted for hundreds more nanoseconds, ionizing the nascent plume \[150\].

### 3.6 Summary: Advantages and drawbacks of PED and PLD

The main advantages of PLD and PED include:

- the high energy of the adatoms landing on the film, enabling crystallization at low temperature
- the possibility of stoichiometric transfer under the right circumstances
- the flexibility of the method as there are many parameters that can be tuned in a given setup (laser fluence, electron voltage, background pressure, distance from target to substrate, density of the target, type of substrate, substrate heating, substrate orientation, different background gases, and more)
- good adhesion of the film to the substrate and the possibility of layer-by-layer epitaxial growth due to the pulsed nature of the process

Some important drawbacks include:

- the volatile components of the target may not always be congruently transferred to the growing film
- the many parameters can be challenging to navigate
- the uniformly deposited area is generally small (from about 2 cm in diameter in our setups up to about 10 cm in diameter in others)
- droplets can be ejected from some types of target material, making the deposited material rough, and requiring removal through modification of the deposition process
- defects and strain can occur in the deposited films due to the high energy of the incoming particles (especially if there is no background gas)

The physics of the nanosecond laser ablation process is complicated and the high-pressure, high-temperature physical constants of many materials are little known. Therefore no accurate models have been developed that can predict exactly what might happen when one decides to deposit a new material by this technique.
Chapter 4

PLD of chalcogenides in the literature

A number of research groups have studied PLD of CZTS and numerous more have studied other chalcogenides, particularly ZnS. This chapter will review the literature on PLD of CZTS followed by the literature on PLD of CIGS, CdTe, ZnS and other chalcogenides.

4.1 PLD of CZTS

PLD of CZTS has been carried out under a wide array of conditions including different lasers, target types, substrates, substrate temperatures, and background gases. The earliest study, by Sekiguchi et al., is from 2006 and describes epitaxial growth of CZTS on (100) GaP [139]. A subset of the studies describe making solar cells. In all of these, the films were annealed at high temperature following the deposition, including the 5.2 % efficiency solar cell made by my colleagues in the CHALSOL project [157].

In Section 2.2 we looked at the material characteristics of CZTS and the experience from other groups in general on how to make good solar cells. Here we will look at the experience of other groups making CZTS by PLD. We will start by looking at room temperature depositions of CZTS by PLD followed by higher temperature depositions. An overview of a number of results on PLD-deposition of CZTS and closely related targets, mainly at 248 nm, is shown in Appendix E. The main trends in the studies will be summarized below.

At room temperature, films deposited by PLD were amorphous with micron-sized droplets [158]. Large CZTS grains do not form unless the substrate temperature is raised [159]. Therefore CZTS films made at room temperature must be annealed, and this is the main focus of the articles that describe room tem-
temperature deposition [160, 158, 161, 162, 163, 164]. The main lessons from these articles are:

- the amount of droplets is lower using a low fluence [158, 164]
- stoichiometric transfer is not assured using UV ns-PLD even at room temperature [160].

Regarding the stoichiometry, Moriya et al. [160] found S and Sn-rich, Cu-poor films relative to the target composition with a 248 nm laser. Che Sulaiman et al. [164] investigated the composition as a function of fluence and saw no particular trend, in contradistinction to the strong trends in the composition that my colleague Andrea Cazzaniga observed when the fluence was increased [157], as will be discussed in Chapter 8. It may be that the trend was obscured by errors in the measurements due to different thicknesses at different fluences, as the authors kept the deposition time constant rather than increasing it at low fluence to compensate for the lower deposition rate, or it may be that the fluence they used was not low enough for there to be a major change. Their films were in the 300-600 nm thickness range, so their reported absolute values of the film composition cannot be trusted (see discussion on the impact of sample thickness in EDX measurements of CZTS and CTS, Section 5.6.4).

On the composition of the droplets (all groups that show SEM images of the as-deposited room temperature films or discuss their morphology observe droplets): one group observed that the droplets contained Cu-Sn-S [160, 158], while another group saw Cu$_x$S and SnS$_y$ (or perhaps Cu$_x$S and Cu-Sn-S) [164]. In contrast, in a study in which CZTSe was deposited by a 1064 nm laser, the droplets were of the same composition as the target [165]. This is similar to the observations in PED of CIGSe.

In 248 nm PLD of CZTS at 300 °C, a lack of S has been observed a few times in the as-deposited films: Sekiguchi et al. measured a Cu-rich, S-poor composition of films on GaP substrates at 300 to 400 °C by EMPA (electron micro-probe analysis) [139], and Sun et al. measured a Cu-rich, Zn- and S-poor composition by EDX on 1.2 µm thick films deposited on Mo/SLG at 300 to 450 °C [159]. Other groups that found S-deficiency at 300 °C measured thinner films with EDX, so their quantification may be more uncertain [161, 166]. One of these groups varied the fluence at 300 °C while keeping the film thickness constant, which should make it possible to compare the composition measurements among each other, but they found no trend in composition versus fluence [166].

The CZTS films deposited at a substrate temperature above room temperature (e.g., 200-500 °C) were crystalline and often had a strong XRD peak corresponding to the CZTS (112) planes, indicating a preferential growth direction [139, 159]. Some of the studies report secondary phases: Cu$_x$S [159] and Sn$_2$S$_3$.
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or non-specified secondary phases [168]. Even the authors that report no other secondary phases and use Raman to complement the XRD studies cannot rule out the presence of ZnS as they do not use UV-Raman [161]. Higher temperature generally led to larger grains, but not always to the best film quality overall in terms of, e.g., bandgap close to that predicted for CZTS or in terms of pinholes and roughness of the films [159, 161].

Two other high-temperature studies report the composition of thick deposited films: One group found S-rich films compared to the targets, surprisingly at as high a temperature as 450 °C using a fluence of 2 J/cm² with a laser very similar to our 248 nm laser [169] - this fluence would result in Cu-rich, S-poor films in our setup. The final group found decidedly Cu-rich films at fluences of 0.5-0.8 J/cm² with a 266 nm frequency quadrupled Nd:YAG laser and an extremely long deposition time of 5 hours (!) at 500 °C in vacuum [168]. In contrast to the multiphase target used in our study, this group used a polycrystalline CZTS target which truly consisted of CZTS crystals (stannite or kesterite phase). This diligent study attests that a single-phase target is not enough to ensure stoichiometric transfer from target to substrate in PLD of CZTS at least for a prolonged deposition at high temperature. It would have been interesting to see the composition of room temperature-deposited films from the same target.

Altogether, the experience of other groups in making as-deposited films at elevated temperature hinted that there might be problems with Cu-rich, S-poor films, but because of the many free parameters (fluence, temperature, deposition time, nature of the target, etc.), it is difficult to say if it might be possible to overcome this problem or not.

Finally, several studies shown in Appendix [12] use quite a different PLD approach to obtain CZTS: One group deposited CZTO (Cu₂ZnSnOₓ) with a 248 nm laser at room temperature and subsequently annealed it to obtain CZTS; this group held the record PLD CZTS solar cell efficiency with 4.94 % efficiency [170] until the results of Cazzaniga & Crovetto [157]. Another group used a CZT target with a 248 nm laser, performing depositions at room temperature up to 150 °C; this group struggled with a very low deposition rate and thin films that were non-continuous after annealing [167]. A third group used a completely different approach of ablating a Cu and a Zn/Sn target in a H₂S background gas followed by N₂ annealing.

A number of other studies are not included in the table for example if the data or the experimental description was incomplete in relation to the as-deposited PLD films.
4.2 PLD of other chalcogenide solar cell materials: CIGS and CdTe

PLD has been used not only to deposit CZTS but also to deposit CIGS and CdTe. Compaan provided an overview of the early use of laser processing and laser deposition for solar cells in 1995: lasers were used to induce surface modifications in amorphous silicon solar cells, for scribing of silicon solar cells (this means dividing the surface layer up into cells and preparing for the deposition of bus bar layers), and of course for deposition of solar cell materials. Although he did not believe that PLD could be used for large-scale deposition of solar cells for commercial use, he saw PLD as a useful technique for experimenting with doping and graded composition of, e.g., CdTe 171.

4.2.1 PLD of CIGSe

In the following we will use the term CIGSe to distinguish selenide CIGS (the commercial and 22.6 % record efficiency variety) from pure sulfide CIGS and sulfo-selenide CIGS, which are also being researched but have been less efficient so far. Most work on PLD of CIGS has been with selenides.

Already in the early 1990’s, Schock’s group in Stuttgart experimented with PLD of ClSe2 and obtained > 8 % efficient solar cells, compared with a record efficiency at the time of > 15 % for the pure indium absorber layer 172. They obtained Se-poor films as-deposited at 520 to 580 °C from slightly In-rich polycrystalline targets by a 266-nm, 6-ns Nd:YAG frequency-quadrupled laser, and they compensated the Se-deficiency simply by evaporating Se from a boat near the substrate inside the deposition chamber 173. The films they produced were single-phase and the main problems cited in the articles were droplets on the film surface as well as an In-poor surface layer.

Several other groups have worked with PLD of CIGSe or CISe. For example, Gremenok et al. focused on the deposition of single-phase stoichiometric CIGSe films on glass substrates by millisecond-pulsed 1064 nm laser irradiation at 320 °C-380 °C in order to investigate the bandgap as a function of composition 174 175. Yoshida et al. also claim no problems with stoichiometric transfer of CISe using an XeCl excimer laser at 308 nm at as high a substrate temperature as 550 °C 176. In contrast, e.g., Tverjanovich et al., Leppävuori et al. and Jo et al. report Se-poor films at high fluence and temperatures from room temperature to > 300 °C using 308 nm XeCl lasers (the two first) or a 248 nm KrF laser (the last) 177 178 179. Levoska et al. found that the Se-content depended on temperature (as might be expected) with a slight Se-loss relative to the target in ClSe above 150 °C and in CIGSe above 350 °C.

In the last few years, groups in Taiwan have been working on fs- and ns-
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PLD of CIGSe with the stated aim of developing a low-temperature deposition technique for use on flexible substrates. Shih-Chen Chen et al. find that fs-PLD of CIGSe results in films made up essentially of nanoparticles, which they deem more promising than ns-PLD, plagued by droplets and Cu_xSe phases on the surface. However, no solar cells are presented to prove that the films work as intended and an Se-poor composition is found for all the films [180]. Chia-Chuan Chen et al. have further explored fs-PLD of CIGS at 300°C, but have multiple issues that need to be resolved including droplets and Se-deficiency in the films in order to create low-temperature as-deposited solar cells [181]. Like the groups making CZTS solar cells from PLD films, this group has experimented with annealing [182].

Other groups have continued working with laser irradiation of CIGS not to manufacture the absorber layer but to scribe the cells [183], but to my knowledge no groups have achieved higher efficiency with as-deposited CIGSe or CISe than the early work by Dittrich et al. in Stuttgart [172].

Overall it is clear that stoichiometry can be an issue not only in deposition of CZTS but also in CIGSe, as many of the groups surveyed here apparently experienced Se-loss during the deposition whether using UV ns-lasers or fs-lasers. The ones who did not have this problem (or who perhaps found ways to overcome it) were generally using fused silica or glass substrates and apparently did not go on to make solar cells.

4.2.2 PLD of CdTe for solar cells and photodetectors

Compaan et al. were able to make > 10% efficient CdTe solar cells using films deposited by PLD (or what they called laser physical vapor deposition, LPVD) already in the early 1990’s [184]. They used PLD to explore incorporation of ZnSe and ZnTe in the films, and had slight issues with preferential encorporation of Te over Se.

In other early CdTe experiments by PLD, Bhattacharya and Bose deposited CdTe on Si using a ruby laser and found slightly Te rich cubic phase films [185]. Ismail et al. demonstrated good photoresponse for similar heterojunctions made by PLD at 200°C much later, in 2007 [186]. A very recent article used PLD to deposit a CdS/CdSe stack on a SnO2 transparent conducting oxide window layer for a superstrate CdTe solar cell [187]. The aim was to widen the transmission region of the solar cell top layers above a CdTe absorber layer deposited by closed-space sublimation and the PLD layers succeeded in increasing the performance of their solar cells, though they are far from the world record efficiencies [187]. Other groups have used PLD to make both the CdS and the CdTe layer of thin CdTe/CdS solar cells with the aim of reducing the material use (mainly of the rare Te) while increasing the material quality. These groups achieved 5-6.7 %
efficiency (one group after annealing with CdCl$_2$, a treatment often used in CdTe solar cell processing) [188, 189]. Li et al. explored the temperature and pressure required to obtain good-quality CdS and CdTe and found that above 200°C the deposition rates of both materials dropped in vacuum, perhaps due to a lower sticking coefficient, but that CdTe could be made to stick up to 500°C by applying a background Ar pressure [189].

A few other articles on PLD of CdTe within the last decade are exploratory in nature, concluding vaguely that the method holds promise but that further optimization of e.g. grain growth is needed for high-quality devices. CdTe films deposited by PLD (either by 355 nm or 1064 nm irradiation) on glass and transparent conductive oxides are in some cases porous [190, 191]. In the 355 nm laser study, which was done on heated substrates in vacuum, Ghosh et al. found Te enrichment of all the films [191].

Overall, PLD has apparently been a useful tool for exploring the growth of CdTe and related layers for solar cells. While most groups do not focus on stoichiometry issues, a few authors report Te-enrichment of the films. CdTe used for solar cells (and CdTe grown on Si) is cubic-phase, but PLD depositions also sometimes produce the wurtzite phase (possibly mixed with the cubic phase) [191, 192], as also demonstrated by Shen and Kwok already in 1994 [137]. Which phase is obtained may in general be influenced by the amount of metallic versus non-metallic component present; Tairov and Tsvetkov noted that the hexagonal phase may preferentially form for both CdTe and ZnS during co-evaporation with an excess of the metallic component, while the cubic phase is formed under non-metal excess [193]. However, this does not match the observation of Ghosh et al. of hexagonal phase under Te excess, which may occur due to the non-equilibrium nature of PLD.

4.2.3 Lessons from PLD of CIGS and CdTe

Compared to the number of groups working with CIGS and CdTe solar cells, relatively few use PLD. Schok's and Compaan's groups who pioneered the use of PLD for these materials have continued to do research on CIGS and CdTe extensively, but have stopped publishing papers using PLD as the deposition method. Clearly other methods were deemed more suitable for continuing research. Compaan writes that the experience gained from experimenting on CdTe by PLD could be transferred to RF-magnetron sputtering, a method he continued to pursue for nearly two more decades [194]. In the case of CIGS, research by PLD continues but appears plagued by difficulties in obtaining the correct crystalline quality for solar cells. In general, for the high-quality materials needed for solar cells, these chalcogenide materials seem to pose a challenge, be it due to stoichiometric deviation from the ideal or other defects introduced by the high-energy
ablated particles arriving at the film.

4.3 PLD of ZnS

The most important other chalcogenide treated in this thesis were CTS and ZnS. CTS has only been deposited by PLD by one other group, whose first article came out after our first work had been published. This will be briefly reviewed in Section 7.1. Here we focus on PLD of ZnS, which has been extensively investigated. Some general results can be learned from Shen and Kwok [137] who deposited ZnS with a 193 nm ArF excimer laser ($\tau = 15$ ns) along with a number of other binary chalcogenides, namely ZnSe, CdS, CdSe, and CdTe, which all crystallize in both a cubic and a hexagonal form. They make the following observations that are useful for the present thesis:

- the films could form crystals from 100 °C but had the highest quality at 300 °C
- above 400 °C the films lose some of the chalcogen component (measured by EDX)
- the authors use a laser repetition rate of 10 Hz, explaining that a higher repetition rate leads to defects because it does not give enough time for the atoms landing on the film to diffuse to the correct lattice sites.

Many other groups have used PLD to deposit ZnS and on the whole it appears to be quite a well behaved material for PLD, as noted by my colleague Andrea Cazzaniga in his PhD thesis [135]. The films are generally smooth and although some authors report problems with lack of S, it does not appear to be a large problem.

4.3.1 Literature on PLD of ZnS

Because of the many applications of ZnS, a large body of work has been published on ZnS thin film deposition. Since the 1990’s numerous groups have used PLD to make ZnS, some focusing on making doped cubic-phase ZnS for various luminescent properties, others aiming to use PLD as a route to wurtzite-phase ZnS. Wurtzite ZnS is the less thermodynamically favorable phase but has stronger non-linear properties than sphalerite ZnS, and PLD’s ability to yield non-equilibrium phases has been exploited to grow wurtzite ZnS on sapphire [81, 195].

A matrix detailing the many PLD studies of ZnS is shown in Appendix F. This format provides a much easier overview of the many studies than the text summary below.
Substrate crystal orientation and temperature as well as background pressure all influence the growing ZnS films in PLD. Several authors report deteriorating quality of cubic ZnS films above approx. 400 °C \[196, 137\]. On the other hand, wurtzite ZnS depositions were most successful at 400-600 °C \[81, 195, 197\]). These authors all report decomposition of the films at higher temperatures.

Cubic epitaxial ZnS has been grown on GaAs (with some lattice mismatch in the bottom 150 nm of the films) \[196\] and on Si, where the epitaxy was best below 500 nm film thickness, with a mixture of cubic phase orientations occurring at higher thickness \[76\]. In the cubic films, a high background pressure was apparently best for obtaining high-quality films \[196, 198\]. On glass, the crystalline phase was not as clear as on structured substrates \[78, 199\]. This was also the case in PED of ZnS on soda lime glass \[83\]. However, Yano et al. and Shen and Kwok found predominantly cubic-phase ZnS on glass at substrate temperatures of 300-400 °C.

Overall, the best cubic-phase films were found around 300-400 °C. The crystalline phase of the film is strongly influenced by which substrate it is growing on and most authors were also specifically looking for this effect. Thus to get cubic-phase films it is best to use a lattice matched cubic substrate.

In nanoparticle ZnS and in films on unstructured substrates or formed at low temperatures, the phases may be mixed as the hexagonal and wurtzite polytypes differ only in the stacking orientation in one dimension, so the energy of transformation from one form to the other is very small \[200\]. Stoichiometry could also play a role in determining the most energetically favorable phase; as mentioned above in the discussion on PLD of CdTe in Section 4.2.2 this is the case in co-evaporation \[193\].

As for the stoichiometry of the as-deposited films, some authors found that the films were sometimes S-poor compared to the target (e.g., Karner et al. \[79\] in a background gas with the stoichiometry depending on the distance between substrate and target). McLaughlin et al. found that the S content depended on the fluence in films made with a 248 nm laser: films made at 2.5 and 5 J/cm\(^2\) were S-rich (most at the lowest fluence) while a film made at 20 J/cm\(^2\) was S-poor \[78\]. It is not clear if the observation of slightly S-poor films relates to the temperature, other than the fact that above about 550 °C the films lose S and degrade \[195\].

An interesting investigation of non-stoichiometric transfer of Cr-doped ZnS was carried out recently \[201\] which showed that the inclusion of metallic Cr in a ZnS matrix did not result in complete ablation of both metal and ZnS, but that Cr was left behind in the target. The explanation presented by the authors was that Cr existed as small distinct regions in the target which were highly reflective to the 248 nm laser and which had a high thermal diffusivity, quickly dissipating the heat that they did absorb. With increasing fluence, they found an increase
in the amount of Cr in the films, which could have a variety of causes. While this situation is not exactly like the one we had with the multicomponent CZTS targets discussed in Chapter 8, the same kinds of mechanisms may play a role.

A similar observation on increasing dopant incorporation with increasing fluence was made in an investigation of Cu-doped ZnS, where the non-equilibrium nature of PLD to create an otherwise thermodynamically unlikely mixing of Cu in ZnS. The aim - which was apparently achieved successfully - was to create a p-type transparent conductive film [195].

4.4 Other chalcogenides

Two other important chalcogenide families treated in this thesis are Cu$_x$S and SnS$_y$, two materials with very different properties introduced in Section 2.3.4 and Section 2.3.5, respectively. The literature on PLD of these phases is sparse. UV and visible ns-PLD of SnS and SnS$_2$ has been used to create nanostructures: nanosheets of SnS were made with 248 nm laser irradiation at a substrate temperature of 350 °C [202] while nanoparticles were made by 532 nm irradiation of a 150 °C SnS$_2$ target [203].

In contrast to the fluffy SnS$_y$ nanostructures, Cu$_2$S by PLD seems to form flat sheets: PLD of Cu$_2$S has been reported recently by authors proposing to exploit the thermoelectric properties of the materials [204] or to use it in a switchable memory unit [205], and these films are apparently low in droplets, like ZnS films. Neither of these fairly exploratory studies on Cu$_2$S complain of problems with stoichiometry or unwanted phases. In the deposition of SnS$_2$ for nanoparticle production, the authors observed multilayers of SnS and SnS$_2$ with different degrees of sulfur deficiency giving rise to different nanoparticle shapes.

Numerous other chalcogenides have been deposited by PLD - far too numerous to be comprehensively surveyed here. Some of the recent hot research topics include 2D layers of MoS$_2$, MoSe$_2$, WS$_2$, and WeS$_2$ [206].

In the interest of finding out if S-deficiency is always an issue in ns-PLD of sulfur-containing chalcogenides, we will examine a few other materials briefly:

- As$_2$S$_3$: stoichiometry depends on fluence with S deficient films at 1.9-3.8 J/cm$^2$ and As-deficient films at very high fluence using a KrF-laser [127].

- Ga-La-S films deposited with 532 nm laser irradiation were S-deficient relative to the target [207]

- AgGaS$_2$ films were strongly non-stoichiometric as-deposited by 308 nm ns-PLD at high temperatures (560-620 °C) from a multicomponent target: they were both Ag and S-poor and a separate Ag-phase formed at up to 600 °C.
Frumar et al. extensively review PLD of chalcogenides in 2006 [125] and list other examples of more complicated sulfides, many of them produced by a Jülich-St. Petersburg collaboration around 1999-2001, where off-axis deposition was used to explore a number of different chalcogenide sensor materials using 248 nm ns-PLD. This group demonstrated stoichiometric transfer of Ag-As-S films from target to substrate at room temperature in a N\(_2\) background gas [208]. Other, more complicated materials were not always quite as well behaved: Ag-Cd-As-I-S was slightly S-rich and very Cd-rich, Ag-Tl-As-I-S was nearly stoichiometric in S but rich in As, and Ag-As-I-S was S-poor and Ag-rich. All of these depositions were apparently carried out at the same fluence, so adjusting the fluence might have changed the stoichiometry [209]. For these films, however, the exact stoichiometry was not the main concern, rather the focus was the applicability of the films as sensors. No reason is offered for the off-axis geometry, but it makes it hard to compare these results to our on-axis configuration.

Overall it appears that while ZnS and Cu\(_2\)S are fairly well-behaved chalcogenides where big issues in stoichiometry may be avoided, many other chalcogenides are much more difficult to deposit.

In relation to the experiments carried out in this thesis, the result that the stoichiometry of As-S films depended on the incident fluence [127] is interesting: this is similar to what we saw for CTS and CZTS. Other highly relevant results include the observation that Cu-incorporation in heavily Cu-doped ZnS increases with fluence, and the same is true for lighter Co-doping [195, 201].

4.5 Summary of the lessons from literature on PLD of chalcogenides

Several challenges are clear from the literature on PLD of CZTS and other chalcogenides. The stoichiometry can clearly be a challenge, and many groups report S- or Se-deficiency in the films. Some groups were able to overcome these difficulties and make high-quality films of e.g. CIGSe. However, no solar cells made from as-deposited CZTS films have been reported since the 1990’s and no solar cells made from as-deposited CZTS have been reported whatsoever. Droplets could be another challenge for materials that need to provide good electrical contacts between adjacent layers. Droplets are prominent features on room-temperature deposited CZTS and are also seen in CZTS and CIGSe deposited at higher temperatures, but apparently tend to decrease with substrate temperature, perhaps due to reaction with the surrounding film (REFS). Overall we saw that PLD for solar cells has been used in many exploratory studies but has yet to yield very high quality solar cells, especially as deposited. This may be due to both droplets and stoichiometry issues and could also have to do with material defects at the microscale introduced by the high-energy particle bombardment during PLD.
Chapter 5

Materials and Methods

This chapter describes the deposition and characterization techniques used in this study with emphasis on information that would be useful from a practical standpoint for a beginner in materials science and for reproducing the results of this thesis. The deposition methods will be described first followed by the targets and substrates, the fabrication of complete solar cells and finally the characterization.

5.1 Pulsed laser deposition

PLD was done with a 355 nm Nd:YAG laser and a 248 nm KrF laser. Important parameters of the two setups were compared in one of our articles that discusses the differences between CTS deposited by the 248 and the 355 nm lasers (Appendix B [210]). Below, a few additional parameters are added to the comparison (Table 5.1).

Table 5.1: Parameters of the two lasers used in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Nd:YAG</th>
<th>KrF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laser type</td>
<td>Nd:YAG</td>
<td>KrF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength (nm)</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse length (ns at FWHM)</td>
<td>5-7</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spot shape</td>
<td>oval</td>
<td>rectangle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity profile</td>
<td>Central part of a Gaussian beam (cut by aperture)</td>
<td>top hat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.1.1 PLD: 355 nm setup

The 355 nm laser is a Q-switched frequency-trebled 1064 nm Nd:YAG laser from Coherent with a 5-7 ns pulse width. The setup is shown in Fig. 5.1. The pulse energy sometimes fluctuated from pulse to pulse and contributed to the error in our fluence measurements. The stability was influenced by the difference in the time delay of the capacitor bank that triggered the flash lamps pumping the laser and the Q-switching delay. A stable laser temperature was also important and at one point the electronics controlling the cooling had to be exchanged. Even after warming up according to the manual, the laser was not always stable during long depositions. We used a 10 Hz repetition rate except in the early work with metal and ZnS ablation where we used 5 Hz for some of the deposition rate measurements.

The target could be rotated and the distance from target to substrate could
be varied from 3-7.5 cm. We always used 4.5 cm to be able to compare easily to the 248 nm setup. Prior to deposition, the chamber was always pumped down to below $10^{-5}$ mbar, usually to about $2\times10^{-6}$ mbar.

The laser beam was raster scanned across the target by a motor-controlled mirror to increase the ablated area, reducing target roughening. For most of this work we used a rectangular raster pattern on one quarter of the circular target. After we realized how important the precise value of the fluence was for the composition of the CTS films, A. Cazzaniga proposed that we only raster the beam in the direction on the target surface where the spot size would be constant, as he calculated that moving the spot in the orthogonal direction could change the spot size by 10% as described in his PhD thesis [135].

The laser passed through a quartz window on its way to the target. The transmission was measured before and after the deposition and an average value was used for calculating the transmission. The window was cleaned occasionally; the best method was with HCl under a fume hood (it is important not to etch the front of the window which has anti-reflective coating). The transmission decreased rapidly after cleaning but reached more of a steady state after some coating. Right after cleaning the transmission was generally about 90% in CTS depositions, decreasing to about 75-80% after 1-2 depositions (the first coating deposition run could be used to preablate the target).

### 5.1.1.1 Spot size

Within the first year of this work we increased the spot size in the 355 nm setup from 0.2-0.3 mm$^2$ to 2.5 mm$^2$ as a larger spot size yielded a higher deposition rate, required less attenuation of the laser beam, and caused less error in fluence calculation as the size could be determined more accurately. For some later experiments we increased the spot size further to deposit at very low fluence within a reasonable amount of time. We evaluated the spot size by measuring the size of single laser pulses on Ag and Cu foil at high fluence. For low fluence values, the full area of the laser spot was not ablated, showing the gradient in intensity from the edge of the spot to the center. See Figure [5.2]. For the 248 nm laser with a rectangular top hat beam we calculated the size of the spot based on the size of the rectangular aperture and the lens position.

### 5.1.2 PLD: 248 nm setup

The 248 nm laser was a Lambda Physik LPX KrF excimer laser with 20 ns pulse width which varied in output energy from about 200-400 mJ/pulse depending on the amount of gas in the system and the voltage applied during lasing. At the lens in front of the viewport to the chamber the maximum energy was about 70 mJ per pulse due to attenuation from several mirrors and two apertures in the
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Figure 5.2: Variation of spot size with laser energy: the imprinted area of a single shot of the 355 nm laser on an Ag target varied significantly depending on the energy per shot. Inset: Optical microscope image of the Ag target with a series of single shots at three different fluence values (the target was rotated a little between each shot). The shape of the spot is not exactly round because the iris used to cut off the low-energy fringes of the laser beam had been ablated. In later experiments the iris was exchanged.

Figure 5.3: The 248 nm PLD setup: the vacuum chamber used with the 248 nm laser at Risø. The sulfur cracker was not used in the experiments conducted in this thesis.
5.1. PULSED LASER DEPOSITION

path. The setup is shown in Figure 5.3. The beam passed through a rectangular slit to cut off any low-intensity fringes at the edges before reaching the focusing lens. As in the 355 nm setup, the laser spot was scanned across the target by a motor-controlled mirror to avoid crater formation. The spot size could be varied by moving the focusing lens.

In the experiments described in Chapter 8, the spot size was approx. 5 mm$^2$ and the fluence was about 0.3 to 0.5 J cm$^{-2}$, the target-substrate distance was 4.5 cm, and the target rotated during the deposition. The chamber pressure prior to each deposition was $< 5 \times 10^{-5}$ mbar for heated films and $< 2 \times 10^{-6}$ mbar for films at room temperature. The fluence decreased about 30% during the CZTS depositions due to increasing window coating; the fluence values quoted here are averages. For the CZTS depositions the window was cleaned and the target refreshed prior to each deposition. The pulse repetition rate was 15 Hz except as noted in Chapter 8. The deposition rate measurements on ZnS and CTS were done at 5-10 Hz and film deposition of CTS was done at 10 Hz to be comparable to the depositions done with the 355 nm laser.

5.1.3 Heating the films

The 355 nm, 248 nm, and PED setups had different heaters. Some observations based on working with the different configurations include:

**On attaching the substrates:** The substrate could be attached by clamping with clips on springs (355 nm setup), with silver paste (248 nm setup, 355 nm setup) or with a mask around the edge of the film (PED setup). All three methods had drawbacks: The contact between heater and substrate was uneven in all cases, clips on springs applied pressure to the substrate that visibly changed the reflectivity of the film near the clip, and the silver paste had to be carefully removed if the films were to be annealed or otherwise post-treated. A metal mask as used in the PED setup is probably the best option for making solar cells.

**On temperature monitoring:** This was best done with a thermocouple on the edge of the heater surface (355 nm and PED setup). In some cases we also used a thermocouple touching the front of the substrate (355 nm setup for control) or internally in the heater (355 nm and 248 nm setup). The temperature was highest inside the heater and lowest on the surface of quartz samples (which could be 50°C less than the heater surface when clamped to the heater at 300°C). The heat transfer was much better to the Mo-coated substrates attached by Ag-paste.

The 248 nm setup had a commercial resistive heater (TSST B. V., The Netherlands) and no option of using an external thermocouple to monitor the temper-
5.2 Pulsed electron deposition

The PED setup at IMEM-CNR in Parma is shown in Figure 5.4. The PED gun was a commercial PEBS-20 source from Neocera Inc., USA. The discharge voltage was varied from 10-19 kV and the pulse repetition rate varied from 6-10 Hz depending on the voltage (at high voltage, the repetition rate had to be lower: 6 Hz at 19 kV, 7 Hz at 18 kV, 9 Hz at 16 kV and 10 Hz at 15 kV and below). The target-substrate distance was fixed at 8 cm and the target was rotated to ensure a uniform material removal and to avoid local overheating. The distance between the end of the alumina cathode tube and the target distance was approx. 3-5 mm and the size of the electron beam spot on the target was approx. 7-8 mm². A new alumina tube had to be cut and inserted occasionally. Prior to each deposition, the chamber was pumped down to about $5 \times 10^{-5}$ mbar, then filled with Ar to $\approx 1 \times 10^{-3}$-2 $\times 10^{-3}$ mbar.

5.2.1 Optical Emission Spectroscopy

The composition of the PED ablation plume was monitored by optical emission spectroscopy (OES) with a Hamamatsu TM-CCD-A series optical mini-spectrometer. This was not normally in place in the chamber used for the CZTS PED work, and the windows for monitoring the deposition were in the lid of the chamber (Figure 5.4). Therefore the OES detector was mounted in a rather unstable holder and the position relative to the plume was adjusted for every deposition to give a good peak intensity measurement. The emission peaks in the plume were assigned to different elements using the NIST database of atomic spectra [212].
5.3. ANNEALING

Figure 5.4: The PED chamber used in this study at IMEM-CNR in Parma. This chamber is originally a sputtering chamber and the layout is not ideal for PED. The lid has two glass windows above which the OES detector was aligned manually to detect the plume composition.

A sample optical emission spectrum and the correspondence between the measured Cu/Zn ratio in the film compared to the Cu(I)/Zn(I) ratio is shown in Figure S2 in Appendix D. The detection of the Sn OES peaks had been better if a quartz window had been used rather than glass windows as Sn has relatively strong emission lines just around the absorption onset of glass, above the onset for quartz. As it was, we could most accurately monitor Cu and Zn. The Sn-emission as far as it could be measured was always proportional to Zn.

5.3 Annealing

The annealing setup is shown in Figure 5.5. It consisted of a modified resistive furnace with a quartz tube inserted. The end of the quartz tube stuck out of
the original oven door and was partially insulated while the outer part was not, creating a transition to a cold zone where the tube was joined to a vacuum flange with a rubber o-ring. The quartz tube could be evacuated to \(10^{-4}\) mbar and was flushed and then refilled with \(N_2\) during annealing. Due to the relatively weak construction we did not fill the chamber to more than about 100 mbar \(N_2\) before annealing to avoid cracking the tube as the gas heated when expanded.

Figure 5.5: The modified furnace used for annealing the CTS samples in this study. The quartz tube stuck out of the oven and was closed by a metal vacuum flange connected to the gas inlet, pressure gauge and pump outlet. We experimented with two types of lids on the graphite box but did not see much difference between them. When using the lid with a hole, we placed a small clean piece of quartz above the lid which blew off as the \(S\) gas inside evaporated. With the lid that had no hole, we used \(S\)-pieces to keep the box ajar initially, allowing the box to be evacuated by the pumping but ensuring that it would close as the \(S\) evaporated.

The samples were placed in a graphite box that was pushed to the end of the quartz tube inside the hot zone of the oven. There were two boxes, one for annealing with \(S\) only and one for annealing with \(S+SnS\). We added \(S\) (flakes, 50-200 mg per annealing, 99.998 % purity, Sigma-Aldrich) and \(SnS\) (powder, 5-35
mg per annealing, 99.99 % purity, Sigma-Aldrich). For most of my work, I used only S-annealing as adding SnS did not seem to make much difference and added an extra variable. For an optimized annealing procedure, however, SnS should help. S evaporated inside the graphite box and condensed in the cold zone of the surface, so that the oven changed over time. We were told by other groups that annealing worked best with neither too much nor too little S in the oven, so it was cleaned periodically.

The temperature was monitored by the oven and by a thermocouple inserted in the base of the graphite box. After we had correlated the temperature of the oven monitor to the thermocouple readout from several heating runs, we removed the thermocouple from inside the quartz tube as we noticed corrosion due to the sulfur.

Figure 5.6: Samples in the graphite box before and after annealing. (a) CTS samples with perfect slightly Cu-poor composition ready for annealing with 50 mg S flakes. (b) The same samples after annealing - completely exfoliated including Mo layer (sample thickness about 1600 nm). (c) Very similar sample after annealing (<700 nm thick before annealing). (d) SnS-rich samples after annealing (approx 1200 nm thick before annealing).

Figure 5.6 shows the inside of the graphite box with S before annealing (Fig. 5.6a) and with the S completely gone after annealing (Fig. 5.6b (d)). The figure illustrates how some CTS films completely exfoliated (relatively thick ones with Cu:Sn:S approx. 40:20:40, Fig. 5.6b) whereas thinner CTS films of similar or slightly more Sn-rich composition did not exfoliate (Fig. 5.6c the composition was difficult to measure when the films were less than 1 µm as we will see below). Very Sn-rich CTS films (Cu:Sn:S approx. 20:35:45) also did not exfoliate almost no matter the thickness up to 4 µm - the ones in the image were about 1 µm thick.
5.4 Targets and substrates

5.4.1 Targets

The targets were sintered powder targets from Testbourne, Ltd. (90% density) which consisted of multiple phases as seen in Fig. 5.7. In the CTS targets we detected, e.g., Cu$_2$S, CuS, Cu$_2$SnS$_3$, and SnS by X-ray diffraction. The raw powders that the targets were made from were binary sulfides, e.g., CuS, Cu$_2$S, SnS, and SnS$_2$, which decomposed to some extent during hot-pressing. The sintering temperatures were around 750$^\circ$C for Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ and around 1000$^\circ$C for ZnS, while the manufacturer did not tell us the temperature for CZTS.

Figure 5.7: EDX map of a fresh CTS target surface showing domains hundreds of microns wide. X-ray diffraction of this target showed a large proportion of CuS and SnS as well as Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ in the tetragonal or cubic phase. There is also some cubic-phase Cu$_2$S.

Figure 5.7 is a compositional map of a CTS target at low magnification indicating the size range of the secondary phase regions in the targets. Figure 5.8 shows X-ray diffractograms of three CZTS targets. In the CZTS targets, we detected SnS$_2$, SnS, CuS, Cu$_2$S and Cu$_7$S$_4$ as well as “Σ CZTS” peaks that may derive from either CZTS, ZnS, or several different forms of CTS as will be discussed below. EDX-maps of the CZTS targets showed Zn-rich regions as well as Cu- and Sn-rich regions, revealing that there was ZnS present in the target as there are no other Zn-rich secondary phases in the CZTS phase diagram.

We measured the composition of the targets by EDX and noticed a Cu-rich and S-poor composition. The manufacturer said that it was possible that S or Sn could be lost during hot pressing under certain temperatures, adding “but the total loss should not be that great.” There can be a great deal of error associated with EDX of a rough surface as will be discussed below, so we could not fully trust our measurement. However, in the CZTS targets for PED and PLD we
measured a S-to-metal ratio of 0.6 where it should have been 1. Following an inquiry to the manufacturer, they delivered new targets with a S-to-metal ratio of 0.9 according to our measurements. It is still difficult to know what the real S-content was, but it seems likely that the initial targets were S-poor.

The targets were 1 cm or 1” in diameter. They were preablated prior to making measurements or depositions. The ZnS and CTS targets were refreshed by sanding down to a uniform but not fully smooth level after each deposition as they were not worn down fast and they were ablated in the 355 nm chamber where no shutter was fitted for easy preablation. Occasionally the CTS target was fully sanded down or refreshed by turning over and was preablated prior to use. The CZTS targets which were used for PED and 248 nm PLD were always fully sanded down and preablated prior to deposition.

5.4.2 Substrates

The substrates were Si, fused silica, soda lime glass and Mo-coated soda lime glass (Mo/SLG) as specified in the results chapters and articles. For most of the work with Mo/SLG, the Mo was sputtered onto SLG by A. Crovetto as described by Cazzaniga & Crovetto et al. [137]. The substrates were cleaned prior to deposition by rinsing in acetone followed by isopropanol and/or ethanol in an ultrasound bath. They were rinsed in DI water in ultrasound and dried with inert compressed air. The transfer times were as short as possible. Note for new researchers: it may be more difficult than one immediately thinks to keep the beakers dust free. This is important to avoid crusts of contaminants on the films.
5.5 Solar cell fabrication

Complete solar cells were fabricated by Andrea Crovetto for annealed CTS films at DTU in Denmark and by Stefano Rampino, Francesco Pattini, Filippo Bosco, Matteo Bronzoni and Marco Calicchio for PED-deposited CZTS at IMEM-CNR in Italy. The methods for fabrication of the CTS solar cells followed the same procedure as for our in-house CZTS solar cells as described by A. Crovetto in his PhD-thesis, though the steps had not yet been optimized [213]. The CdS layer, deposited by chemical bath deposition at 70°C, was about 60 nm thick, the i-ZnO layer (sputter deposited) was about 75 nm, the AZO layer (also sputter deposited) was about 200 nm and no anti-reflective coating was used.

The fabrication of CZTS solar cells was with Mo/SLG from DTU (coated by A. Crovetto’s process). After CZTS deposition, a CdS layer 90-120 nm thick was deposited by chemical bath deposition at 80°C in two steps of 10 min each to avoid CdS precipitation. The i-ZnO layer was 120 nm and was grown by RF-magnetron sputtering (100 W for 7 min in Ar). The 800 nm thick AZO layer was also grown by RF-magnetron sputter deposition (120 W for 25 min in Ar).

5.6 Characterization

5.6.1 Deposition rate measurement

The deposition rate could be measured either directly using a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) or indirectly by measuring the film thickness with a Dektak profilometer after a known number of pulses.

5.6.1.1 Quartz crystal microbalance

A QCM may be used to measure the deposition rate at a pulse by pulse level if one has a sensitive enough frequency counter. The instrument relies on applying an AC voltage across a very thin quartz crystal. The crystal thickness oscillates due to the piezo-electric effect when a voltage is applied to it and the frequency of the oscillations is inversely proportional to the mass of the crystal. On each side of the crystal thin electrodes are deposited, which act as capacitor plates. The crystal is cut to a thickness that will cause a specific frequency of oscillations, e.g., 5 or 6 MHz. Then when material is deposited on one of the electrodes, the total mass increases and changes the frequency instantaneously.

The deposition rate measurements by the QCM are vulnerable to deviation in the density of the laser-deposited film compared to the bulk. Before the deposition rate measurements, it was important to preablate the target until a constant deposition rate was reached.
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5.6.1.2 Dektak profilometry

A Dektak stylus profilometer was used to measure film thickness. The typical scan length was 1 µm using 210 s scan time. Two examples are shown in Fig. 6.3. For room temperature films, we used sticky tape to mask the films for thickness measurements, creating a clear step between substrate and film once the tape was removed. In the 355 nm setup, we sometimes used clamps to mask the film with small pieces of quartz, Al foil or soda lime glass during depositions at elevated temperature. This was not possible in the 248 nm setup due to the layout of the heater.

In profilometry a small elastic tip is pulled across the film surface and the deflection of the tip is measured. Since the µm-dimension profilometry tip is dragged across the surface, measurements will be error-prone for rough surfaces i.e., PLD films with µm scale droplets. It is likely that the Dektak will overestimate the film height because the tip cannot follow the real surface of the material when the droplets are closely spaced or vary steeply in height.

5.6.2 Transmission and reflection measurements

The transmission of the films deposited on fused silica was measured with a Cary 50 spectrometer. The full reflectance of the films and targets was measured with an integrating sphere with a deuterium tungsten halogen lamp and an Ocean Optics USB2000 spectrometer (210-900 nm).

Fully measuring the absorption of a thin film requires measuring both the transmission and the reflection [214] and it is necessary to take into account interference from multiple reflections in the material. Our main goal with the transmission measurements was to get a sense of the absorption onset of the materials and to compare them to measurements made by others. In our article we therefore estimated the absorption on the assumption that reflection and scattering were negligible, so that the entire loss in transmitted intensity was due to absorption [210]: \( \alpha = \frac{1}{d} \times \ln\left(\frac{1}{t}\right) \) where \( t \) is the transmission. This is probably a very optimistic assumption but is similar to the transmission-only characterization done by Zanettini et al., to whom we wanted to compare our results [83].

From the absorption spectrum, the bandgap can be roughly deduced. A very simple method is to use a Tauc plot, which assumes that all the absorption is due to excitation of electrons above the bandgap, ignoring any exciton or defect absorption [214]. For a Tauc plot for a direct bandgap material, one plots \((\alpha(h\omega))^2\) against \(h\omega\) (the photon energy) and the bandgap, \(E_g\), is estimated as the point where a linear fit to the data intersects the x-axis. The original Tauc plot was used for indirect bandgap materials where the exponent in the equation is 2 rather than 1/2 [215]. In our article in Applied Surface Science (Appendix
we plot $(\alpha \hbar \omega)^2$ against the photon energy rather than simply $\alpha^2$. This was again done in order to compare our results to those of Zanettini et al. [83]. Murphy also noticed that both of these approaches exist in the literature and remarks that there is not much difference in the final results [215].

Another approach to finding the bandgap is to use the Kubelka-Munk equation based on the diffuse reflectance alone. This equation works best for thick, opaque materials with high scattering and low absorption, e.g., materials that are "dull" in the words of Kubelka [216]. It may be assumed to work reasonably well far away from the bandgap but not so well at or above the bandgap, and does not work well for smooth materials with a high degree of specular reflection. The Kubelka-Munk equation reads [217]:

$$F(R) = \frac{(1 - R)^2}{2R}$$

and if absorption is low, one may assume $F(R) \propto \alpha$. Thus plotting $F(R)^2$ versus photon energy in place of $\alpha^2$, one may presumably estimate the bandgap of a direct bandgap semiconductor. Lopez and Gomez show that at least for their preparation of TiO$_2$, using the exponent 1/2 and assuming an indirect bandgap, the method yields a reasonable bandgap estimate [217].

### 5.6.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

High-resolution scanning electron microscopy was carried out in a number of different setups: a Zeiss Supra 60 VP, a Zeiss Supra 35, and a Quanta 200 F all equipped with a field emission gun. Additionally, low-resolution imaging was carried out together with EDX measurements in a TM3000 Hitachi Tabletop SEM and in a Phillips 515 SEM.

### 5.6.4 Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX)

Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX) for compositional analysis was carried out with 15 kV electrons in a Hitachi tabletop TM3000 SEM with a Bruker XFlash430 silicon drift detector and analyzed using Bruker’s Quantax 70 software. The angle of the detector is 25° to the sample plane. Repeated measurements on the same film area with the same instrument gave variation far below 1 %. The error on the absolute numbers was clearly larger than that, however, due to differences in the roughness from film to film and calibration error.

For some measurements, e.g., on the droplet composition presented in our article in Applied Physics A, Appendix [B][213], we used an X-MaN 50 EDX silicon drift detector from Oxford Instruments mounted in the Supra 60VP SEM. This instrument allowed point-and-shoot measurements limited in size by the approximately $1 \mu m^3$ interaction volume of the excitation beam with CTS. From the
Supra/X-ManN 50 data, element ratios were calculated by Oxford Instrument’s Aztec software using the Cu K-lines and deconvoluting any Mo contribution to the S peak.

![Graph showing EDX spectra comparison](image)

Figure 5.9: Comparison of the EDX spectra recorded by three different instruments at DTU for the same CTS film deposited on Mo/SLG. We see that one instrument, the Supra 35, measures much less Cu-signal than the others. It turned out that this was because it is an old instrument which is less sensitive in the low-energy region. The other two agree reasonably well. The software interpreting the composition based on the spectrum is also different for all three instruments. The Supra V60 calculated Cu:Sn:S = 45:15:40, the TM3000 calculated Cu:Sn:S = 42:13:45, and the Supra 35 calculated Cu:Sn:S = 35:12:52 based on the spectrum recorded by that respective instrument as shown in this figure.

We compared the quantification of the composition of a single film by 3 different EDX systems including the ones mounted in the Supra V60 and the TM3000 instrument (See Fig. 5.9). The quantification by these two instruments was fairly similar and we therefore decided to use the TM3000 for most quantification since this was the most accessible instrument and it was important to perform all measurements with the same setup.

For CTS composition measurements, 10 keV could in principle be used as the excitation voltage, but we mostly used 15 keV as this was the option in the Bruker TM3000. We used the S K-lines, the Sn L-lines and the Cu L-lines for this quantification. For CZTS, the Zn and Cu L-lines overlap strongly, and it is necessary to use the Zn and Cu K-line emission for quantification, which requires at least 15 keV electron bombardment.

Two good introductions to EDX can be found in the treatments by Hafner.
Figure 5.10: EDX map from the TM3000 instrument showing the “shadowing” in EDX detection introduced by droplets on the film surface. In the shadow of the droplet, less S and Sn is detected, while Cu is still detected. This will skew the EDX quantification, perhaps leading to overestimation of Cu.

and Newbury and Ritchie [220]. They list some of the important error sources:

1. Light elements such as S are difficult to quantify accurately by EDX because the single K-line emission peak occurs in the main region of background emission [219].

2. Sample roughness results in quantification errors and Hafner suggests using polished samples with less than 0.1 µm scratches [219]. The PLD films produced in this study are rougher than that, not to mention the targets. In some cases the error introduced by droplets is clearly seen as in Figure 5.10. This means that one cannot use single measurements of e.g. droplets unless the droplets are all of comparable size, in which case they may be compared (though the absolute numbers will be unreliable).

3. Lack of standards: we wanted to make Cu-Sn and Cu-Zn calibration standards, but were not able to. However, according to Hafner, it would also have been helpful to calibrate the instruments with single element standards of Cu, Zn and Sn [219].

4. Non-uniform distribution of materials both laterally and vertically

The latter point was crucial for evaluating the composition of our targets and therefore evaluating whether we had congruent element transfer from the target to the substrate. Among other issues, non-uniform element distribution results in unreliable quantification of secondary fluorescence, which e.g. happens with quantification of Cu together with Zn: the Zn K-line emission is absorbed by Cu and reemitted at the Cu K-emission-wavelengths. This effect is automatically corrected by the EDX software, which leads to an error if the elements are not mixed and the fluorescence therefore does not occur as the software expects. This would in principle lead to overestimation of Cu. According to Hafner this
will generally happen if the characteristic emission and the ionization energy are within 3 keV of each other [219]. So it also happens for: S to Mo (a lot, as the peaks practically overlap), K from soda lime glass substrates to S, Sn to S, S and Sn to Si (in a soda lime glass or fused silica substrate).

This means that measuring the composition of the targets with their rough surfaces and many distinct domains will be inaccurate as the software will assume a higher degree of secondary fluorescence than there actually is.

5.6.4.1 Casino simulations of EDX signal emission depth

Thin films and layered films also represent examples of non-uniform distribution of materials that in some cases made it impossible to accurately measure the composition of the films. This was partly because of inaccurate quantification of secondary fluorescence but probably most seriously due to overlap of the peaks in the film and the substrate. The Mo and S peaks severely overlap on Mo/SLG substrates and Sn overlaps with K We used the software Casino [155] to estimate the film thickness needed for all (or rather 99 %) the detected signal from 15 keV electrons to originate within the film. For CZTS, the films needed to be > 1 µm assuming uniform and smooth CZTS films with density equivalent to the bulk. For CTS the films had to be at least 900 nm thick, while the relatively low average atomic mass of the elements of ZnS films mean that the films have to be about 2.5 µm thick to avoid any errors from the substrate. Higher energy electrons require even thicker films.

For an imaginary perfectly smooth film of uniform composition, just over 80 % of the Sn and S signal derives from less than 500 nm compared to around 93-95 % of the Cu and Zn signal. If the film is only 500 nm thick, the detector therefore receives a relatively large Cu and Zn contribution compared to what it would from a full thickness film of the same composition (there should not be significant secondary fluorescence from Cu and Zn to Sn and S). The software might then underestimate the S and Sn signal by 10 % relative and overestimate Cu and Zn by 10 % relative as well.

5.6.5 X-ray diffraction

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was carried out in a Bruker D8 diffractometer with Cu Kα and Cu Kβ radiation. The Cu Kα2 signal was stripped with Bruker’s EVA software and the PowDLL converter software was used to convert Bruker .raw data into .dat data for further processing [221]. The step size and stepping rate varied from measurement to measurement, but often used parameters were a step size of 0.01° and a rate of 1.1-2 step/s for annealed or heated films as well as the target, where there were many closely spaced peaks and high resolution
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was needed. For room temperature films where the peaks were usually few and weak, a larger 0.03° step size and a slower rate of 0.33 step/s was used.

In some cases, the Mo substrates were scanned with Si reference powder (NIST 640d) to correctly identify the position of the Mo peaks, which were at slightly higher 2θ-values than bulk crystals. The position of the Mo peaks were then used to align the diffractograms of the CZTS on Mo-coated substrates to correct for errors from the vertical sample alignment in Bragg-Brentano configuration.

Many good texts introduce X-ray diffraction and crystallography. See for instance Mittemeijer p. 171-189 [222].

The bewildering number of secondary phases of CZTS lead to an equally bewildering array of XRD reference spectra to take into account (there are more reference spectra in the literature for XRD than Raman Spectroscopy, which will be described below). Manual fitting was usually used rather than the EVA database because as noted in Section 3.1.5 there can be stress in the PLD-grown films leading to peak shifting.

The CZTS diffraction pattern nearly overlaps with that of tetragonal Cu₂SnS₃, kuramite Cu₃SnS₄ and Cu₃SnS₃₆ on all diffraction peaks and it also overlaps in its main diffraction peaks with cubic Cu₂SnS₃ and ZnS. For annealed (equilibrium-phase) films it is good to know that ZnS and cubic and monoclinic Cu₂SnS₃ may be expected at a temperature of 570 °C but not tetragonal Cu₂SnS₃. It is also good to think about which phases would be expected with a given composition. However, with the non-equilibrium method of PLD unusual phases could potentially occur.

5.6.6 Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy of the CTS films (Chapter 7) and the PED CZTS films (Chapter 8) was done with a DXR Raman Microscope (Thermo Scientific) at 455 nm in the backscattering configuration with a spot size of 1µm and a power of 0.4 mW, while Raman spectroscopy of the PLD films was done with a Renishaw RL532C diode-pumped solid state laser at 532 nm set to 0.1 mW and a spot size of about 2 µm².

The measurements were carried out by A. Crovetto and S. Canulescu, and the results were analyzed by A. Crovetto and myself.

In Raman spectroscopy, the surface of the sample is excited by a laser beam, which is focused onto the sample through a microscope. The phonons excited in the material cause the re-emitted light to be slightly shifted in energy (Raman shifted). This energy shift is measured and shown as intensity of the Raman wavenumber, which is directly related to the wavelength shift of the light by the phonons. Error sources include cosmic rays as well as gamma rays from any decaying radioactive nuclei in the vicinity of the detector, which hit the CCD.
5.7. **PHOTOLUMINESCENCE AND SOLAR CELL CHARACTERIZATION**

Raman spectroscopy probes phonon modes which are dependent on the crystal structure, so the Raman modes of materials with similar crystal structures may also be similar. Therefore although the different secondary phases that occur in CZTS may more easily be distinguished by Raman spectroscopy than by XRD, the Raman modes of CZTS and CTS still overlap and make it difficult to identify secondary phases that are minor components of the material as shown by Berg et al. [223].

It is important to be aware that different excitation wavelengths are needed to detect different phases in CZTS [224]. In particular, the elusive ZnS-phase can only be probed by UV Raman spectroscopy. This was a problem in our study as we did not have UV Raman equipment available.

The most important Raman references used in this thesis were: CZTS [224], Cu2S and tetragonal and cubic CTS [225], monoclinic CTS [63], and SnS and Sn2S3 [226].

5.7 **Photoluminescence and solar cell characterization**

Photoluminescence was carried out by A. Crovotto in the steady state on as-deposited PLD films with an Accent RPM2000 spectrometer with 532 nm excitation at 100 W cm$^{-2}$. JV-characterization and External Quantum Efficiency (EQE) measurements for the CTS solar cells was carried out by A. Crovotto at DTU while JV-characterization for the PED solar cells was carried out by S. Rampino and others at IMEM-CNR in Italy.
Chapter 6

Pulsed laser deposition of metals and ZnS

The initial experimental part of this thesis was devoted to becoming familiar with the behavior of the constituents of CZTS during PLD. We deposited Zn, Cu, and Sn at room temperature and compared the deposition rates and the appearance of the resulting thin films to Ag. Additionally, we performed initial depositions of ZnS and CTS at room temperature and up to 300 °C and examined the crystallinity and optical transmission of the films. All of this work was done with the 355-nm laser.

The main part of our work on PLD of metals was presented in the paper “Nanosecond laser ablation and deposition of silver, copper, zinc and tin” in Applied Physics A of which Andrea Cazzaniga is the main author [227]. The preliminary work on CTS and ZnS was presented in the paper “Pulsed laser deposition from ZnS and Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ multicomponent targets” in Applied Surface Science [210], which may be found in Appendix A.

The premise was that learning about the nature of each of these materials under PLD would help us understand PLD of CZTS. This chapter will describe the results of our work with metals and ZnS while Chapter 7 will describe the results on CTS.

6.1 Background

Metals are held together by the free energy released by the liberation of conductive electrons throughout the material while the chemical bonds of semiconductors are intermediate between covalent and ionic bonds, mostly covalent in character, e.g., in CZTS [228]. This fundamental difference between metals and semiconductors gives rise to important differences in the way that light can in-
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interact with them. The thermal diffusivity in semiconductors is generally lower than that in metals, and energy absorption by semiconductors is inefficient unless there is sufficient energy to excite electrons across the bandgap, in which case free electrons are created that can absorb additional energy much like the electrons in a metal. Additionally, a great difference between depositing elemental metal films and compound materials such as ZnS is that there are of course no issues with stoichiometry when depositing single elements.

A number of constants relevant for the deposition of these elements and ZnS are listed in Appendix G.

6.1.1 Literature on UV-PLD of elemental metals

PLD is generally less efficient for ablation of metals than for other materials, such as the ceramic metal oxides used for high-temperature semiconductors [229]. This is due to the high heat conduction and high reflectivity of the metals, which means that the laser energy is coupled less efficiently into the target and is quickly carried away. Additionally, some deposited metal films are fairly easily resputtered with the resputtering rate depending on the cohesive energy as well as the energy of the incoming particles. For example, Fähler et al. found resputtering of > 50% for Ag but < 20% for Fe. Co-deposition of Ag and Fe yielded preferential resputtering of Ag, which could be reduced by using a background gas and/or low fluence [230].

Some of the relevant literature on PLD of metals is very briefly referenced in our article [227]. Among the most important references is the work by Thstrup et al. [231] comparing the deposition rates of Ag, Cu, Sn, Zn, and a range of other metals previously made by our group using the 355 nm frequency-trebled Nd:YAG laser also used in the present work. They found a correlation between the ablation rate (the rate of material removal from the target) and the melting point of the metals (as an indicator of their volatility). While the melting point does not always directly reflect the volatility, Schou later made a similar comparison between the ablation rate and the cohesive energy [94].

Much of the remaining literature on metal PLD was described in Chapter 3 in the sections describing the principles of PLD, as metals have been widely used as model systems to understand laser ablation, probably at least partly because their thermal properties are relatively well known. For example, Amoruso and coauthors primarily base their review on laser plasma formation on research on PLD of metals [232].

6.1.2 Quick recap on ZnS

The background on ZnS’s material properties were covered in Section 2.3.3 while previous experiments by PLD on ZnS were covered in Section 4.3.
The main lessons from literature were:

- the cubic phase forms at lower temperatures generally - usually below 300-400°C - while the wurtzite phase is obtained at higher temperatures.
- the substrate impacts the film phase with the wurtzite phase primarily forming on hexagonal substrates
- amorphous substrates usually lead to cubic-phase film growth, sometimes oriented, sometimes not
- the films sometimes become S-poor and/or the deposition rate is reduced at high temperature, indicating a lower sticking coefficient

6.2 Methods

For a description of the 355-nm PLD setup used in the work in this chapter, see Section 5.1.1. The use of the quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) and the Dektak profilometer for measuring the deposition rate was described in Section 5.6.1 while the transmission and reflection measurement methods along with the extraction of the absorption coefficient were described in Section 5.6.2.

For the metal and ZnS depositions, substrates of SiO\(_2\) and Si were used, primarily Si for depositions where the main focus was the deposition rate, and primarily SiO\(_2\) for transmission measurements on ZnS. The spot size was initially very small, only 0.2-0.3 mm\(^2\) for the metals and initial ZnS depositions. For later ZnS depositions, it was adjusted to 1 mm\(^2\).

For ZnS, transmission and reflection measurements of the films were used to estimate the absorption, which was then used to determine the bandgap using a Tauc plot, as described in Section 5.6.2 and in our article (Appendix A [210]).

6.3 Results and discussion: Metal films of Cu, Sn, Zn, and Ag

Our main findings on the deposition of the metal constituents of CZTS, Cu, Zn, and Sn compared to Ag were as presented in our article [227]:

- Zn was deposited more quickly than the other metals (as measured in atoms per pulse using a Quartz Crystal Microbalance, or QCM)
- Sn films were essentially composed of droplets and experienced a high degree of resputtering
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The article examined these results in the light of the cohesive energy of the metals: the low cohesive energy of Zn led to a high deposition rate. For Sn, presumably the low melting point led to the prevalence of droplets in the films. Figure 6.1 illustrates the extreme prevalence of droplets on Sn relative to Zn, Ag, Cu, ZnS, and CTS. CTS also contained many droplets while ZnS contained very few. It is hard to say if this is related to the metal constituents; probably it relates more to the melting and boiling points of the compounds in the targets, but on an intuitive level it is hard not to feel that some of the Sn splashing properties were transferred to CTS.

Figure 6.1: Optical microscope images of films deposited by the 355 nm laser. The metal films were deposited with a $\approx 0.2-0.3$ mm$^2$ laser spot size and a fluence of $\approx 2$ J/cm$^2$ while the sulfide films are made with a $\approx 1$ mm$^2$ spot and a fluence of $\approx 1$ J/cm$^2$. The images were converted to grayscale due to vivid interference colors (films were on the order of 100’s of nm thick). All the images are at the same magnification.

The surfaces of the targets are shown in Figure 6.2. It is clear that the Sn target giving rise to the many droplets is much more rough than the Zn or Cu targets - and also that the Zn target is more rough than the Cu-target, again correlating to the number of droplets on the film. The Sn and Zn target surfaces clearly appear like solidified molten surfaces. The contrast to the smooth appearance of the ablated ZnS target in Figure 6.9 and the smooth ZnS films is striking.
6.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: METAL FILMS

Figure 6.2: Typical metal target surfaces after ablation photographed in an optical microscope. Note the different scales on Cu and Zn versus Sn images. The Cu image shows the transition from the non-ablated (polished) to the ablated part of the target.

The scale of the roughness of the films is also illustrated by profilometer traces of the surfaces - even though these traces cannot be completely trusted when the surface is as rough as what we see on e.g. Sn, as also discussed in Section 5.6.1. Figure 6.3 shows a Dektak profilometer trace on a Cu film compared to a trace on an Sn film. The substrate had been masked by Scotch tape, which was removed after the deposition to enable the thickness measurement.

6.3.1 Metal deposition rates

Figure 6.4 shows the deposition rate of Zn measured by various methods. The measurements show a great variety of values for the deposition rate as measured by the QCM when the fluence is around 2 J/cm$^2$. In this fluence regime, the deposition rate apparently increases rapidly and small systematic error in the fluence measurement due to a change in spot size between measurement series or perhaps due to higher or lower window coating than expected can lead to a large difference in the magnitude of the deposition rate. When following each series of measurements made by the QCM, it is apparent, however, that the deposition rate seems to change from a slow deposition rate below 2 J/cm$^2$ to a much higher one at higher fluence. The Dektak measurements of film thickness indicate that at high fluences above 4 J/cm$^2$, the deposition rate may saturate, as would be
Figure 6.3: Dektak profilometry of (a) a Cu film made at a fluence of $\approx 4 \text{ J/cm}^2$ and (b) a Sn film made at a fluence of $\approx 2 \text{ J/cm}^2$, both deposited on Si substrates at room temperature using the 355 nm laser. Note the different scales on the y-axis.

expected since the high fluence leads to a higher degree of ionization in the plume, which makes it impenetrable to the laser.

The deposition rate of Zn is compared to the other metals in Figure 6.5. A simplified subset of this data was shown in Fig. 2 in Cazzaniga et al. [227]; the data acquisition and processing was done collaboratively by Andrea Cazzaniga and myself. The main observation to be pointed out here is that deposition rates of Cu, Ag, and Sn increase gradually for all the fluences measured, with no sudden increase like that for Zn. At low fluence the deposition rate of the other metals is similar to that of Zn while at higher fluence values the number of atoms of Zn deposited per pulse suddenly rises compared to the other metals. The figure contains many more data points than the one in our article, giving a better sense of the spread in the measurements, but making it a bit harder for the reader to discern the trends.
6.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: METAL FILMS

Figure 6.4: Deposition rate of Zn showing transition from low deposition rate, that closely corresponds to the other metals, to a higher deposition rate. Small errors in the fluence measurement for each series caused by systematic variation in the spot size or window coating level could lead to the variation shown in the deposition rate versus the absolute fluence.

Figure 6.5: QCM measurements of the deposition rates of all the four metals using the 355 nm laser. For most of the metals the deposition rate was measured several times, giving rise to scattering of the data, but the general trends can still be seen as discussed in the text.
6.3.2 What do we learn from the ablation of metals?

In summary, in our deposition of the metals, we saw that Zn was deposited faster than the other metals at high fluence, while it had a similar deposition rate at low fluence. We also saw that the films generally had many droplets, with the Sn films almost entirely consisting of droplets.

Starting with the second point, Timm et al. [130] also saw many large droplets (> 1 µm) on Sn films compared to Ti and Al films made by 248 nm, 17 ns PLD. They explain the high number of Sn droplets simply by the low melting point of Sn (only 232°C), see Appendix G combined with a lower degree of plasma heating and consequently a larger amount of bulk heating than in Al and Ti. In our experiments not only Sn but also Zn has a rather low melting point, which might lead one to expect a large amount of droplets in the Zn films as well. The reason we do not see this is probably that Zn has a very low cohesive energy compared to Sn, reflected by its (zinc’s) low boiling point (Appendix G).

As discussed in our article [227], the low cohesive energy of Zn can also explain the first point above, namely the high deposition rate of Zn. The observation of a shift from a slower to a faster deposition rate for Zn was not mentioned in the article. It may be that the extreme volatility of Zn coupled with its relatively low thermal diffusion coefficient leads to a higher pressure in the ablation plume of Zn than for the other metals. When the fluence is high enough, this pressure may increase the rate of erosion of the target by the plume and thus result in a higher deposition rate.

In depositions of Ti, Sn, and Al, Timm et al. [130] see a linear dependence of ablation rate on the laser fluence that "bends" with a lower deposition rate at low fluences. However, the bend in their deposition rate curve occurs much closer to the ablation threshold than the effect seen here for Zn. In Fig. 6.5 a low fluence bend in the curve similar to that observed by Timm et al. may be seen for Cu and perhaps for Sn. The "bending" is explained by Timm et al. as a small amount of evaporation that takes place below the ablation threshold because there is no plume to shield the target. Such an explanation could not apply for the bend in the Zn deposition rate curve here, which is far above the ablation threshold.

One surprise that came out of this work was that the deposition rate of Sn was much lower than what would be expected based on the ablation rate measured by Thetstrup et al [231]. The term “ablation rate” is different from “deposition rate” because the ablation rate is measured by the weight loss of the target after thousands of shots while the deposition rate is measured by the QCM as mass per area deposited on the substrate. In Fig. 6.5 the deposition rate for Sn is very similar to that for Cu and Ag. However, as shown in Table 1 of our article, Thetstrup et al. measured a higher ablation yield for Sn than for Zn using the same laser as us with a larger spot size (4 mm²). As discussed in our article [227],
the comparison can be used to infer that Sn is resputtered from the growing film. This hypothesis is supported by the large number of craters seen in the Sn films, which may be caused by large impinging droplets. The hypothesis could be tested further by placing a substrate behind or next to the target.

What can we take with us? The simplistic version is that phases that easily melt may cause huge numbers of droplets which can in turn erode the growing film, while phases that are highly volatile may be much more easily ablated than non-volatile phases. Both of these lessons may be borne in mind later on when we discuss the deposition of CTS.

6.4 Results and discussion: ZnS

We deposited ZnS at room temperature on both fused silica and silicon and at 100, 200, and 300°C on fused silica. The latter films were examined by XRD and transmission measurements. We found relatively low crystallinity of the films and a mixture of the hexagonal and cubic phase, interestingly with the cubic phase non-randomly oriented at room temperature and the hexagonal phase occurring at higher temperature. The absorption coefficient was calculated from the transmission measurements and used to make a Tauc plot for extrapolating a tentative value of the bandgap (see Section 5.6.2).

6.4.1 Deposition rate of ZnS versus metals

The 355 nm laser light should not be well absorbed by ZnS as the bandgap of ZnS at 3.54 eV corresponds to 350 nm, so the laser energy is at the threshold for exciting electrons to the conduction band of ZnS. Therefore one might expect inefficient ablation of ZnS. Nonetheless, the deposition of ZnS was much faster than that of Zn and the other pure metals, as seen in Figure 6.6. In our article on ZnS and CTS deposition in Applied Surface Science (Appendix A) we briefly mention this comparison of deposition rates and attribute it to the lower thermal diffusion length in ZnS compared to Zn and the other metals, which means that the absorbed energy is not as easily lost in the bulk target.

While we would expect a much longer absorption length in ZnS than the metals which would reduce the ablation efficiency of ZnS, defects in the target may be causing a higher absorption than in bulk ZnS. We can see that in the visible spectrum there is significant scattering and reflection of the incoming light in the target as it appears off-white and completely non-transparent to the naked eye. Based on the reflectance of the target, the Kubelka Munk function may be calculated according to Equation 5.6.1. This allows us to check that there is absorption also in the low UV spectral region as the Kubelka Munk function is proportional to the absorption in this decidedly dull target material. The
resulting function is shown together with the reflectance in Figure 6.7 and shows that the absorption is significant at 355 nm in this target, whether it is occurring through excitons or other transitions in the material.

We determined the reflectance of both the ZnS and the metal targets using a total internal reflection sphere. It is clear that the reflectance of the ZnS target is much lower (at about 20 %) than that of the Zn target (about 60 %) at 355 nm. The other metals vary in reflectivity: the Ag reflectivity is similar to that of Zn, Sn is slightly lower, while Cu is significantly lower (about 40 %). See Figure 6.8 As discussed in our article [233], the differences in target reflectivity could not immediately be related to the metal deposition rates, perhaps because the reflectivity changes rapidly as soon as the surface melts. Nevertheless, the low reflectivity and high Kubelka Munk function of ZnS at 355 nm points to high coupling of light into the target material.

We see from Figure 6.9 that the surface of the ZnS target ends up being much smoother than the metallic target surfaces shown above in Figure 6.2 - even compared to the Cu target. The smoothness of the ablated target matches the smooth appearance of the ZnS films - almost droplet free. Again the reason probably is connected to the melting point: While Zn melts at 420 °C and boils at 907 °C at atmospheric pressure, ZnS only melts at 2100 °C. All other things being equal, this would mean that a smaller melted volume exists in ZnS which
Figure 6.7: Reflectance and Kubelka Munk function for the ZnS target as measured by a total internal reflection sphere. (a) Reflectance. Inset: photo showing the dull appearance of the ablated target. (b) Kubelka Munk function, $F(R)$, which is defined in Eqn. 5.6.1 and is proportional to the absorption coefficient.
may experience subsurface boiling or recoil pressure. In reality, other things are not equal as the absorption depth is larger in ZnS while the thermal diffusion length is not so different from that in Zn. This can intuitively be imagined as a larger volume being heated instantaneously in ZnS than Zn and therefore a larger volume is ablated, while relatively less is heated to the melting temperature, again leading to fewer droplets for a given film thickness.

For practical film growth applications, we found a ZnS growth rate of 150-200 nm/hr at 1.2 J/\(\text{cm}^2\) with a laser spot of 0.3 mm\(^2\) while the deposition rate nearly trebled by a tripling of the laser spot size to \(\approx 500 \text{ nm/hr, 1.2 J/cm}^2\) with a 1 mm\(^2\) spot. This spot size is closer to literature values, e.g., Shen and Kwok use
As shown in Figure 2 of our article (Appendix A), using the 355 nm setup we found no apparent difference between the deposition rate at room temperature and elevated temperatures, although this was not thoroughly investigated as there was no temperature controlled QCM in place in this setup. Surprisingly, in QCM experiments made with the 248 nm laser, we found consistently lower deposition rates at 300°C than at room temperature for a range of fluences. See Figure 6.10 This contrasts to what we later saw in CZTS depositions and also with what other groups have seen (as noted in the background section, other groups mainly saw decreasing deposition rates at temperatures above 400°C, although e.g. Xin et al. have large scattering of their data below 400°C [81]).

Comparing the deposition rate of ZnS to CTS can tell us a little bit more about the effect of the laser wavelength: Using the 355 nm laser, whose energy is extremely close to the bandgap energy of ZnS, the deposition rate of ZnS and CTS are nearly the same. Decreasing the laser wavelength to 248 nm, however, means that the laser energy now comfortably exceeds the bandgap, and we see that the deposition rate of ZnS is much higher than that of CTS - especially at low fluence. See Figure 6.11.

Figure 6.10: ZnS deposition rates at room temperature and 300°C using the 248 nm laser. Most data recorded by Andrea Cazzaniga.

### 6.4.2 ZnS film characteristics

The main results regarding ZnS in our article (see Appendix A) were:

- The ZnS films were somewhat crystalline even at room temperature, most likely with a (220)-oriented cubic phase growth at room temperature and a mixture of the cubic and hexagonal phases at higher temperatures.
The bandgap as measured from a Tauc plot increased towards the 3.5 eV bandgap characteristic of the cubic ZnS phase as the deposition temperature increased, similar to observations made in pulsed electron deposition (PED) of ZnS on soda lime glass substrates by Zanettini et al.\cite{83}.

Note that the determination of the bandgap based on a Tauc plot is fraught with difficulties as mentioned in Section 5.6.2. Our films most likely contained a mix of phases and probably also an amorphous fraction, so that the term "bandgap" becomes rather imprecise. The term "absorption onset" might more accurately be used. Also, specifically in ZnS, excitonic absorption is known to be significant, so that absorption below the bandgap should be expected\cite{199}.

Nonetheless, from the Tauc plots in the article, Figure 4a, Appendix A we notice a difference between our films and the similar films made by PED: the high temperature (200 - 300 °C) films have a longer tail of low-energy absorption (or a lower transmission) than the PED films. This may be due to defects in the films. Note that the figure is missing a label on the y-axis, which should be identical to the insert, namely $(\alpha h\nu)^2$ in units of eV/cm$^2$.

A fact not shown in the article was that ZnS was deposited at room temperature on both fused silica and crystalline Si substrates. While the crystalline substrates were only used for room temperature depositions and the orientation of the growing films on Si versus fused silica was not explored, it was clear that the substrate played a role in improving film adhesion for films deposited at room temperature. Specifically, for thick films the adhesion was much stronger on Si...
than on fused silica even at room temperature.

The stoichiometry of the ZnS films used in the transmission measurements could not be accurately measured by EDX since the films were relatively thin.

6.4.3 Crystalline film texture

Even though we used amorphous silica substrates, we see textured ZnS growth at all temperatures (i.e., a preferential growth direction of the crystal grains). The room temperature films were clearly preferentially oriented with the (220) cubic planes parallel to the surface (or perhaps the (110) hexagonal planes) as seen in Figure 3a in Appendix A. The peak is very broad, indicating very small crystal grains, but it is also quite intense. This is surprising because the amorphous silica substrate should not be imparting a preferential growth direction. The preferential growth must therefore come from an intrinsic minimization of the surface energy by growth in this direction. Apparently this minimization of surface energy changes at higher temperatures, where the growth orientation changes. The size of the peaks detected for our 100, 200, and 300°C films are small, but it is clear that the cubic (111)/hexagonal(002)-oriented planes are preferentially aligned along the surface at these temperatures since otherwise several other relatively high-intensity peaks would be visible including those from the (220) cubic planes and/or the hexagonal (100) and (101) planes. Additionally, we see clear evidence of the hexagonal phase (100) planes already from 100°C.

Our finding of a preferential growth direction that changes with temperature and our finding of a mixture of hexagonal and cubic temperatures at elevated temperature is similar to the results of some other authors but not all. Shen and Kwok found exclusively cubic ZnS growth by 193 nm PLD at 300°C in 0.01 mbar Ar on four different substrates: (111)- and (100)-oriented GaAs, (100)-oriented InP and glass - so no hexagonal phase was present even on an amorphous substrate. On the glass substrates they found random cubic crystal orientation while, as might be expected, they found textured growth on textured substrates [137]. In contrast, Yano et al., like us, see a mix of the cubic and hexagonal phase with a preferential cubic (111) orientation on an amorphous silica substrate using the same type of laser as us (355 nm) but a somewhat higher temperature (400°C) [199]. By PED, Zanettini et al. [83] also found that the (200) plane peak disappeared when the substrate temperature increased to room temperature to 100°C and 200°C, although they did not find as strong a texture as we do (this was not accurately reflected in our article, where we mistakenly write that the PED films were (220)-oriented at room temperature and (111)-oriented at higher temperatures - instead, at room temperature it merely appears that they see random orientation and at 100°C and 200°C the (220) peak disappears while the (111) and (311) peaks stay present). Zanettini et al also found the hexagonal
phase mixed with the cubic phase at a temperature \( \leq 200^\circ C \) while they could show that the growth was fully hexagonal-phase at 300\(^\circ C\) \[83\].

Thus it appears that despite the findings of exclusively cubic-phase ZnS on untextured substrates by Shen and Kwok, we should use cubic lattice-matched substrates if we wish to obtain exclusively cubic-phase ZnS thin films in PLD. Remembering that the hexagonal and cubic forms of ZnS are polytypes that differ in only the stacking order of the ZnS-motif in one dimension, it does not seem entirely surprising that the two phases might easily co-exist in a non-equilibrium deposition process.

### 6.5 Summary

Overall, these experiments taught us:

- that the melting and boiling points of the materials have a large influence on the film deposition rate and the number of droplets
- that PLD of ZnS may result in different crystal orientations depending on the temperature
- PLD of ZnS is much more efficient than PLD of Zn or other metals
- that temperature up to 300\(^\circ C\) did not have a large influence on the deposition rate of ZnS (though some effect was measured with the 248 nm laser)
- that PLD onto non-crystalline substrates may lead to low film adhesion and mixed crystalline phases of ZnS
- that PLD and PED of ZnS yielded similar results in terms of crystallization and absorption onset as a function of temperature
Chapter 7

Pulsed laser deposition of copper tin sulfide

A large part of the work of this PhD was done on copper tin sulfide (CTS). There were six main areas of investigation:

- the effect of changing the laser wavelength (especially the effect on the film composition and on the number of droplets)
- the impact of the laser fluence on the film properties (especially the composition)
- deposition of SnS-enriched CTS versus near-stoichiometric $\text{Cu}_2\text{SnS}_3$
- deposition at elevated temperatures up to $300^\circ\text{C}$
- annealing the as-deposited CTS films
- making CTS solar cells from the annealed films

In the following sections the results will be discussed. Some of the early work on CTS deposition on fused silica with the 355 nm laser was presented together with our results on ZnS in the article "Pulsed laser deposition from ZnS and $\text{Cu}_2\text{SnS}_3$ multicomponent targets" (Applied Surface Science 2014), Appendix A [211]. Other results, especially the work on comparing the two different laser wavelengths, are presented in the article "Formation of copper tin sulfide films by pulsed laser deposition at 248 and 355 nm" (Applied Physics A 2016), Appendix B [210]. Preliminary results on annealed CTS films were presented at the WCPEC-6 conference in Kyoto in November 2014 and are included in the conference proceedings in a short article entitled "Pulsed laser deposition of Cu-Sn-S for thin film solar cells", which is included in Appendix C. Finally, ellipsometry
measurements of some of the annealed films were carried out by my colleague Andrea Crovetto and published in a paper entitled “Dielectric function and double absorption onset of monoclinic Cu$_2$SnS$_3$: Origin of experimental features explained by first-principles calculations,” (Solar Energy Materials & Solar Cells, 2016) [213]. The remaining work on films deposited at elevated temperature and annealed films has not been published.

7.1 Background and aims for PLD of CTS

Copper tin sulfide was introduced in Section 2.3. Briefly, it is a potential solar cell absorber material with a bandgap of about 0.9-1.4 eV depending on the crystal structure. The highest efficiency to date is 4.6 %, which was achieved in a solar cell that used the same cell design as in CZTS and CIGS as described in Section 2.3.2. Additionally, CTS is a secondary phase of CZTS that can be difficult to detect because of overlapping peaks in both X-ray diffractograms and Raman spectroscopy [39]. Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ has a complicated phase diagram with a variety of polymorphs, and adjoining phases of different composition including Cu$_4$SnS$_4$, Cu$_3$Sn$_7$S$_{16}$, and Cu$_3$SnS$_4$.

As mentioned at the start of Section 4.3, no previous work had been published on PLD of CTS at the time the CHALSOL project started. Following our own first publication on PLD of CTS, one other paper has been published on this subject by Vanalakar et al. in 2015 [234], demonstrating a 0.82 % solar cell. These authors deposit CTS with a 248 nm KrF laser with a 25 ns pulse width in vacuum and at room temperature. Following the deposition, their films were annealed in a H$_2$S-N$_2$ atmosphere for 1 hour at 200°C, 300°C, or 400°C. The best films (largest crystals) were found to be cubic-phase Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ at 400°C and were used in the solar cell.

The primary aim of our investigation of CTS was to better understand the secondary phases formed in CZTS. Initially we had hoped that it would be possible to make as-deposited CZTS solar cells and we also worked with as-deposited CTS. As it became clear that it would be necessary to anneal the CZTS we also began to anneal our CTS films - also because the aim was to make phase-pure films for analysis, and this proved challenging with as-deposited films.

The main issue we had to address was the stoichiometric deviation of the film composition from that expected from the target. Additionally, we were challenged by large droplets in the films, which sometimes had a different composition to the underlying matrix. After initial experiments with the 355 nm laser, we decided to try the 248 nm laser as this was the laser being used for CZTS, so any stark differences in the phases that were most favorably formed with the 248 nm laser compared to the 355 nm laser were important to investigate. We also expected that the 248 nm laser might reduce the amount of droplets in the films, as a
shorter laser wavelength is a frequently cited method for reducing droplets in PLD literature [90]. Droplet generation and the impact of laser wavelength was discussed in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 as well as in our article in Applied Physics A (Appendix B) [210]. In the end we found no impact of the laser wavelength on the amount of droplets in the films.

Many films were made with a SnS-rich target, as our initial investigations (included in the Applied Surface Science paper) indicated that the as-deposited films were Sn-deficient. This target overcompensated for the Sn-deficiency and complicated matters still more. In the end we succeeded in producing thin single-phase and thicker nearly single-phase CTS films from near-stoichiometric Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ targets. More work must be undertaken to prove whether these films would yield better solar cells.

The methods and materials for these experiments were described in Chapter 5. Here it is just important to mention that two types of targets were used in the experiments: some with a composition intended to be Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ which will in the following be called “near-stoichiometric CTS” and one with a Sn and S-rich composition relative to Cu$_2$SnS$_3$, (intended to be Cu$_2$Sn$_2$S$_5$), which will be called “SnS-rich CTS”. As noted in Section 5.6.4 it was not easy to verify the composition of these targets by EDX measurements.

7.2 Results and discussion: As-deposited films

7.2.1 Deposition rate at different wavelengths

In our article in Applied Physics A (Appendix B) where we compares CTS deposition at 355 nm and 248 nm, we show that the 355-nm laser resulted in a higher deposition rate than the 248-nm laser did at a given fluence. This is probably because the fluence simply does not tell the full story: we should rather look at the intensity (power per unit area rather than energy per unit area). The 355-nm laser has far shorter pulses (approx 6 ns long compared to 20 ns in the 248-nm laser), so the laser power incident on the target is higher for the 355-nm laser.

In the 248 nm setup, we had a temperature-controlled QCM available, and just as we did for ZnS, we were therefore able to check whether the deposition rate of CTS was different for a heated substrate compared to the room temperature deposition rates included in the paper [218]. The deposition rate was slightly lower at elevated temperature than at room temperature, as seen in Figure 7.1. This may mean that the volatile constituents (SnS or S) re-evaporate or have a lower sticking coefficient at 300 °C than at room temperature.
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Figure 7.1: Deposition rate of CTS (a) and SnS-rich CTS (b) at room temperature versus 300 °C using the 248 nm laser. Note different scales on the two graphs. The deposition rate is lower at 300-350 °C.

7.2.2 Fluence effect on composition

In our article in Applied Surface Science (Appendix A), we see a small change in the composition when the fluence was changed (Table 1 in the article): The films deposited at 1.6 J/cm² contained relatively more Cu than the films deposited at 0.6 J/cm² with the 355 nm laser. While this observation was quite tentative at the time and was not stated clearly in the article, later observations proved that the CTS films indeed become more Cu-rich with increasing fluence. The reason we did not trust the initial observation was that the first films were too thin to enable us to trust the EDX composition measurement quantitatively. However, we were able to qualitatively compare the films made under different circumstances as long as they had the same thickness.

Our initial measurements on the thin films also hinted that the films were Sn-poor relative to the Cu content, prompting us to invest in an Sn-rich target. Since the films were thin, however, this conclusion was not reliable, because according to Casino simulations (Section 5.6.4) the Sn X-ray emission on average derives from deeper in the films than Cu-emission. This means that the detector would receive relatively less Sn emission from a thinner film, leading to underestimation of Sn all other properties being equal. The EDX software quantification of excess Cu relative to Sn in the first films may therefore have been an artifact. Later we saw that some films were indeed Sn-poor while some were Sn-rich as described below.

The fluence dependence of the composition turned out to be most pronounced
when using the near-stoichiometric CTS target. Initially we looked at the composition of SnS-rich CTS (now thick enough to be measured reliably) as shown in Table 7.1. With this starting material we saw:

A that even though these films were made from an SnS-rich target, they were apparently S-poor

B that the composition of two films that were made under identical circumstances could vary by a few atomic percent in the measured composition, exceeding the instrumental variability

C the composition of films deposited at room temperature was not affected by the substrate, as expected, and most importantly,

D there was no significant difference while varying the fluence with a constant spot size from 0.7 to 2.3 J/cm$^2$, nor a significant difference between thick SnS-rich CTS films (>1700 µm) grown at 1.8 and 4.3 J/cm$^2$ with the same energy per pulse but different spot sizes.

Table 7.1: The composition of SnS-rich CTS films deposited under different circumstances. The differences in substrate and thickness is not expected to make a difference for these films, which were deposited at room temperature. EDX measurements done in the TM3000 tabletop microscope with $\approx$ 1% standard error on measurements made on different locations and different days on the same films.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Fluence (J cm$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>Thickness (µm)</th>
<th>Spot size (mm$^2$)</th>
<th>Cu (%)</th>
<th>Sn (%)</th>
<th>S (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mo/SLG</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo/SLG</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo/SLG</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo/SLG</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fused SiO$_2$</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fused SiO$_2$</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fused SiO$_2$</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fused SiO$_2$</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fused SiO$_2$</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>&gt;6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fused SiO$_2$</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All this data is included to illustrate that at first we saw no fluence dependence of the composition, whether this was because we did not vary the fluence enough
or because the SnS-rich target responded less to changes in the fluence than the near-stoichiometric target did. When we finally obtained Cu-poor films, this was with the near-stoichiometric CTS target with a fluence values as low as \( \approx 0.2 \) to \( 0.5 \text{ J cm}^{-2} \) as shown in Table 2 in Appendix B \([218]\). This was attempted after A. Cazzaniga found that CZTS films were extremely Cu-poor at very low fluence with the 248 nm laser. The higher ablation efficiency for CTS with the 355 nm laser compared to the 248 nm laser meant that the change in composition between \( 0.5 \text{ J/cm}^2 \) and \( 1.6 \text{ J/cm}^2 \) was much greater with the 248 nm laser than the 355 nm laser, as seen in the table in the Applied Physics A article. This was probably part of the reason that we did not immediately trust the effect of fluence on the composition with the 355 nm laser.

### 7.2.3 Fluence and laser wavelength effect on droplets

In our article in Applied Physics A, Appendix B \([210]\), we found that the amount of droplets per area of the film did not depend on the laser wavelength, but instead on fluence. This had not been immediately obvious from initial experiments with the SnS-rich target. Figure [7.2] shows that just as there was no detectable difference in the composition, there was also no difference in the droplet area density for this material even though the fluence was changed from \( 0.7 \text{ J/cm}^2 \), to \( 2.3 \text{ J/cm}^2 \). The fluence was varied among these films by varying the laser energy while keeping the spot size constant at 2.5 mm\(^2\). In Section 3.3 we saw that changing the spot size while keeping the energy per pulse constant resulted in more droplets when we used a very small spot (<1 mm\(^2\)).

![Figure 7.2: SEM images of SnS-rich CTS films made at different fluence, illustrating that at first we saw little change in the area density of droplets when changing the fluence. The films were deposited with a constant spot size (2.5 mm\(^2\)) and 40 min, 20 min and 30 min deposition time respectively for the films deposited at 0.7 J/cm\(^2\), 1.4 J/cm\(^2\) and 2.3 J/cm\(^2\).](image)

The droplets were sometimes Sn-rich and sometimes Cu-rich as seen in Figure [7.3]. Similar images have been shown by Che Sulaiman et al. for CZTS: some
Cu-rich droplets and some Sn-rich droplets were observed (no Zn-rich droplets are shown; it is not clear if there were any) \[^164\]. For the Applied Physics A-article, Andrea Crovetto measured the composition of about 70 droplets on our CTS films using the point-and-shoot EDX option in the Supra V40 equipped with an Oxford EDX detector. The width of the measurement spot was on the order of 1 μm, so the accuracy was limited. Nevertheless, it appeared that on near-stoichiometric CTS films the droplets were on average Cu-rich relative to the matrix of the surrounding film. The data are shown in Figure 5 in the paper (Appendix B).

Figure 7.3: EDX maps showing Cu-rich and Sn-rich droplets on CTS films.  
(a) 248 nm deposition of a near-stoichiometric CTS film at \(\approx 1.6 \text{ J/cm}^2\).  
(b) Droplets elsewhere on the film imaged in (a).  
(c) 355 nm deposition of a near-stoichiometric CTS film at low fluence (\(\approx 0.2 \text{ J/cm}^2\)). All images are at the same magnification. SEM/EDX by A. Crovetto.

The target surface after ablation by the 355 nm laser provides some clues on the origin of the droplets (Figure 7.4). As mentioned in Section 5.4.1, the targets for CTS deposition were multiphase; this is clearly seen in the images of the target before ablation. The difference is striking between the rough appearance of the CTS target after ablation and the smooth appearance of the ZnS target after ablation by the 355 nm laser (Figure 6.9). Many groups have described the appearance of cones on the target after multiple shots, which can easily be imagined as a source of droplets in the extreme process when a new laser pulse hits the same area repeatedly. Minimizing cone-formation leads to fewer droplets according to several authors \[^136\], \[^129\].

Overall we learned that to reduce droplets we had to severely reduce the fluence - to \(\approx 0.2 \text{ J/cm}^2\) with the 355 nm laser and \(\approx 0.5 \text{ J/cm}^2\) in the 248 nm laser. Reducing the fluence so drastically of course also lowered the deposition rate significantly and changed the composition of the films as we saw above.
Figure 7.4: SEM images of the CTS target surface (a) before and (b) after it was ablated by the 355 nm laser. The unablated target consists of Sn-rich and Cu-rich regions (Cu-rich regions appear dark, Sn-rich regions appear bright as seen by EDX, not shown). After ablation the target surface is rough with lobes of material sticking out. The scale bar applies to both images.

7.2.4 CTS films deposited at 150-300 °C

In the Applied Surface Science article (Appendix A [211]) we showed that crystalline CTS forms when the substrate is heated to 150-250 °C. The films shown in the article were made with the 355 nm laser from a near-stoichiometric CTS target on fused silica and we found tetragonal Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ at 150 °C, while at 250 °C we found cubic-phase Cu$_2$SnS$_3$, as judged by the slight shift in the main XRD peak compared to the 150 °C film, along with secondary phases of Cu$_4$SnS$_4$ and orthogonal SnS.

The deposition temperature seemed to change the S-content of the films: surprisingly, the percentage of S in the films apparently increased slightly as the substrate was heated from room temperature to 250 °C. This is shown in Table 1 in our investigation presented in Applied Surface Science (Appendix A). We don’t know why the sulfur content increased with temperature, but it may be that the sticking coefficient increased as the S was incorporated in a crystalline film. It is important to note that we did not check for inhomogeneities across the depth of the film. Such inhomogeneities, which were later observed by SEM in some of our CZTS films deposited at high temperature, would cause errors in the EDX measurements, so this result should be considered preliminary.

The initial films included in the Applied Surface Science article were deposited on fused silica and there could be some differences in which phases would most favorably form on Mo/SLG substrates. Subsequent depositions using the 248
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nm laser on Mo/SLG painted a similar picture as we will see below: tetragonal CTS and an amorphous appearance at 150°C (no grains visible in SEM), cubic or monoclinic CTS at 300°C mixed with Cu₄SnS₄.

Figure 7.5: Composition of CTS films deposited on Mo/SLG by the 248 nm laser. (a) shows films made from the near-stoichiometric CTS target grown at ≈ 1.6 J/cm² (room temperature) or ≈ 1.4 J/cm² (150°C, 300°C). (b) shows films of SnS-rich CTS deposited at ≈ 1.6 to 1.8 J cm⁻². A film deposited at ≈ 1 J/cm² had approximately the same composition. These films were all about 800-900 nm thick, thick enough that the EDX measurements may be trusted quantitatively.

With the 248 nm laser, we saw that the deposition rate decreased slightly at higher temperature, which led us to expect a decrease in S and perhaps also Sn in the films deposited at higher temperature. This expectation was not met: Within the error of the EDX measurements, the films deposited with this laser had the same composition at room temperature, 150°C and 300°C. See Figure 7.5

It was encouraging not to find a large S- and Sn-loss due to increased temperature. However, as seen in the figure, the films deposited from the near-stoichiometric CTS target were consistently Cu-rich (the measurements this time were on films thick enough to be trusted), while the films deposited from the SnS-rich target were consistently extremely Sn-rich, neither of which is promising for phase-pure Cu₂SnS₃ whether for solar cells or for advanced characterization. Note that the target stoichiometry could not be accurately quantified as explained in Section 5.6.4. The measured CTS target stoichiometry was quite close to the ideally expected composition, while the measured stoichiometry of the SnS rich target was more Sn-rich and less S-rich than expected.

SEM images of the SnS-rich CTS films deposited at 150°C and 300°C on Mo/SLG with the 248 nm laser are shown in Figure 7.6 verifying that these films were uniform in cross-section. X-ray diffractograms showed that the 150°C-film was completely amorphous while the 300°C-film contained strong diffraction
peaks most likely of tetragonal-phase $\text{Cu}_2\text{SnS}_3$ and orthorhombic SnS (see Figure 7.8a). The co-existence of these two phases is not immediately obvious based on the uniform appearance of the film (Fig. 7.6(b) and (c)). Based on the strong intensity of the (112) peak relative to the other peaks, the CTS phase appears to be preferentially oriented with the (112) planes parallel to the film surface.

The films deposited from the ordinary CTS target at 300 $^\circ$C with the 248 nm laser formed crystalline $\text{Cu}_2\text{SnS}_3$ together with $\text{Cu}_4\text{SnS}_4$ and a large amount of another secondary phase that could be SnS, though this seems surprising based on the Sn-poor composition. See Figure 7.7a. The X-ray diffractogram is similar to what was seen with the 355 nm laser at 250 $^\circ$C on fused silica (see Appendix A Figure 3 b). In another similarity to the films made with the 355 nm laser, a film deposited at 150 $^\circ$C by the 248-nm laser mostly shows crystallization of $\text{Cu}_2\text{SnS}_3$, most likely tetragonal phase (Figure 7.7b). Based on the relative peak intensities, this film is less cubic (111)/tetragonal(112) oriented than the 300 $^\circ$C film - in fact it is apparently preferentially aligned with the cubic or tetragonal (220) planes parallel to the surface. It may be that some of the material is still in an amorphous form at this temperature.

The films deposited with the SnS-rich CTS target at 300 $^\circ$C with the 248 nm laser formed crystalline $\text{Cu}_2\text{SnS}_3$ but like the near-stoichiometric film there is a large amount of secondary phases present. In this case it is clear that it
Figure 7.7: XRD of CTS films as-deposited on Mo/SLG with substrate heating with the 248 nm laser. (a) Near-stoichiometric 300°C film with main peaks corresponding to $\text{Cu}_4\text{Sn}_3$, tetragonal $\text{Cu}_2\text{Sn}_3$, and orthorhombic SnS. Small peaks of MoO$_x$ from the substrate also visible. (b) Near-stoichiometric CTS film as-deposited at 150°C with peaks of $\text{Cu}_2\text{Sn}_3$, orthorhombic SnS, and again small peaks of MoO$_x$. 
is orthorhombic SnS (see Fig. 7.8a). Surprisingly, the 150°C SnS-rich film was completely amorphous (Fig. 7.8b).

These CTS films were deposited at an elevated substrate temperature before we knew that it is possible to change the composition by altering the fluence. Although it would certainly require a persistent effort, perhaps it would be possible to deposit single-phase or nearly single-phase CTS at the right temperature somewhere between 150 and 300°C with a lower fluence that the $\approx 1.6 \text{ J/cm}^2$ used here. However, it would be difficult to avoid S-poor films.
Figure 7.8: XRD of SnS-rich CTS films as-deposited with substrate heating with the 248 nm laser. (a) SnS-rich CTS film deposited at at 300 °C. The main peaks correspond to Mo (cubic), SnS (orth) and Cu$_2$SnS$_3$. SEM images of this film are shown in Fig. 7.6b. (b) SnS-rich CTS film as-deposited at 150 °C with no peaks except those deriving from the substrate.
7.3 Results: Annealed CTS films

A large amount of work was done on annealing a number of CTS films with mixed results. The aim was partly to investigate which phases of CTS would form under the conditions used for CZTS annealing in our group and partly to try to make CTS solar cells.

As described above, we initially found that the as-deposited near-stoichiometric CTS films were Sn- and S-poor relative to the desired stoichiometry. Films with Cu/Sn > 2 do not generally lead to good solar cell absorber layers, so initially we focused on annealing SnS-rich films. SEM top view images of our first annealed films looked beautiful compared to the messy droplet-filled surface we were used to from PLD: large crystals had formed apparently uniformly all over the films, at least in some cases. See Figure 7.9.

![Figure 7.9: SEM top view images of annealed SnS-rich CTS films deposited by the 355 nm laser at various fluences. XRD showed orthorhombic SnS occurring together with Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ especially for the two films deposited at higher fluence, which were 1.2-1.7µm thick. The rough film deposited at 0.7 J/cm$^2$ was 4.2µm thick due to overcompensating for the low deposition rate at low fluence by increasing the deposition time. Small holes may be seen in the central panel of the 2.8 J/cm$^2$ film as indicated by the white arrows. We were later to see that these films contained huge amounts of SnS in cross-section. Images by E. Bosco.](image-url)
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As shown in the technical paper presented at WCPEC-6 (Appendix C), X-ray diffractograms of the films in Fig. 7.9 revealed SnS, which was not visible in the SEM top view images, and we assumed that evaporation of SnS was the reason for small holes in some of the films (can be seen in the technical paper and in the middle panel in Fig. 7.9 upon close inspection). When we later looked at the films in cross-section, we found that most of the films showed a layered structure with sheets of SnS near the back (Figure 7.10). This meant that any measurement of the composition would be unreliable. It also posed an immediate problem for a solar cell material - it was remarkable that the solar cells we made worked at all. The characterization of the full solar cells will be described below in Section 7.4. In Fig. 7.11 we see that there were also other issues such as cracks and impurity phases on the surface. In our best solar cell (7.11b), the bubbles were relatively small and very rarely burst compared to other films, but certainly the voids beneath the bubbles would impede current transport across the cell and even a few burst bubbles would still shunt the cell.

![Cross-sectional SEM images of two CTS solar cells.](image)

(a) Solar cell with 0.01 % efficiency. It has a dense SnS layer at the bottom. (b) Solar cell with 0.3 % efficiency. This film had larger CTS grains but there is still SnS at the bottom (perhaps with a different orientation). SEM imaging by A. Crovotto and/or E. Bosco.

While exploring the uniformity of the near-stoichiometric CTS films at a distance up to about 2.5 cm from the plume center (the thickest part of the film), I found that off-axis the film composition was in fact not Cu-rich relative to the Sn-content as shown in Figure 3.7 in the far corner of the deposited area, where the Cu/Sn ratio was <2. This was confirmed in measurements of other films and encouraged us to explore annealing of the near-stoichiometric CTS films as well, as the shortage of S could be remedied by annealing with S as described in Section 5.3. When we discovered that the composition could be tuned by reducing the
Figure 7.11: Surface of SnS-rich CTS layers used for solar cells. (a) Surface of the absorber layer in the film used for our 0.01 % efficient solar cell. The burst bubbles are probably the worst of the many offenders. (b) Surface of the absorber layer in the film used for our 0.3 % efficient solar cell. This film had fewer bubbles and very few of them were burst, but there are many other possibly problematic issues apart from the SnS seen in the cross section above.
fluence rather than increasing the angle away from the normal to the target, we
used that strategy instead. The results of annealing these films will be described
in the following.

7.3.1 Effect of different annealing conditions

The most obvious lesson learned on CTS annealing was that annealing too long
at 570 °C leaves only Cu and S behind - the Sn evaporates completely in the form
of SnS. A similar effect has been shown previously: when co-deposited precursor
CZTSe films were annealed for a long time (5-6 hours), only Cu, Zn and Se was
left behind in the films while all the Sn disappeared [235, 57].

Another crucial lesson was that the films peeled off unless they were very
thin. Peeling off of annealed CZTS films is a well known problem and the main
remedy offered by other groups is to limit the thickness of the film. This also
worked for our CTS films eventually. At first we were able to anneal quite thick
near-stoichiometric CTS films (< 1.6 µm) without exfoliation, but these films
contained bubbles, some of them burst, which may have provided an alternative
form of strain relief. The annealed SnS-rich films also never exfoliated even at
thicknesses of > 4 µm but apart from bubbles and holes, as we saw above these
films had a SnS-layer near the bottom which may have improved the adhesion.
Ultimately we were able to produce films around 700-1000 nm thick without
bubbles or exfoliation as shown in Section 7.3.2.

A number of different annealing procedures were tried - with a slow heating
ramp versus a fast ramp, with a maximum temperature of 575 °C or 550 °C and
with long or short holding times at the top temperature. XRD and SEM images
of the film surfaces were used as initial markers of the suitability of the annealing
procedure, as this revealed the presence of the worst secondary phases (SnS$_{2y}$ and
Cu$_x$S and the size of the grains and any bubbles and holes in the film.

Annealing hot (up to 580 °C) yielded larger grains. A long holding time at this
temperature increased grain size the most but also led to large (several micron
sized) holes in the films. Annealing at 575 °C yielded cubic or monoclinic-phase
Cu$_x$SnS$_3$ as well as orthorhombic-phase SnS in the SnS-rich films. As noted, at
least some of the annealed films segregated into different layers, which made it
impossible to measure their composition by EDX.

Two annealing runs made with precursor films deposited using different lasers
but otherwise similar conditions are shown in Figure 7.12. The films in the
figure were annealed with a very slow ramp (in the hope of preventing bubbles,
though clearly it did not), a maximum temperature of $\approx 575$ °C, about 10 minutes
annealing time above 570 °C and just over 1.5 hours above 500 °C. We see that
the films contained multiple phases with both monoclinic-phase and cubic-phase
CTS (possibly mixed with some tetragonal phase; the peaks are closely spaced
in Raman and even more closely in XRD, making the distinction difficult). The distinct layers formed by one the films allowed Andrea Crovetto to exfoliate them and measure with Raman spectroscopy on both the front and the back of the film. This showed us that the film in Fig. 7.12b contained cubic/tetragonal CTS at the front and monoclinic/tetragonal CTS at the back. A similar procedure told us that the slanted layers at the back of the SnS-rich films were in fact SnS. XRD of the film in Fig. 7.12b showed tiny SnS peaks, which were corroborated by XPS measurements (not shown) that indicated that the surface was Sn-rich. This could be a sign of SnS migrating to the top due to evaporation of SnS.

Figure 7.12: SEM images of annealed films made from near-stoichiometric CTS precursors deposited with 1.6 J/cm² using (a) the 248 nm laser and (b) the 355 nm laser and annealed under identical conditions. (a): Annealed film from precursor made with the 355 nm laser. XRD showed Cu₂SnS₃ and Raman spectroscopy revealed that the film contained a mix of cubic and monoclinic Cu₂SnS₃. Large bubbles occurred all over the film, some of them burst. (b): Annealed film from precursor made from the 248 nm laser. Again, Raman spectroscopy revealed a mix of cubic and monoclinic Cu₂SnS₃, with cubic Cu₂SnS₃ dominating on top of the film and monoclinic at the bottom. Tiny SnS peaks in XRD may correspond to the “white fluff” on the top of the film. Bubbles were fewer and smaller than in (a). Cross-sectional SEM images, XPS and Raman analysis by A. Crovetto.
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Figure 7.13: SEM images of an improved annealed CTS film (max. thickness about 700 nm measured at the masked edge). There were almost no bubbles seen in SEM of this annealed film. The thinner part of the film (furthest away from the PLD plume center, labeled X) looked uniform to the naked eye. The thicker part of the film had black specs visible by eye (area labeled Y). SEM images of region X reveal two different crystalline growth modes. SEM images of region Y show spires that appear bright as well as holes as seen in the enlarged image.

7.3.2 Example: Phase analysis in an improved annealed film

Figure [7.13] shows an annealed near-stoichiometric CTS film where there were only few bubbles or other obvious deficiencies. This film was max. 700 nm thick. The thickness gradient in the film was rather large as a relatively large spot was used (3.3 mm²) and the laser was moved in a line rather than a rectangle to avoid changes in the spot size when moving the laser spot on the target. It was deposited on Mo/SLG and annealed with 50 mg S (no SnS) at 550 °C, the temperature generally used by my colleagues in CZTS annealing. The annealed film looks fairly smooth, but clearly contains two phases at the surface as seen in the SEM images. Cross-sectional SEM would be needed to confirm that there are no inhomogeneities across the depth of the films.

The difficulties associated with assigning the correct material phases by Ra-
man and XRD measurements is illustrated in Figure 7.14, which were measured on a film that was very similar to part Y of the film shown in Fig. 7.13 (the precursor was deposited adjacent to it, they were annealed together and the annealed film contained little black specks just as we see in Fig. 7.13). The main Raman peaks belong to Cu$_2$SnS$_3$, though it is hard to tell if they represent the monoclinic or the cubic phase as the monoclinic peaks should be at 290 cm$^{-1}$ and 352 cm$^{-1}$ [63] while the cubic phase peaks should be at 303 cm$^{-1}$ and 355 cm$^{-1}$ [236] and we see peaks at 292 cm$^{-1}$ and 354 cm$^{-1}$. The peak shoulder at 299 cm$^{-1}$ hints that perhaps we have a mixture between somewhat strained monoclinic and cubic phases as seen in previous films. The peak at 318 cm$^{-1}$ could potentially also belong to Cu$_3$SnS$_4$ [236] but we see no sign of that in the XRD spectrum.

The small peaks labeled by stars at $\approx$227 cm$^{-1}$, 313 cm$^{-1}$, and 372 to 373 cm$^{-1}$ are similar to impurity phase peaks observed by others in films where the main phase is monoclinic or cubic Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ [63, 237]. These authors attribute it tentatively to a “Cu$_2$Sn$_3$S$_7$” phase, but another group has reported that this phase does not even exist and is rather Cu$_4$Sn$_7$S$_{16}$ [64]. Recently de Wild et al. saw similar peaks at 310 to 320 cm$^{-1}$ and 375 to 380 cm$^{-1}$ and convincingly attributed them to a phase containing Na [238], as Na can migrate into the film during annealing as described in Section 2.3.2. More probing would be necessary to see if this is the phase also formed here.

Additionally, in Fig. 7.14a we see signature Raman peaks of Cu$_x$S. Others have shown that covellite, CuS, has Raman peaks at 471 cm$^{-1}$ (primary peak) and 263 cm$^{-1}$ (secondary peak) [239], while we found the Raman peak for our CuS target at 477 cm$^{-1}$. The Cu$_x$S peak was most pronounced on certain spots on the annealed films that looked dark in the Raman microscope probably corresponding to the dark splotches visible by eye on the thick part of the film; this makes sense in the light that the part of the film closest to the plume center is richest in Cu. The X-ray diffractogram of the film (Fig. 7.14b) shows only the Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ phase(s), confirming that there is at least some monoclinic phase present due to the peak at about 16° 2$\theta$, while the other phases detected by Raman spectroscopy (Cu$_x$S and mystery Cu$_4$Sn$_7$S$_{16}$-or-Na-containing-CTS) must be minor constituents.

### 7.3.3 Films for ellipsometry

The main published result based on our work on annealed CTS was the ellipsometry measurement performed by my colleague Andrea Crovetto on near-stoichiometric CTS which in some cases formed single-phase monoclinic CTS films. Andrea measured a double bandgap previously seen in literature (e.g., [17]), and Rongzhen Chen and Clas Persson were able to match to it to a detailed theoretical band model, showing that the double bandgap could be an intrinsic
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Figure 7.14: Analysis of the crystalline phases in the annealed film deposited adjacent to the one in Fig. 7.13 and annealed under the same circumstances. (a) shows a sample Raman spectrum for this film. There are signature Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ peaks as well as Cu$_x$S and mystery phase peaks. See text. Raman measurements carried out together with Stela Camulescu. (b) shows the XRD diffractogram which confirms that monoclinic Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ is present.
property of monoclinic CTS due to its asymmetric crystal structure rather than an artifact due to multiple phases in the film [213].

Films for ellipsometry measurements had to be quite thin (≈ 100 nm) and some of them had to be deposited on SLG to allow deconvolution of the reflection from more layers (MoS$_2$ formed on top of the Mo layer during annealing, leading to a complicated structure). To make these films, we first deposited relatively thick films to be able to verify the composition before and after annealing and then we deposited very thin films under exactly the same circumstances and annealed them together. The thick film made it easier to measure which phases were present in the film by XRD because of the stronger signal intensity from a larger amount of material. As shown above in Figure 7.12 we sometimes saw co-existence of the cubic and monoclinic phase. In the thin films for ellipsometry, SEM, XRD and Raman spectroscopy together pointed to films dominated by the monoclinic phase. Apart from XRD, the work on characterization was carried out by Andrea Crovetto. One of the films used in the study is shown in Fig. 7.13 illustrating that annealing does not eliminate the problem of film inhomogeneity due to craters and droplets, but that the material was otherwise highly homogeneous.

![Figure 7.15: 100 nm monoclinic CTS film for ellipsometry](image)

Aihara et al. [240] recently measured the photoluminescence of monoclinic Cu-rich single crystals of CTS showing a free exciton occurs and indicating that the bandgap should be at 0.93 eV. They commented that there could be more than one valence band energy due to the monoclinic structure but did not prove it. Our article does, which is a valuable contribution to research in this material.

7.4 Results: Solar cells

This section would not be complete without the presentation of the working solar cells assembled and measured by Andrea Crovetto using some of the annealed
The current-voltage characteristics of two working solar cells are shown in Figure 7.16a along with the external quantum efficiency in Figure 7.16b. The external quantum efficiency is the fraction of photons shining on the solar cell that are converted into electricity, in contrast to the internal quantum efficiency (a little harder to measure) that considers the fraction of photons absorbed by the material that are converted into electricity, i.e., taking into account reflection losses.

We see that the JV curves do not look much like the usual nearly rectangular curves seen in solar cell literature. As we saw in Section 2.1, the voltage when the current is zero is called the open current voltage ($V_{oc}$) and corresponds to a solar cell under illumination that generates charge carriers and therefore an internal field but has nowhere for the charge carriers to go. As mentioned previously, the current where the voltage is zero is called the short-circuit current ($J_{sc}$) and shows the maximum amount of light-generated charge carriers that are collected at the contacts. Ideally the curve should be rectangular and $V_{oc}$ would depend only on the temperature and $J_{sc}$. In real solar cells, the amount of “rectangularness” is quantified by the fill factor, which for good solar cells can be 60-90% but which for our solar cells is very low (closer to 20-30%). The fill factor depends on the shunt resistance and the series resistance as well as the diode ideality factor, which takes into account how recombination takes place in the cell. The shunt resistance should be high (no shunts of current from the front to the back of the solar cell) while the series resistance should be low (easy transport of current from the back to the front). A low fill factor can derive from deficiency in both of these factors. The shape of the JV curve here especially points to an extremely low shunt resistance.

These preliminary solar cells had an unintended bilayer structure of CTS on top of SnS as we saw in Figure 7.10, which could lead to high series resistance. Additionally, we saw in Figure 7.11 that there were bubbles in some of these films, sometimes burst, just as there were in near-stoichiometric CTS films. Together with the smaller holes we saw, the burst bubbles could easily cause shunt paths when the subsequent layers of the solar cell are deposited.

The EQE curve (Fig. 7.16b) shows a high collection efficiency only near the CdS bandgap, perhaps indicating that primarily the carriers reaching the front contact are the ones created near the interface with CdS, as the shorter wavelength light is absorbed closer to the interface than the longer wavelengths. Nakashima et al. show an EQE curve with a similar shape when they do not use so-called white light biasing during the measurement (i.e., illuminating the cell with white light plus low-intensity additional illumination at the wavelength being measured). However, when using white light biasing, their EQE improves over the lower wavelengths [68]. Umehara et al. see a similar behavior in CTGS (Ge-alloyed CTS) solar cells and attribute it to defects in the CdS layer [241].
Figure 7.16: Current-voltage and external quantum efficiency (EQE) measurements for the CTS solar cell. 

(a) JV curves for two solar cells made from a SnS-rich CTS film. $V_{oc}$ and $J_{sc}$ for the best cell: 140 mV and 8 mA/cm$^2$. Solid lines: under illumination. Dashes: in the dark. The curve should ideally be horizontal at the current axis intercept and vertical at the voltage axis intercept, showing that there is low shunt resistance, probably coupled with high series resistance. 

(b) EQE for the 0.3 % efficient cell (the fraction of photons at a given wavelength that are converted to electrical energy). Only the highest-energy photons just below the CdS bandgap are efficiently collected - these are generally absorbed close to the surface of the solar cell and do not have to travel as far through the bulk. Raw plots and measurements by A. Crovetto.
They suggest that the CdS layer may have acceptor-like (positively charged) defects, which must be compensated by exciting a large number of electrons to the bandgap in the CdS layer to avoid it acting as a barrier. These carriers in the CdS layer are only generated above the bandgap of CdS, so short wavelength light must be present. The same mechanism may be contributing to the low EQE in our films - the measured EQE is too low to account for all the current measured by the $J_{sc}$ value.

Overall, our 0.3 % cell with $V_{oc}=140$ mV and $J_{sc}=8$ mA/cm$^2$ has some way to go to compete with the best CTS solar cell in the literature, which has $\eta=4.6 \%$, $V_{oc}$ of 0.283 V, and $J_{sc}=37.3$ mA cm$^{-2}$ [68]. It would be interesting to see how well a non-SnS-rich film would work as a solar cell absorber. It may be advantageous to maintain slightly Sn-rich growth conditions as this has been shown to improve the electrical properties of CTS [70].

7.5 Summary

The CTS depositions were to our knowledge the first by PLD. The substrates used for CTS initially (and for our article in Applied Surface Science) was fused silica, which was chosen to enable transmission measurements. This also influenced film growth. For obtaining, e.g., the cubic phase, lattice matched substrates would have been the best choice, while for obtaining the phases seen in our group's CZTS films, using Mo/SLG substrates like we did for CZTS was important, and we proceeded with this substrate for the films.

For the as-deposited CTS films, we found at room temperature that the films were generally Cu-rich and S-poor compared to the expected composition, but that the Sn and S-content in the films could be increased by using a lower fluence. Reducing the fluence also reduced the amount of droplets in the films, as previously seen by other authors. In contrast, the droplet area density on the films was not reduced by using a shorter-wavelength laser, even though this is a rule of thumb in PLD. Instead it was clear that the laser pulse length (and therefore the intensity on the target) was important for the film growth, with a high deposition rate when using the laser with the highest intensity at a given fluence.

The as-deposited CTS films at 150-300 °C substrate temperature were crystalline with evidence of the tetragonal phase in 150 °C films and the cubic phase in 300 °C films. However, the films deposited from the near-stoichiometric CTS target were plagued by Sn- and S-loss and contained Cu-rich secondary phases which would preclude any solar cell efficiency. The films from the Sn-rich CTS target on the other hand were too Sn-rich. In order to obtain crystalline as-deposited CTS films at high temperature, it will be necessary to decrease the fluence significantly, using the fluence and/or slightly off-axis deposition to tune
the Cu/Sn ratio of the film deposited from the near-stoichiometric CTS target. However, a lower fluence and off-axis deposition both lead to a lower deposition rate, making it necessary to keep the films at an elevated substrate temperature for longer. This could exacerbate any loss of S or SnS from the growing films, so it is likely that an additional sulfur source would be needed.

The annealed CTS films from the SnS-rich target were used for solar cells with small but measurable efficiencies up to 0.3%. The films contained layers of SnS, pinholes and other defects that could cause both shunting and blocking of charge carriers. For better solar cells using annealed films, the near-stoichiometric CTS target would probably be a better starting point, once again using the fluence and/or off-axis deposition to tune the composition of the as-deposited films to Sn-rich and Cu-poor. Extra thin (≈ 100 nm) films made in this way were in some cases phase-pure monoclinic Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ and were used for characterization by ellipsometry, the results of which were published.
Chapter 8

Pulsed electron deposition compared to pulsed laser deposition of CZTS

The last major part of the work comprising this thesis was the comparison of CZTS deposition by PLD and PED. This work came about in collaboration with the PED group at IMEM-CNR in Parma, Italy, because of their successful work on PED deposition of CIGS. At the time we met them, their solar cells using CIGS films deposited and post-annealed at a temperature as low as 270 °C had reached 15% efficiency [148] and today they have achieved more than 17% [242]. Since the CZTS solar cell is fully modeled on the CIGS system except for the composition of the absorber layer itself, it was an interesting comparison to make and a great opportunity to learn from the experiences of another group.

The main similarities between PED and PLD are the high energy of the species arriving on the substrate, enabling deposition of crystalline films at relatively low temperature, and the ability to ablate the material in an ideally congruent process that reproduces the composition of the target in the growing film. We already knew that congruent ablation did not take place in PLD of CZTS. The group in Parma had also found some deviations between the film and target composition in PED of CIGS, but they had found ways to overcome this [153, 243]. Additionally, they had found ways to reduce the amount of droplets on the PED films [132]. We therefore hoped that their success in addressing these issue could be transferred to CZTS.

Our initial experiments on CZTS by PED yielded highly non-stoichiometric films and a large part of our work with PED therefore focused on the composition as a function of different voltage and pressure. We were able to deposit CZTS at the relatively low temperatures of 250-325 °C, though with secondary phases
and possibly S-poor films, resulting in low-efficiency solar cells. The work was compared to my colleague Andrea Cazzaniga’s work on PLD of CZTS at room temperature at different fluences. I verified his work at the optimal fluence range and compared the PED films at ≈ 300°C to PLD films deposited at 300°C.

A manuscript describing the results is currently in preparation and the preliminary article is included in Appendix D [244]. The paper is in principle ready for submission, but we are awaiting more PED results at 300°C with the aim of making Cu-poor CZTS films at this temperature, hopefully resulting in a better solar cell efficiency. This chapter presents the main results included in the manuscript and adds some subsidiary observations.

8.1 PED versus PLD - background on other materials

Already in our work on PLD of ZnS we were able to compare some of our results to those by PED and it was clear that there were many similarities between the techniques, especially the capacity to deposit a high-temperature phase at a much lower substrate temperature, namely hexagonal ZnS deposited at 300°C on an untextured substrate even though under equilibrium conditions this phase occurs above 1120°C. A number of authors have compared the two techniques for other materials, including Nistor et al. (2012) [245] for Ba$_x$Sr$_{1-x}$TiO$_3$ (BST), Monaco et al. [246] for silicon carbide (SiC), and Nistor et al. (2008) [146] for the wide band-gap oxides including ZnO, Zr$_{0.8}$Sn$_{0.2}$TiO$_4$ (ZST) and Ca$_3$(PO$_4$)$_2$. Nistor et al. [146] found that PED was an excellent deposition method for the many oxide compounds investigated: with optimization, PED could yield near-stoichiometric transfer comparable to PLD and a much better surface morphology than ns-PLD with much fewer droplets (comparable to fs-PLD for ZnO). They explained the success of PLD for these materials with a more efficient energy transfer from the PED beam than ns UV lasers with a photon energy below the bandgap energy of the materials.

Monaco et al. [246] also found stoichiometric transfer of SiC from target to substrate with both PLD and PED, but in their preliminary PED experiments they were not able to demonstrate crystalline SiC at 800°C, which had been achieved by others in PLD. In another example where PED did not work as well as PLD, Mathis and Christen [247] compared the results of PLD from literature with their experimental results of PED of YBCO and noted that PLD of YBCO has generally been more successful. They found that PED resulted in more droplets on the YBCO films and that the high-energy species ejected from the target damaged the film properties because the background pressure had to be lower in PED than PLD for this material.

There are only a few comparisons of ns-PLD and PED of chalcogenides. Savat et al. [248] deposited SnSe$_2$ by both PED and PLD (with 248 nm, 7 ns pulses)
and apparently found no major differences in the amorphous films produced by the two techniques at room temperature. We saw that ZnS deposition by PED and PLD was also fairly similar. However, both of these materials might behave quite differently to the more complex CZTS.

For CIGS, PED done by the group at IMEM-CNR in Parma has been more successful than PLD, which to our knowledge has never yielded solar cells with an efficiency above the 8% achieved for CISe by Dittrich et al. [172]. As discussed in Section 4.2.1 it appears that Se-loss was in many experiments an important drawback of CIGSe deposition by PLD. In PED, in contrast, as-deposited CIGS and CGSe films were Se-rich and Cu-poor at room-temperature [243, 153]. When the temperature was increased, the films became slightly Se-poor, just below the ideal Se-content of 50%, which was ascribed to evaporation of the excess Se not incorporated in the growing crystalline CIGSe film. While In and Ga also re-evaporated to some extent from the heated films, increasing the relative Cu-content of the film, the overall composition remained Cu-poor, which is favorable for CIGS solar cells [243]. In CGSe, the films were always found to be Se-rich at temperatures from room temperature to 475°C with a slight decrease in the Se-content when the temperature was raised from room temperature to 100°C and above [249]. The Cu/Ga and Cu/Se ratio in the CGSe films could be tuned to some extent by changing the voltage, and a lower voltage leads to a higher proportion of Ga and Se in the films because there are more low-energy electrons at this voltage leading to evaporation of these elements due to their lower cohesive energy. Thus at low voltage the thickness distribution of the film showed a greater cosine-distributed component characteristic of evaporation, while a higher voltage more closely resembled a \( \cos^4 \theta \) distribution, showing a greater evaporative component at low voltage and a greater ablated component at high voltage [153].

The main question in our investigation was whether something similar might come about during PED of CZTS: S-enrichment of the growing films leading to higher material quality than in as-deposited CZTS in PLD in the literature, which appeared plagued with S-loss as we saw in Section 4.1.

### 8.1.1 Methods for PED and PLD of CZTS

The 248 nm PLD setup was used in this study comparing PED and PLD of CZTS, as this was the setup that had been used by my colleague Andrea Cazzaniga for our previous work on CZTS. The setup and deposition methods are described in Section 5.1.2. Our colleague Stela Canulescu had found that the 355 nm laser was not suitable for CZTS deposition as there was no fluence range that gave rise to Cu-poor films of CZTS with this laser. This is probably because the ablation efficiency of the ZnS phases in the multicomponent target was much lower with
Table 8.1: Deposition parameters for PED and PLD. The PED pulse is polyenergetic; there will be a large amount of electrons with lower energy than the maximum. ‡: For CuGaSe$_2$ at 18 kV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>parameter</th>
<th>PED</th>
<th>PLD (248 nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power (W/cm$^2$)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Max. 1.2*10$^8$ ‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5*10$^7$ at 1 J/cm$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse length (ns)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spot size (mm$^2$)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target-substrate distance</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure (mbar)</td>
<td>≈ 2 × 10$^{-3}$</td>
<td>&lt;5 × 10$^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse rate (Hz)</td>
<td>6-10</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The PED setup and parameters used in this study are described in Section 5.2. The main deposition parameters for the two techniques are compared in Table 1 of our manuscript, Appendix [D], which is reproduced here in Table 8.1.

The targets used for the deposition were nominally all the same, though as previously discussed it is difficult to accurately measure the target composition (See Section 5.4.1). The PED films were made with three different targets (Targets 1-3) as the PED process erodes the target much more rapidly than PLD does. The PLD CZTS films included in this study were all made with a single target (Target 4). Prior to each deposition, the targets were refreshed by polishing and then preablated while the substrate was shielded from the plume by a shutter.

In the PED experiments the preablation lasted until a stable optical emission spectrum was obtained. In the PLD experiments, the preablation was used to obtain a coating of the laser entry port that needed to be similar for every experiment, so a set number of pulses were used to reach approximately 60% transmission. The transmission further dropped by about 30% (to 40%) during the deposition.

The substrates for the room temperature depositions by PED were soda lime glass (SLG), while all the films by PLD and the PED films deposited at higher temperature used Mo-coated SLG substrates.

8.2 Results and discussion: PED and PLD of CZTS

Our investigation of PED of CZTS started with some preliminary films based on the best circumstances for PED of CIGS: the depositions were done at 300 °C and 16 kV (Target 1). The resulting films were surprisingly Sn-rich films and the resulting solar cells had extremely low efficiency (< 1%) which degraded very quickly over time, something never normally seen with the CIGS solar cells at
IMEM-CNR nor with the CZTS solar cells made from annealed absorber layers at DTU.

Since these initial films showed a Sn-rich, Cu-poor composition which was not optimal for solar cells, subsequent work focused on investigating the composition of films deposited at room temperature (Target 2). This better reflects the combination of species in the ablation plume than do films made at elevated temperature as there is no complicating factor of re-evaporation due to high temperature, though there could be re-sputtering due to high-energy species in the plume.

After we had a stronger knowledge about the behavior of the composition at room temperature, a few more films were deposited at 300 °C and 18 kV (Target 3). The aim of using 18 kV rather than 16 kV was to obtain more Cu in the films, as the room temperature films at 16 kV had generally been Cu-poor. However, as we will see these films were surprisingly Cu-rich. Unfortunately issues with the setup led to a premature stop of the experiments.

### 8.2.1 Deposition rate and morphology of as-deposited films

The deposition rate of CZTS at room temperature by PED and PLD in our experiments is compared in Table 2 in our manuscript in Appendix D. In the room temperature depositions, the PED deposition rate varied with the voltage and pressure in the chamber from 0.001 nm/pulse at 10 kV to 0.1 nm/pulse at 18-19 kV. The low rate at 10 kV made it impossible to deposit films thick enough for EDX composition measurements: a 500 nm film took nearly 9 hours. Within this wide range of deposition rates, some were comparable to those found by PLD using a similar spot size and an intermediate fluence, and some were slower or faster, keeping in mind that the deposition rate by PLD also varies with the fluence. This information was very useful for practical purposes though it does not provide great physical insights as the deposition conditions were a little bit different (different target-substrate distance and pressure).

Surprisingly, when ablating a new target (target 3) for the higher temperature depositions under nominally similar conditions to room temperature in terms of PED voltage and pressure, the deposition rate doubled as measured by the film thickness after the deposition. This points either to a large change in the film density when the temperature was increased, a difference in the target composition leading to a different interaction with the electron beam, or difficulty controlling the deposition parameters in the setup (during the high-temperature depositions, there were nascent problems with the PED power supply). The composition measurement of target 3 suggested that it might be a little more Zn-rich than target 2 used at room temperature, but the OES measurement of the plume Cu(I)/Zn(I) emission ratio was similar. We will see below in the SEM images in Fig. 8.3 that
the 300 °C films were less dense than the room temperature films. Whether this led to the large change in deposition rate is an open question.

Figure 8.1: Morphology of as-deposited room-temperature PED and PLD films. There was a larger proportion of droplets in the PED films (a) as-deposited at room temperature and 18 kV) than in the PLD films (b) as-deposited, room temperature, 0.5 J/cm²). This figure is also shown in our manuscript, Appendix D, Fig. 2. Images by E. Bosco, S. Engberg, and this author.

As-deposited room temperature films made by PED looked superficially similar to PLD films, but at high voltages they contained many more droplets than we ever saw in the PLD films (also at higher fluence than the ones shown here); see Figure 8.1. The many droplets in the PED film may partly be due to non-optimized conditions, but could also indicate that the ablation in PED is less efficient than in PLD. This could happen if the electron beam energy is deposited deeper into the target than the laser energy, leading to less intense heating of a larger volume. PED films at high and low voltage are compared in Figure 8.2 and we see that the films made by PED at a lower voltage are much more similar to the ones we saw by PLD. X-ray diffraction was carried out on the films to probe whether the heavily structured surface of the high-voltage films derive from crystallization. This was not the case as only very small unidentified diffraction peaks were detected for the films made at 18 and 19 kV and no peaks at all for films made at lower voltages.

As noted above, PED does not always lead to more droplets than PLD: Nistor et al. [146] report that for a number of oxides PLD gave more droplets than PED. They show ZST (Zr$_{0.8}$Sn$_{0.2}$TiO$_4$) films with the opposite appearance to our films:
smooth PED films and droplet-filled PLD films and suggest that the explanation is the difference in background pressure leading to higher mobility of the adatoms on their PED films than the PLD films. This could also be part of the story in our study, where the PED background pressure was higher than the pressure in PLD.

Figure 8.2: Change in the area density of droplets when the PED voltage / PLD fluence was reduced. Images also shown in the supplementary information of our manuscript (Appendix D, Fig. S1).

In depositions at about 300°C, the morphology of the films varied widely. This may have derived from differences in composition: Du et al. [38] show similarly varied film morphology depending on whether the films were Cu-rich, nearly stoichiometric, Sn-rich, or Zn-rich. The films made at 300°C with PED had a porous, popcorn-like texture as seen in Figure 8.3 (these figures are also shown in the manuscript, Appendix D, Fig. 4). We also see that some of the PED films contained secondary phases in the cross-section (either ZnS, an insulator, or SnS, with a high atomic mass, could show up as bright areas in SEM). The porous structure may be due to evaporation of S and SnS or due to the simultaneous growth of two or more phases with different crystal habits as suggested by Du et al. [38].

The PLD films made for this study had an almost completely smooth mor-
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(a) PED, 325°C  
(b) PED, 300°C  
(c) PED, 255°C

Figure 8.3: Morphology of exploratory as-deposited CZTS films made by PED at 18 kV and a substrate temperature of 300°C.  
(a) Deposition at \( \approx 325^\circ\text{C} \); (b) Deposition at \( \approx 300^\circ\text{C} \); (c) Deposition at \( \approx 255^\circ\text{C} \), longer deposition time than the other two films. SEM images by E. Bosco.

phology contrasting strongly to the PED films (see Figure 8.4a and similar images in Appendix D, Fig. 5). However, the PLD film morphology differed greatly depending on when during the CHALSOL project the films were made: An early Cu-rich, Zn-poor, and S-poor film made by Andrea Cazzaniga looks reminiscent of the PED films with a flaky, porous structure, as seen in Fig. 8.4b. This suggests that the composition rather than the particular differences between PED and PLD gave rise to the morphological differences.

8.2.2 Composition of the as-deposited PLD films

As mentioned in Section 7.2.2 on PLD of CTS, Andrea Cazzaniga showed that the Cu-content of as-deposited CZTS films rose strongly with fluence using the 248 nm laser. He found that the fluence region suited for depositing Cu-poor films as needed for CZTS solar cells was quite narrow [157], as seen in Figure 8.5a. These data are also included in Appendix D, Figure 3. The reason suggested by Cazzaniga and Crovetto et al. [157], agreeing with our observations on CTS, is that at low fluence the SnS\(_x\) and ZnS phases were preferentially evaporated while the Cu-rich phases in the target were left behind. As the fluence rose, the Cu-rich phases were ablated too and this ablation was more forward-directed than the
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Figure 8.4: Morphology of CZTS films with different composition as-deposited by 248 nm PLD at 300 °C. (a) Cross-section and top view of a Cu-poor, Zn-poor film made in the present study (Cu/(Zn+Sn) ≈ 0.75, Zn/Sn ≈ 0.85). (b) Top view of a Cu-rich, Zn-poor and S-poor film deposited at 300°C by Andrea Cazzaniga early in his PhD thesis work (Cu/(Zn+Sn) ≈ 1.1, Zn/Sn ≈ 0.6). SEM images by S. Engberg and A. Crovotto.

Adding to Andrea’s work, the present study examined the change in composition between room temperature and high-temperature PLD deposition, as shown in the Supplementary Information, Appendix D, and also the composition at different frequencies. Reassuringly, the difference in composition between different frequencies and between room temperature and 300 °C were too small to be significant.

First, on the temperature: Within the error bars, the composition was the same for films deposited at room temperature and 300 °C, although there was a slight trend of more S-poor films at 300 °C. This is shown in Figure 8.6, reproduced from Figure S3, Appendix D. The films made at 0.45 to 0.5 J cm⁻² had a reasonable metal composition for solar cells with both Cu/(Zn+Sn) and Zn/Sn ≈ 0.8-1, suitable for a subsequent high-temperature annealing where a little bit of Sn might be lost to SnS evaporation while any S-deficiency was replenished, resulting in the good solar cell efficiency reported by Cazzaniga & Crovotto [157]. However, we see in the figure that as-deposited films at 0.45 to 0.5 J cm⁻² tended to be S-poor even at room temperature, which together with the Sn-enrichment would make them unsuitable as solar cell absorber layers as discussed in Section 2.2.1. A few films were therefore deposited at lower fluence, resulting in a higher S-content at room temperature as expected (Fig. 8.6c). Unfortunately the matching film at 300 °C was S-poor (though as many of the other films it was within the error bar of a stoichiometric film). The lower S-content at 300 °C for the low-fluence film may be due to the much longer deposition time (90 minutes versus 53 minutes), which would exacerbate any tendency towards S-loss at

evaporative component of SnS and ZnS, leading to Cu-rich films.
Figure 8.5: Composition of CZTS films made by PLD and PED at room temperature. (a) Composition of PLD films measured by EDX in the same setup and with the same accelerating voltage as the films in (b). The points without error bars are the work of Andrea Cazzaniga as presented in [157]. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals for comparisons between measurements; the absolute error in quantification may be larger. (b) Composition of PED films as measured at 15 kV with the TM3000 instrument. The films were on purpose made with a similar Cu(I)/Zn(I) OES peak ratio at all voltages.

this temperature. This low fluence film showed some interesting surface features which will be discussed in Section 8.2.5.

Second, on the repetition rate: It was important to check that using a higher repetition rate of 15 Hz in PLD compared to 6-9 Hz in PED did not result in any differences between the films simply due to the repetition rate. The higher repetition rate was chosen for PLD compared to PED partly because 15 Hz was the repetition rate used in the work of Andrea Cazzaniga, making the present work directly comparable to his, and partly because the deposition rate per pulse was lower for PLD than PED at 300°C. Since the films had to be of comparable thickness for EDX composition measurements, we could choose either to keep the pulse repetition rate or the deposition time constant. At this temperature the deposition time could influence the film composition because of evaporation of the more volatile elements and we therefore thought it was important to keep the deposition time comparable. To test whether the repetition rate made a difference, a few films were deposited at room temperature at 7 Hz and 45 Hz as well as 15 Hz. This was also briefly discussed in Section 3.4 where we saw that there were more droplets in a film deposited at 45 Hz than in one at 7 Hz (this
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Figure 8.6: Composition of CZTS films made by PLD at room temperature compared to 300°C. All the films were more than 800 nm thick and were measured with 15 kV excitation in the TM3000 tabletop SEM. 

(a) Cu/(Zn+Sn) ratio. 

(b) Zn/Sn ratio. 

(c) S/metal ratio. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals for comparisons between measurements; the absolute error in quantification may be larger.
was a general trend confirmed by looking at the 15 Hz films and at the other 45 and 7 Hz films). The composition at 7 Hz was not different from the composition at 15 Hz, whereas the 45 Hz films had a slight tendency to be more Cu-rich. We therefore decided to keep using 15 Hz. Despite the convenience of a shorter deposition time, 45 Hz was clearly out of the question.

**8.2.3 Composition of the as-deposited PED films**

A prediction of the film composition could be made in the PED setup by OES of the plume emission (Methods, Section 5.2.1). At a given voltage, changing the Ar pressure made it possible to change the intensity of the Cu(I) emission line relative to the Zn(I) emission line. This meant that we could try to see if the composition were different at different voltages while keeping the Cu(I)/Zn(I) emission ratio constant (as far as possible). It turned out that keeping the Cu(I)/Zn(I) emission ratio constant led to a more or less constant composition of the films as seen in Figure 8.5b.

The main result of our room temperature composition investigation was that the elemental transfer in PED was not stoichiometric: the films were Cu-poor, Zn-poor, and often S-poor relative to the expected composition (in other words, they were Sn-rich). EDX of powders scraped from the targets before and after deposition indicated that the target changed over time: there was an increase in the Cu-content and a decrease in Sn and S after the depositions, suggesting that Sn and S were preferentially removed while Cu was left behind. Another hint that the target composition changed during the experiment came from the change in the OES spectrum during preablation: The Cu(I)/Zn(I) intensity ratio was generally lowest when the target was fresh and increased to an approximately stable level during the deposition. Since the Zn(I)/Sn(I) peak ratio was generally constant as far as we could measure, this indicates that at first more Zn and Sn are ablated until a Cu-enriched target surface is obtained during preablation. The Ar pressure sometimes had to be adjusted during the deposition to maintain the Zn(I) peak intensity, however, suggesting a further slow change in the target over time.

The composition of the PED films in Figure 8.5b is similar to the composition of the PLD films made at fluences around 0.4 to 0.45 J cm\(^{-2}\) (Fig. 8.5a). Below 16 kV, the Cu (I)/Zn (I) emission line ratio could not be increased further than the conditions used to deposit the films in Figure 8.5b whereas at 16-19 kV changing the Ar pressure led to a higher Cu (I)/Zn (I) ratio in the OES spectrum. By adjusting the Ar-pressure it was therefore possible to deposit a film at 18 kV that had a much higher Cu/(Zn+Sn) ratio while maintaining a similar Zn/Sn ratio as the films shown in Fig. 8.5b. This could suggest a similar dynamic in PED as in PLD: easier ablation of SnS and ZnS compared to the Cu-rich phases
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in the target. The Sn-rich but simultaneously slightly S-poor composition of the PED films may indicate that S is scattered more than Sn (and Cu and Zn) by the background gas in PED. Preferential scattering of light elements by a background gas is a well-known effect in PLD and may well be significant in the pressure regime used in PED as seen, e.g., in PLD of Cu-S and Cu-Se films [28]. However, as mentioned the EDX measurement of the S-content of a rough film is not very accurate, so more work is needed to verify this conjecture.

During PED we noticed that portions of the ablation plume originating from distinct points on the rotating target were visibly brighter than the rest of the plume, strongly supporting the idea that the ablation efficiency was higher for some of the phases than others. Such an irregular ablation plume was never observed in PLD. Another clear difference in the beam-target interaction was that when the PED target became thin enough (a few mm), ablation spots became visible on the back of the target, demonstrating that some of the electron energy was deposited very deep in the target indeed. The spotty plume and the occasional plumes on the back of the target may have to do with the different conductivity of different phases.

Due to layering in two of the PED films made at elevated temperature, only the composition of the film made at 255 °C could be measured (the layers in the other films are visible in Fig. 8.3). The measured film was somewhat Cu-rich (Cu/(Zn+Sn)=1.05) and S-poor (S/metals =0.9) with a Zn/Sn ratio of ≈ 1, at least in the top micron probed by 15 kV EDX. The Cu-rich composition was a surprise because the Cu(I)/Zn(I) OES emission ratio had been stable around a value of 1 throughout the deposition and based on the measurements made at room temperature, this predicted a Cu/Zn ratio in the final film of about 1-1.5. Instead the Cu/Zn ratio was just over 2. The Zn/Sn ratio did not change appreciably. More experiments are needed to investigate whether this high Cu-content is reproducible at deposition temperatures of 250 °C-300 °C. The OES spectrum was stable throughout the deposition, so the Cu-rich composition measurement is not expected to be due to any gradient in the film.

8.2.4 Crystallinity of films deposited at 300 °C

The films deposited at high temperature by both PED and PLD were crystalline with XRD and Raman peaks matching CZTS but also some secondary phases. In Sections 5.6.5 and 5.6.6 we saw the difficulty resolving different secondary phases based on Raman and XRD; it is possible to show that a phase may be present but it is hard to rule out that no other phases occur because there are so many competing structures with similar lattice parameters and characteristic phonon frequencies [39]. This is good to bear in mind in the following discussion, which is mostly reproduced from Appendix D.
Raman spectra of the PED and PLD films deposited at \( \approx 300^\circ \text{C} \) are presented in Figure 8.7 (also shown in Fig. 6 in our manuscript, Appendix D). In the PED films (Figure 8.7a) only CZTS peaks and \( \text{Cu}_x\text{S} \) are visible, matching the slightly Cu-rich composition measured by EDX. The copper sulfide phase appeared to be associated with droplets (dark areas) on the surface. In the PLD films (Fig. 8.7b) only traces of \( \text{Cu}_x\text{S} \) are visible but other secondary phases are visible with peaks around 179, 225 and 300 cm\(^{-1}\). These may match orthorhombic \( \text{Sn}_2\text{S}_3 \), orthorhombic SnS, and cubic \( \text{Cu}_2\text{SnS}_3 \) respectively [225, 226]. The secondary phases were associated with a crystalline phase that appeared bright in SEM and was much more pronounced in the low-fluence, Sn-rich film as seen in Fig. 8.7c. The presence of \( \text{SnS}_y \) matches the Cu-poor nature of the PLD films, but also suggests the possible inclusion of ZnS if Zn/Sn \( \approx 1 \) as measured by EDX.

XRD of the PED and PLD films made at \( 300^\circ \text{C} \) support the Raman observations (Figure 8.8, also shown in Fig. 7 in our manuscript, Appendix D). In the PED film, we see small peaks that belong exclusively to kesterite CZTS around 29° and 36-38° 2\( \theta \) in the PED film (Fig. 8.8a)(these peaks also match two tetragonal forms of CTS, but this is not supported by the Raman measurement). The remaining major peaks are the Mo substrate peaks and \( \Sigma \text{CZTS} \) peaks, where \( \Sigma \text{CZTS} \) refers to the 2\( \theta \) ranges with overlap of the X-ray diffraction peaks for kesterite CZTS, cubic ZnS, and tetragonal and cubic CTS [223]). There are also some extremely small peaks probably belonging to SnS, though they could also derive from different phases (plotting the data with a semilogarithmic y-axis, not shown here, proves that these peaks are not noise). In the PLD films (Fig. 8.8b) again the main peaks apart from the Mo substrate peaks are \( \Sigma \text{CZTS} \) peaks. Additionally, a few small peaks are present around 28° and 31-32° 2\( \theta \) that could belong to SnS, \( \text{Sn}_2\text{S}_3 \), or \( \text{Cu}_2\text{S} \).

The high intensity of the (211) CZTS peak at 28.4° 2\( \theta \) in the PLD XRD pattern indicates a preferential growth direction that is stronger than in the PED films. This result is in agreement with Sun et al. [159], reporting a similarly strong preferential orientation of the (211) planes in 300°C, 248 nm PLD of CZTS. Comparison of the insets in Fig. 8.8a and 8.8b shows that the XRD peaks of the PLD films are shifted towards slightly smaller 2\( \theta \) angles than the PED films, indicating a difference either in the lattice size or in the phase composition. For example, regions of ZnS could shift the PED peaks to larger 2\( \theta \) values.

The Raman peaks of the PED film appear narrower than those of the PLD film (Fig. 8.7) but this may be an effect of using slightly different wavelengths for the measurements: Dimitrievska et al. [224] show that the shoulder peaks at 353, 366, and 374 cm\(^{-1}\) next to the main CZTS peak at 338 cm\(^{-1}\) are more prominent with 514 nm Raman excitation than with 458 nm excitation. We used 455 nm excitation in the PED film measurements and 532 nm excitation for the PLD measurements.
8.2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: PED AND PLD OF CZTS

Figure 8.7: XRD of CZTS by PED and PLD at elevated substrate temperatures.

(a) PED film made at 255°C-325°C. All of the films contain some Cu$_x$S on the surface. In the very thick film made at 255°C, the Cu$_x$S was only present in dark spots on the surface but not on other randomly chosen spots.

(b) PLD films made at 300°C. One film apparently included more secondary phase than the other two as seen by the higher peaks at the SnS and Sn$_2$S$_3$ peak positions. In this film, small grains were visible on the surface that were not as clear as in the other films. This is seen in (c) (top image) compared to a film made at low fluence (bottom image) which had many more structures visible on the surface in SEM and much higher secondary phase peaks in the Raman spectrum. The scale bars are 500 nm long. Raman spectroscopy by A. Crovetto and S. Camulescu. SEM by Sara Engberg.
Figure 8.8: XRD of CZTS by PED and PLD at elevated substrate temperature. (a) PED film made at 255°C. This data is from the film shown in Fig. 8.3c. Stars: ΣCZTS peaks (CZTS, cubic Cu₂SnS₃, tetragonal Cu₂SnS₃, Cu₃SnS₃.6, and/or ZnS). Circled stars match only the tetragonal phases: CZTS, tetragonal CTS, and Cu₃SnS₃.6. Triangles: most likely orthorhombic Sn₂S₃. Inset: the 47.5° peak position compared to reference peaks. Top panel: Comparison of the full height of the peaks for evaluating the preferential growth direction. (b) PLD film made at 300°C. Symbols, inset and top panel as for (a). The Mo peak positions were aligned using Si reference powder (see Section 5.6.5).
Together, the Raman and XRD data point to CZTS and Cu$_x$S in the PED films and CZTS, Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ and SnS$_y$ in the PLD films.

### 8.2.5 Lessons from a low-fluence PLD film

As mentioned, a few films were deposited at lower than usual PLD fluence to test whether this could enhance the S-content of the films and lead to as-deposited films that were not poor in S even at a deposition temperature of 300 °C. We saw that this was not achieved - the films were slightly S-poor, perhaps due to the long deposition time at elevated temperature. However, two interesting observations could be made regarding the film deposited at low fluence and 300 °C:

- the film formed even smaller crystal grains than the films deposited at higher temperature: the XRD peaks (all ΣCZTS peaks) were very small and broad

- the impurity phases detected by Raman in the other films were much more strongly detected in this film and were visible in SEM as bright, fluffy structures on the film surface

This demonstrates that the strategy of using lower fluence combined with an elevated substrate temperature to obtain a better film quality for solar cells did not work. Instead it helped discern that there really was a secondary phase in the films deposited at higher fluence and to identify this phase as most likely SnS or perhaps Sn$_2$S$_3$. This is documented in the Supplementary Information in Appendix D. Despite the stronger Raman peaks of the impurity phase, it was still difficult to assign it/them to one particular SnS$_y$ phase. Most of the peaks match the reference spectrum of SnS, but the peak at 179 cm$^{-1}$ matches Sn$_2$S$_3$ better. It may be that we have produced a mix of SnS and Sn$_2$S$_3$, perhaps one that would be thermodynamically unfavorable at equilibrium. The low degree of crystallinity of the film is consistent with the idea that evaporation competes with ablation at this low fluence: apparently the particles impinging on the substrate have less energy available to form the crystal structure of CZTS.

### 8.2.6 Solar cells

The JV curve for one of the CZTS solar cells made by PED is shown in Figure 8.9. The top layers were fabricated by the members of the PED group in Parma as described by Rampino et al. [148]. This solar cell had a very low $J_{sc}$ of 2.1 mA cm$^{-2}$ compared to 17.5 to 19.5 mA cm$^{-2}$ in state-of-the-art CZTS solar cells [13, 11] and 4.4 mA cm$^{-2}$ in one of our other PED solar cells. The $V_{oc}$ of 171 mV was also low compared to state-of-the-art solar cells, which display 660-710 mV [13, 11]. The far-from-vertical slope of the JV-curve at the intercept to the
voltage axis points to a low shunt resistance. This solar cell was made from the film shown in Figure 8.3b which clearly has large regions of secondary phases near the back and a highly porous structure.

Our best solar cell was made from the very thick film seen in Figure 8.3c with an efficiency of 0.2% and a higher $J_{sc}$, but the JV data for this cell were not saved properly before the solar cell degraded. This degradation is not usually seen for CIGS or CZTS solar cells and may point to oxidation following the scribing of the cell.

![Current-voltage measurements for a PED solar cell. Solid line: under illumination. Dashes: in the dark. The curve should ideally be horizontal at the current axis intercept and vertical at the voltage axis intercept, showing that there is low shunt resistance. Additionally the $J_{sc}$ is extremely low. Measurement by S. Rampino.](image)

Figure 8.9: Current-voltage measurements for a PED solar cell. Solid line: under illumination. Dashes: in the dark. The curve should ideally be horizontal at the current axis intercept and vertical at the voltage axis intercept, showing that there is low shunt resistance. Additionally the $J_{sc}$ is extremely low. Measurement by S. Rampino.

A few of the PED solar cells were measured by photoluminescence (PL) mapping, as were some of the as-deposited 300°C PLD films. The results are seen in Figure 8.10. Note that the intensity scale is different for (a) and (b). The as-deposited PLD films (Fig. 8.10a) showed almost no photoluminescence, similar to other previously measured as-deposited PLD samples. This may be because of fatal defects in the material from the S-poor, Sn-rich composition measured
by EDX. When there is no photoluminescence it means that any carriers generated by photoexcitation are lost to non-radiative recombination, which can happen when carriers are trapped in defects with energy levels in the middle of the bandgap. In Section 2.2.1 we saw that both S-vacancies and Sn-substitutions on Cu and Zn lattice sites cause deep donor levels in the bandgap. It may also be that some of the material has formed ZnS rather than CZTS although we saw no sign of large ZnS clusters in the SEM cross section. The presence of ZnS could not be probed by the XRD or Raman measurements that we did and would have no photoluminescence at the excitation wavelength we used.

The PED solar cells did show some photoluminescence and one showed surprisingly high-intensity PL (better than the > 5 % efficient solar cell reported by Cazzaniga and Crovetto [157]). The efficiencies of the PED cells in the map are noted in the caption of Fig. 8.10b. The high photoluminescence sample, A in Figure 8.10b was very thick, about 3µm, which could lead to interference in the peak, making the exact peak shape and location unreliable [250]. Thin film CZTS PL peaks are often found at about 1.3 eV, even though the bandgap at 1.5 eV would lead one to expect a higher peak position. In this case it appears that we have a higher PL peak position (or perhaps two peaks) than normal in our annealed PLD CZTS films. EDX measurements of this film indicate a Cu-poor, Zn- and Sn-rich film while XRD showed SnS. It could be that CZTS formed alongside ZnS and SnS in this sample with a high photoluminescence of the CZTS itself. Though such phase segregation could in itself make the EDX measurement unreliable, the high photoluminescence is nonetheless encouraging.
Figure 8.10: Photoluminescence (PL) mapping of samples made by PLD and PED at a substrate temperature of 300°C. 

(b): PL maps of PED-deposited finished CZTS solar cells. Sample A: $\eta = 0.07\%$, $V_{oc} = 63$ mV, $J_{sc} = 4.4$ mA cm$^{-2}$. Sample B: $\eta = 0.08\%$, $V_{oc} = 180$ mV, $J_{sc}$ very low. Sample C: $\eta = 0.01\%$. 
(c): PL peak at a high-intensity spot on sample A. This sample was 3000 nm thick, causing interference. Raw plots and measurements by A. Crovetto.

8.3 Summary and discussion

The most important results of our comparative work on PED and PLD of CZTS were:

- PED at room temperature resulted in preferential ablation of SnS and/or S

- PLD at room temperature and low fluence resulted in preferential ablation of SnS and ZnS
Changing the discharge voltage and pressure in PED and the fluence in PLD makes it possible to alter the film composition from Cu-poor to Cu-rich.

The composition may have had a large impact on the morphology of the films with a Cu-rich composition apparently resulting in porous, chaotic films.

PLD and PED both result in crystalline CZTS at 300°C.

The crystalline CZTS is accompanied by secondary phases by either method: likely ZnS near the bottom and Cu_{2-x}S at the surface in the PED films, and Cu_2SnS_3 as well as Sn_2S_3 near the surface in the PLD films.

Did our initial hope to avoid S-poor films at high deposition temperature in PED work out? Not yet, but it should certainly be possible to tune the deposition parameters in PED so that we get Cu-poor rather than Cu-rich films. This might lead to a higher S-content in the films as well. Achieving single-phase films will be a challenge but may not be impossible. The greatest challenge that I see is increasing the Zn/Sn ratio as the films must not only be Cu-poor but also Zn-rich for high-quality solar cells.

The multiphase nature of the target appears to influence our results strongly for CZTS since we see preferential evaporation or ablation of Sn relative to Cu and Zn at low voltage in PED and at low fluence in PLD. Especially in PED the Sn-content is much higher than expected. This matches our observations of preferential evaporation of Sn at low fluence and overstoichiometric ablation of Cu at higher fluence using the CTS targets in the previous chapter. As in the case for the CTS targets, we believe that we are seeing evaporation of the SnS-rich portions of the target due to the high volatility of SnS. Additionally, as argued by Cazzaniga & Crovatto [157], ZnS is also ablated (or evaporated) more easily than the Cu-rich phases in the target due to a lower heat of fusion.

Highlighting the importance of small differences between setups in the final results, we can compare our results by PLD to those of Moriya et al. [160], who used a very similar setup (a 248 nm laser with 25 ns pulses). We see that they obtain slightly Cu-poor and Sn-rich films relative to the target with a fluence of 1.5 J/cm² which would result in Cu-rich, Sn-poor films in our experiments. Like us they use no background gas, so scattering in a background gas is not the reason. Instead the difference is very likely due to differences in the target. They use a homemade target but do not describe whether it contains multiple phases.

One question is not completely clear: if the low voltage PED films made at room temperature were enriched in Sn due to preferential evaporation of SnS, then why were the films not stoichiometric in S? During the evaporation, 2SnS_2 from the target must be broken down into 2SnS + S_2, but the evaporation plume should in principle have the same shape for both of these evaporating components,
so the resulting composition on the film should also be the same - and the original proportion of Sn to S should be maintained or even enriched in S$_2$, which is most volatile. If this were the case, a Sn-rich film composition should be accompanied by an S-rich composition. But that was not what we measured.

Initially we blamed the S-poor, Sn-rich nature of the films on the target, which our EDX measurements indicated was S-poor. However, as noted several times during this thesis, the evaluation of the multiphase target composition by EDX is not accurate. An alternative explanation could be that S was scattered preferentially in the plume (or in a dense evaporated gas cloud) by the other, heavier atoms as well as the background gas. In PLD of Cu$_2$S, scattering of S by the background gas has been observed [114], but the scattering only became significant for pressures an order of magnitude higher than that used in our PED experiments. Finally it could also be that S is resputtered from the growing film.

It would be interesting to explore the reasons for the S-poor, Sn-rich films further by performing PLD in a background gas of the same pressure as in PED and by testing PED and PLD of a single-phase (or nearly single-phase) target whose composition may be accurately measured. No group has performed PLD of a single crystal CZTS target, but Watanabe et al. [168] synthesized a single-phase polycrystalline target. They found non-stoichiometric film growth and secondary phases, but their films were grown at 500°C for 5 hours on soda lime glass substrates. It would be interesting to use a similar single-phase target for room temperature depositions to better understand the ablation dynamics. At higher deposition temperature, one could use a larger spot size to reduce the deposition time and use Mo/SLG substrates to get a better idea of the film growth dynamics relevant for solar cells. This could be a path for further research that would help us understand if it is possible either by PED or PLD to deposit CZTS that is not S- and Zn-poor relative to the Sn-content.
Chapter 9

Conclusion

This thesis has explored pulsed laser deposition and pulsed electron deposition for fabrication of thin films of the chalcogenides copper tin sulfide (CTS), copper zinc tin sulfide (CZTS), and zinc sulfide (ZnS) for solar cells and materials studies.

To our knowledge we are the first to have deposited CTS by pulsed laser deposition and the first to have deposited CZTS by pulsed electron deposition.

9.1 Main results on CTS

Annealed CTS films for ellipsometry By annealing PLD-deposited precursor CTS films, we were successful in making very thin films of monoclinic phase Cu$_2$SnS$_3$, the form of CTS most commonly used in solar cell research. These films were used for ellipsometry and matched a model that explained the double absorption onset seen in optical characterization. Other authors had seen and commented on this double absorption onset but had not been sure whether it was due to the presence of two different phases in the material or due to the asymmetry of the crystal structure itself [251, 17]. Our paper showed that it is most likely an intrinsic property of the material.

Annealed CTS films for solar cells Preliminary annealed CTS films for solar cells reached 0.3% efficiency. The CTS in these cells was made from a very SnS-rich starting material and contained layers of SnS, holes and other defects that could cause both shunting and blocking of charge carriers. The CTS films that were less SnS-rich suffered from bubbles in the annealed films and in some cases complete exfoliation. Thinner films seem to be the solution to these problems and should enable us to make better solar cells from annealed films based on precursors from the near-stoichiometric CTS target.
Composition, as-deposited CTS films The composition of the target was not transferred congruently to the growing film. For the as-deposited CTS films, we found that the Sn and S-content in the films could be increased by using a lower fluence. We see this largely as an effect of competition between evaporation and ablation with evaporation leading to SnS-rich films and ablation leading to Cu-rich films because ablation is more forward-directed, so that a greater proportion of ablated material reaches the substrate compared to the evaporated material.

Droplets in CTS films Reducing the fluence also reduced the amount of droplets in the films, as previously seen by other authors, while no change was seen from using a shorter-wavelength laser.

As-deposited crystalline CTS films As-deposited CTS films at 150-300 °C showed evidence of the tetragonal phase in 150 °C films and the cubic or monoclinic phase in 300 °C films. However, the films contained secondary phases and grain growth was limited in the tetragonal-phase 150 °C films. Preliminary films were S-poor and not dense. In order to obtain crystalline as-deposited CTS films at high temperature, it would be necessary to decrease the fluence to tune the Cu/Sn ratio of the film deposited from the near-stoichiometric CTS target.

9.2 Main results on CZTS

Composition: CZTS by PED The composition of the PED films at room temperature could be tuned at high acceleration voltage (16-18 kV) to obtain Cu-rich or Cu-poor films. At low voltage the composition was always Cu-poor.

Differences in composition CZTS by PED versus PLD The PLD films could be made Cu-poor at low fluence but there were slight differences in the balance of Sn to Zn and S compared to Cu-poor PED films: apparently there was more Sn and less Zn+S in the PED films. This could result from the low-energy electrons resulting in preferential evaporation of SnS versus ZnS coupled with scattering of S in the ablation plume and the background gas (the same effect leading to S-poor films in PLD, but smaller). A Zn/Sn ratio <1 would be a problem for our solar cells.

As-deposited crystalline CZTS films PLD and PED both result in crystalline CZTS at 300 °C but as with CTS, the crystalline CZTS is accompanied by secondary phases by either method: likely ZnS near the bottom and Cu_{2-x}S at the surface in the PED films and Cu_2SnS_3 as well as Sn_2S_3 near the surface in the PLD films.
Solar cells from as-deposited PED-grown CZTS Preliminary solar cells of CZTS grown by PED were limited by shunting probably due to the porosity of the films and the maximum efficiency was 0.2%.

9.3 Observations on PLD and PED of chalcogenides

Composition S-deficiency was a problem in PLD of both CTS and CZTS especially at elevated deposition temperature (300 °C).

Deposition at high temperature We do not see a large change in deposition rate or composition up to 300 °C for the as-grown chalcogenide films, but there may be a small change in the S-content: we saw a small decrease in the deposition rate of ZnS and CTS when the temperature was increased and a small decrease in the S content in CZTS. Perhaps in future this could be verified by other techniques such as Rutherford backscattering spectrometry or X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy.

Target quality One issue that is not discussed very much in our manuscript but which may be an important one is the exact composition of the targets. Our EDX measurements indicated that the targets used in the PED experiments were S-poor and Cu-rich.

Process control We saw that under some circumstances, the PED films were mainly composed of droplets and the deposition rate could be very high though also quite low at high voltages. So the Ar pressure control is crucial for a stable deposition but probably the target also plays a key role.

Finally some observations that are not new but would be useful for a newcomer in this field - at least, they would have been useful to us when we started this project:

- One cannot assume that a multiphase target will be uniformly ablated - the different constituents of the target may not be affected by the laser in the same way.

- Working with a material like Sn with a low melting point and a high boiling point may cause a large amount of droplets in the film.

- The crystal orientation of the substrate strongly influences the film growth and adhesion, especially when the temperature of the film is increased by substrate heating or subsequent annealing.
• For characterization of CTS and CZTS, cross-sectional SEM, Raman spectroscopy, and photoluminescence measurements are important tools alongside surface SEM and XRD. Surface SEM and XRD can reveal whether something is wrong with the material like secondary phases but cannot guarantee that the material quality is high.

• Exact composition control of materials like CZTS is challenging and it is important to be aware of the limitations of measurement techniques like EDX, which may be well suited for some materials but need adjustment for others (e.g., EDX at 25 kV is fine for CIGSe films of 2μm thickness but not for CZTS of 1μm thickness as one will detect signal from the substrate as well as the film).

9.4 Discussion

9.4.1 On using a multi-phase chalcogenide target

It is not clear why the different phases in the target behaved so differently under irradiation. Based just on the comparison of the deposition rates of CTS and ZnS by the 248 nm laser, one might expect the CZTS films to be Zn-rich: the deposition rate of ZnS was higher than that for CTS with this laser. However, the CZTS target did not just contain CTS and ZnS but also copper sulfides and tin sulfides and in the end we found the films more Sn-rich than Zn-rich. This has to do with the differences in how the SnS-rich and Cu-rich phases in the target are affected by the laser. We are probably seeing the effect of the extremely low vapor pressure of SnS. As noted briefly in Chapter 8, Cazzaniga & Crovetto [157] suggested that this may be because SnS and ZnS sublime at relatively low temperatures (especially SnS), while vaporization of CuS requires much more energy through intermediate steps where CuS transforms to Cu₂S + S₂(g).

In the CTS films we saw both Sn-rich and Cu-rich droplets, suggesting that both types of phases in the target could melt and be ejected by the extreme pressure created by the laser pulse. However, we saw a majority of Cu-rich droplets which seems to fit well with the idea that SnS was more easily vaporized, leaving more copper sulfide in the molten phase in the target.

As discussed at the end of the previous chapter, it could be interesting to work with a single-phase target, depositing films at room temperature by both PED and PLD to understand if stoichiometric transfer of this chalcogenide would be possible if we were free of the complications of multiple phases in the target. Angle-resolved film measurements could help us understand the dynamics. There might still be problems with S-loss at high temperatures as we saw from the multiphase target, something which could perhaps be addressed by using a separate source of S.
9.4.2 On CZTS by PED and PLD

The greatest challenge we met in our as-deposited CZTS films was obtaining the desired Cu-poor and Zn-rich stoichiometry while avoiding loss of S.

For PLD, we found that CZTS films deposited at 300 °C were always poor in S, though it may be that experiments with the sulfur cracker recently installed in our lab can help solve this problem, enabling us to make as-deposited S at low temperature. However, the S-cracker in itself complicates the deposition process, so this would probably not be the way to develop a simple, single-stage CZTS process.

Another option to explore could be using a background gas. Strikovski et al. write that the ideal energy of incoming adatoms for crystalline film growth should be about 10-20 eV, which is significantly lower than the most energetic species emitted in both PED and PLD. They suggest that apart from working near the ablation threshold with a UV laser (as we do) it is important to adjust the pressure in the chamber and the target-substrate distance [101]. It is conceivable that a background gas could help improve the properties of CZTS and CTS in PLD by slowing down the incoming species, giving rise to fewer defects and randomly occurring secondary phases that do not represent the true thermodynamic minimum energy structure. However, a background gas might lead to scattering of S, making it necessary to perform the deposition a little bit off axis to avoid S-poor films. Like the S-cracker, a background gas would therefore not be a quick and simple fix.

In PED, we saw that changing the discharge voltage and pressure in PED and the fluence in PLD makes it possible to alter the metal part of the film composition from Cu-poor to Cu-rich but we do not completely control the balance yet in PED - one film became Cu-rich at higher temperature despite an OES signal promising a Cu-poor composition but many more experiments could elucidate how to control this.

The first step towards successful as-deposited CZTS solar cells by PED is to ensure that the films are Cu-poor, Zn-rich, and not S-poor. As noted above, this could be challenging with our multiphase targets since it appears that SnS was more easily evaporated than ZnS, resulting in Sn-rich films. A single-phase target could perhaps help correct the Zn/Sn ratio: looking purely at the cohesive energy of each atom, it should be easier to ablate Zn than the other metals. However it is difficult to say how the atoms would behave as part of a CZTS compound target. As in PLD, S-loss from the heated films could be a persistent challenge. It may be that the deposition temperature could be decreased somewhat as has been possible in CIGS deposition. Alternatively perhaps one could increase the fraction of S in the films could by using off-axis deposition if it is correct that S is scattered more than S in the plume and background gas in PED. This would reduce the deposition rate and the efficiency of raw material use, however.
9.5 Perspectives

9.5.1 Non-equilibrium methods for CZTS and CTS

One of the strengths of PED and PLD is that they can be used to obtain material phases that are normally hard to reach because they are far from thermodynamic equilibrium at standard temperature and pressure. For example, we saw that we could obtain the wurtzite phase of ZnS at a much lower temperature than would normally be observed with equilibrium processes. However, for CZTS and CTS this might not be an advantage. These materials are characterized by many secondary phases that are close to each other in potential energy and since PLD and PED allow easy access to non-equilibrium phases, we might actually be increasing the likelihood of obtaining unwanted phases.

In the light of PED and PLD as far-from-equilibrium methods, however, it could be interesting to check our Sn-rich as-deposited CZTS films for the presence of non-equilibrium phases that are not well known such as the elusive phase Cu$_2$ZnSn$_2$S$_8$ which was reported by Olekseyuk et al. [40] but has rarely if ever been documented by others [223]. As already proposed by my colleague Andrea Cazzaniga [135], it could also be interesting to delve further into the phases obtained with a low Cu-content both at room temperature and higher temperatures: ZnSnS is a non-equilibrium mixture whose properties are not yet well known.

9.5.2 Epitaxial films of CZTS and CTS

The possibility of obtaining epitaxial growth is another strength of PLD in other contexts. Could it be useful for research on CZTS and CTS? In principle the answer is yes - and indeed this was the first use of PLD in CZTS research by Sekiguchi et al. in 2006 [139]. However, it would be necessary to overcome any problems with S-loss from the films and it is questionable how much we could learn that has not already been seen by work on epitaxial growth of CZTS by other methods.

9.5.3 Single-step CZTS and CTS deposition

Because CZTS deposition today requires high-temperature processing, developing a low-temperature fabrication method could clearly be interesting, e.g., for flexible plastic substrates or for integration with Si substrates in tandem solar cells [252]. A lower processing temperature could also reduce the price of CZTS and perhaps improve the lifetime energy balance of the product, though this also depends on inefficiency in the rest of the process (e.g., a vacuum process will always require pumping energy and an excimer laser will never be an energy efficient production tool though it may allow a lower substrate temperature). While as
9.5. PERSPECTIVES

noted in Section 2.2.2 the current record solar cell is made by a very complicated method, others have worked to try to achieve a simpler process but none have succeeded, with the lowest-temperature single-step process so far reaching 5.4% efficiency [20]. There is clearly room, therefore, for a low-temperature single-step deposition method to be developed using PLD or PED. Because PED is more energy efficient and potentially cheaper than PLD, it is probably the best suited of the two methods for developing a low-temperature route to CZTS production for commercialization.

As for CTS production, it is probably better to prove that it is possible to make efficient solar cells of CTS by other routes (e.g., precursor annealing) before embarking on production with a difficult-to-control non-equilibrium process for a material that has even more secondary phases close to each other in potential energy than CZTS.

9.5.4 CZTS as a future solar cell material

The maximum laboratory efficiency of any Si cells is 26.3% achieved in September 2016 by the company Kaneka as part of a Japanese government research programme. This type of solar cell combines many high-tech innovations in Si solar cells over the last years including an “interdigitated back contact” (which means that the solar cell avoids being shaded by electrodes on the front and therefore appears beautifully and uniformly black) and a so-called HIT design (“heterojunction with intrinsic thin layer”), where a < 100μm monocrystalline Si wafer is coated front and back with ≈ 20 nm amorphous Si to reduce current losses (see [2]). These results are extremely impressive and mean that Si is now very close to the theoretical maximum efficiency for single-junction, non-concentrator solar cells.

The next step for Si solar cells is to combine with other materials to make multi-junction solar cells that have increased efficiency because they use more than one type of light-absorbing material on top of each other [253]. CZTS is a possible candidate material for such a multijunction cell with Si because its bandgap at 1.5 eV is higher than that of Si at 1.2 eV, meaning it can more efficiently convert high-energy photons into electricity. At the same time CZTS maintains its advantage of low-cost, earth-abundant constituents and is lattice matched quite well to Si (it is possible to grow CZTS epitaxially on Si [254]). However, to my knowledge only one study demonstrating a CZTS-Si tandem solar cell has been published which had very low efficiency - much lower than an Si-solar cell [252]. A CZTS-PeroVskite tandem solar cell has also been demonstrated, but again so far had lower efficiency than the “parent” solar cells [255].

CTS has also been proposed as a tandem solar cell layer [18]. It would act as the bottom layer because of its low bandgap and in fact purely based on the
As a solar cell material in its own right, CZTS looks very good in terms of its lifecycle impacts - the only problem is the low efficiency. An accomplished CIGS and CZTS researcher, Susan Schorr, encouraged the research community at her EMRS talk in 2016 by quoting a researcher who in 1983 stated that the open circuit voltage deficit was the key problem preventing the CIS/CIGS community from reaching > 10% efficiency. Today, many CZTS researchers lament the low open circuit voltage of CZTS as the main problem for the material - perhaps we just have to be patient and keep working just as the CIGS researchers did. This is also necessary if CZTS is to be used in tandem solar cells - it has been shown theoretically that to make an efficient tandem solar cell with a top absorber layer with a 1.5 eV bandgap, the top solar cell must be at least 17% efficient just to offset the losses it induces in the bottom cell by shading [256].

Finally it is worth noting that both CTS and CZTS have other potential uses than in solar cells. For example, the CZTS solar cell record holders have also worked with CZTS as a photocathode for artificial photosynthesis [257] while others have used CZTS as a counter electrode in dye-sensitized solar cells [258]. Meanwhile CTS has been suggested as a thermoelectric material with both $\text{Cu}_2\text{SnS}_3$ and $\text{Cu}_4\text{Sn}_7\text{S}_{16}$ as candidate materials [65, 259].
Appendix A

Article: Pulsed laser deposition from ZnS and Cu2SnS3 multicomponent targets

This article was published in the Applied Surface Science special issue following the laser symposium of the EMRS 2014 spring meeting. The part of the article on ZnS is summarized and referenced in Chapter 6. The part about CTS is summarized and referenced in Chapter 7. Reprinted with permission.
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A B S T R A C T

Thin films of ZnS and Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ have been produced by pulsed laser deposition (PLD), the latter for the first time. The effect of fluence and deposition temperature on the structure and the transmission spectrum as well as the deposition rate has been investigated, as has the stoichiometry of the films transferred from target to substrate. Elemental analysis by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy indicates lower S and Sn content in Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ films produced at higher fluence, whereas this trend is not seen in ZnS. The deposition rate of the compound materials measured in atoms per pulse is considerably larger than that of the individual metals, Zn, Cu, and Sn.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is a film deposition technique which is well suited for stoichiometric deposition of multicomponent materials [1,2]. PLD has the advantage that the atoms/molecules arriving at the substrate during deposition have a kinetic energy which may exceed the thermal energy with several orders of magnitude [3]. It is therefore possible to grow films which otherwise would require a much higher substrate temperature, and which grow under strong non-equilibrium conditions. Even for compounds with volatile elements the thin films usually exhibit optical, electronic and structural properties similar to the bulk [4–7]. However, for some materials with volatile components such as oxygen or sulfur, a part of the volatile fraction may be lost during the transfer to the substrate or during the film growth [2,8], which, for example, for oxides may lead to “metallic” rather than oxide films [9]. Therefore, in the case of oxides, a background gas is frequently used to ensure correct stoichiometry or structure of the growing film [8].

However, the procedure of compensating the loss of a volatile element with a background gas is undesirable with sulfur-containing compounds such as chalcogenides, as the gas H$_2$S is toxic and therefore difficult to handle. Though some researchers have used H$_2$S as background gas for PLD of ZnS [10], other groups have succeeded in using PLD with no background gas or with Ar to make chalcogenide thin films without significant S deficiency or loss of crystallinity, e.g., ZnS, As$_2$S$_3$ and GeS [5–7,11].

We have previously used PLD to deposit the solar cell absorber material Cu$_2$ZnSnS$_4$ (CZTS) in vacuum with no background gas, and we have observed sulfur as well as tin losses at deposition temperatures above 350°C [12]. We here deposit ZnS and Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ at temperatures below 350°C in a similar single step process with ablation of a multicomponent target made from stoichiometric chalcogenide powders. Our measurements of CZTS films deposited on fused silica demonstrate that many phases occur [12] in contrast to films deposited on typical solar cell substrates such as Mo-coated soda lime glass.

ZnS and Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ are interesting materials, not only because they are multicomponent materials with the relatively volatile element sulfur, but also because they are secondary phases in the promising solar cell material CZTS which has a band gap of 1.45 eV [13]. The additional grain boundaries from the secondary phases may trap the charge carriers in the solar cell absorber or directly lead to non-active “dark space” in the case of ZnS with a high band gap.
of more than 3.5 eV [13]. These two effects are limiting the efficiency of the CZTS cell [13,14]. In addition, the cubic phases of ZnS and Cu2SnS3 are particularly hard to detect using X-ray diffraction within Cu2ZnSnS4 as the scattering peaks of all three compounds overlap [15]. Another interesting feature is that a pure absorber of Cu2SnS3 can be used as a solar cell absorber, albeit with a low efficiency [16].

ZnS is widely used in optical applications. It is a stable material transparent to infrared light, and in crystalline form it displays photo-, cathode- and electroluminescence when doped, e.g., with Mn [5,11]. In its cubic (zincblende) structure it has a direct band gap at about 3.5 eV, while the slightly less stable hexagonal (wurtzite) structure has a direct band gap at about 3.67 eV [17]. ZnS has been deposited by a number of different methods including thermal evaporation [18,19], metal-organic chemical vapor deposition [20], and pulsed electron deposition [21] as well as PLD [5,11,22,23].

Cu2SnS3 has previously been deposited as thin films by a variety of vacuum and non-vacuum methods including sulfuration of precursors produced by electron beam evaporation [16], sputtering [24], and electrodeposition [25] as well as, e.g., post-annealing of mixed elemental powders [26] and successive ionic layer absorption and reaction (SILAR) [27]. To our knowledge, Cu2SnS3 has not previously been deposited by PLD. Several different crystal structures have been proposed for Cu2SnS3 including cubic, tetragonal, and monoclinic phases with reported optical band gaps around 1 eV and with some variation in reported values [16].

In the present work we examine the structural and optical properties as well as the stoichiometry of ZnS and Cu2SnS3 films deposited at different fluences and substrate temperatures. Knowledge of these phases may assist us in identifying some of the phases which may occur in films of Cu2ZnSnS4 deposited under similar conditions.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Pulsed laser deposition

Pulsed laser ablation was carried out with a Nd:YAG laser operating at 355 nm with a pulse duration of 6 ns and a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The target rotated as the laser rastered across an area of approximately 0.5 cm² at an incident angle of 45° with a spot size of 3 mm² (except for the measurements of the deposition rate at room temperature comparing ZnS to Zn, Cu, and Sn, for which the spot size was 1 mm²). The substrates used in this study were fused silica. The target-substrate distance was kept constant at 45 mm and the substrate was clamped to a heated holder; the deposition temperature was monitored with a thermocouple mounted on the heater surface at the edge of the substrate. The base pressure of the deposition chamber was usually below 10⁻⁶ mbar.

Multicomponent hot-sintered targets were purchased from PVD products, Inc. The ZnS target was made at 1000 °C from ZnS powder, while the target with 2Cu:Sn:3S stoichiometry was made of a mixture of Cu2S and SnS2 powder with 1:1 molar ratio at 750 °C. It is known that the detailed structure of the target does not play a significant role for the film composition except for cases where one or more components are very volatile.

The films of ZnS were deposited at room temperature to 300 °C at a laser fluence ranging from 0.8 to 1.1 J/cm² as well as at room temperature at a fluence of 1.4 J/cm². All the ZnS films were between 200 and 250 nm thick. The films of Cu2SnS3 were deposited at room temperature to 250 °C at a fluence of 0.4–0.6 J/cm² as well as at room temperature and at 250 °C at a fluence of 1.6 J/cm². The Cu2SnS3 films deposited were on average between 400 and 600 nm thick.

2.2. Characterization

Dektak profilometry was used to measure the thickness of deposited films of Cu2SnS3 and ZnS. The thickness was converted to the number of atoms per pulse assuming a bulk density of 4.079 g/cm³ for ZnS and 5.02 g/cm³ for Cu2SnS3 [17].

The transmission of the films was measured with a Cary 50 photodetector and the absorption coefficient α estimated from the formula α = 1/d × ln(1/T), where d is the film thickness, and T the transmission as a fraction of 1 [28]. Here we make the simplifying assumption that all the incident light is either transmitted or absorbed, with reflection and scattering being negligible. The optical band gap was determined by extrapolating the quantity (αhν)² to zero assuming direct optical transitions.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was carried out using a Bruker D8 diffractometer in Bragg-Brentano configuration using Cu Kα and Cu Kβ radiation. The step size was 0.02° at 1 step/s for the ZnS films (0.01° at 0.75 step/s for the room temperature film shown in Fig. 3a) and 0.01° using 0.75 step/s for the Cu2SnS3 films. Peaks were identified manually after stripping the Cu Kα2 signal using the program EVA and the peak patterns were matched to the relevant JCPDS files. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) was done with 15 keV electrons with a Bruker Quantax 70 system integrated into a Hitachi TM3000 scanning electron microscope (X-ray take-off angle 25°). The average emission depth of the detected X-rays was modeled with CASINO software version 2.48 assuming a flat sample surface [29]. SEM imaging was carried out both with the Hitachi TM3000 microscope and with a Zeiss SUPRA SEM.

3. Results and discussion

The films of ZnS were transparent, appeared lightly colored due to thin film interference, and looked smooth (Fig. 1a shows a ZnS film made at 200 °C; films made at other temperatures looked very similar). The films of Cu2SnS3 (CTS) appeared gray and were rougher than the ZnS films as observed by scanning electron microscopy. From a rather unstructured appearance at room temperature, the Cu2SnS3 films changed to a granular structure at 150 °C and 250 °C, as seen in Fig. 1b–d. The SEM analysis revealed the presence of droplets on the surface of the Cu2SnS3 films with dimensions ranging from hundreds of nanometers up to one micron (Fig. 1e shows a representative cross-section of the CTS film on fused SiO2).

3.1. Deposition rate

The deposition rate of ZnS and Cu2SnS3 was similar and did not change significantly with increasing deposition temperature from room temperature to 300 °C for ZnS and from room temperature to 250 °C for Cu2SnS3 (see Fig. 2). This is consistent with the observations of Xin et al. [5], who found that the growth rate of ZnS was constant from room temperature to about 300 °C.

The deposition rate measurements of Zn, Cu and Sn metals taken under similar conditions [30] is significantly lower than the deposition rate of ZnS. This is partly because the heat conduction of sintered ZnS target is much lower than for the metals and partly because the sintered target may have a high amount of defects at the grain boundaries which absorb photons at the laser energy 3.49 eV, which is slightly below the direct band gap energy of 3.54 eV for a perfect cubic-phase ZnS crystal.

3.2. Crystal structure

Fig. 3 shows X-ray diffraction patterns for films of ZnS and Cu2SnS3 deposited at different temperatures.
Fig. 1. SEM images of as-deposited films: (a) ZnS deposited at 200 °C at a fluence of 0.9 J/cm²; (b) Cu₂SnS₃ film deposited at 20 °C, fluence 1.4 J/cm², XRD pattern: amorphous; (c) Cu₂SnS₃ film deposited at 150 °C, fluence 0.5 J/cm², XRD pattern: Cu₂SnS₃ (tetragonal); (d) Cu₂SnS₃ film deposited at 250 °C, fluence 0.4 J/cm², XRD pattern: Cu₂SnS₃ (cubic), Cu₄SnS₄ (orth), SnS (orth). (e) Cross section of film shown in (d). Note different scales on images.

Fig. 2. Deposition rate of ZnS and Cu₂SnS₃ ablated with a 3 mm² spot size onto room temperature or heated substrates of fused silica or silicon. Deposition rate error derives from variation in thickness at different locations on the films. Fluence error derives from variation in laser energy and vacuum chamber window transmission during the deposition.

Fig. 3. X-ray diffraction patterns for (a) ZnS thin films and (b) Cu₂SnS₃ thin films. X₀₂₆ signal has been removed. The ZnS films were made with a fluence of 0.8–1 J/cm² while the Cu₂SnS₃ were made with a fluence of 0.5–0.6 J/cm². The stars in (b) denote peaks of orthorhombic SnS (JCPDS 75-2115), Hexagonal ZnS: JCPDS 36-1450; cubic ZnS: JCPDS 05-0566; tetragonal Cu₂SnS₃: JCPDS 89-2877; cubic Cu₂SnS₃: JCPDS 89-4714; orthorhombic Cu₄SnS₄: JCPDS 71-0129.
ZnS films deposited at room temperature show a broad X-ray diffraction peak at the expected position of the cubic (220)/hexagonal (110) reflection (Fig. 3a). As the deposition temperature increases, this peak disappears while reflections appear at about 28.5°, at a slightly smaller angle than the cubic (111) plane/hexagonal (002) plane, as well as at about 56°, at a slightly smaller angle than the cubic (311) plane/hexagonal (112) plane. Additionally, a small peak appears at about 26° which may originate from the hexagonal (100) peak. The relatively high signal-to-noise ratio of the ZnS XRD measurements occurs because the films are thin compared to the penetration depth of the X-rays. With increased temperature the main peak at 28.5° increases in height, which could indicate an increasing fraction of crystalline versus amorphous.

The observed peak positions are similar to observations using pulsed electron deposition by Zanettini et al. [21]. This group investigated the same range of deposition temperatures using soda lime glass substrates and observed a similar structural modification from preferential cubic (220) growth direction at room temperature to cubic (111)-growth at higher temperature. Unlike Zanettini et al., however, we do not clearly observe a complete transition to the hexagonal phase at 300 °C. In another study using the same third harmonic wavelength of a pulsed Nd:YAG laser as we do (355 nm) and a substrate temperature of 400 °C, Yano et al. [23] find preferential cubic (111) and (311) direction growth similar to our results at elevated temperature. This group also found clear hexagonal-phase peaks at this relatively high growth temperature.

The X-ray diffraction patterns of the Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ films vary significantly more with deposition temperature than those of the ZnS films, as seen in Fig. 3b. The films deposited at room temperature appear amorphous. In contrast, the XRD pattern from one of the Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ films made at a substrate temperature of 150 °C clearly indicates tetragonal Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ with preferential growth in the (112) and (220) directions (expected peaks from the (200) and (312) planes are not visible). At 250 °C the diffraction peaks consistently match a mix of cubic-phase Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ with other phases, including clear peaks belonging to Cu$_4$SnS$_4$ (orthorhombic); and SnS (orthorhombic). See Table 1 (all JCPDS references in the caption of Fig. 3).

### 3.3. Elemental composition

Results from energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) show that the expected elements are present in the films (Zn and S for ZnS; Cu, Sn and S for Cu$_2$SnS$_3$). Quantifying the amount of each element is difficult as the 15 keV electrons penetrate the layer of interest and enter partly into the substrate, such that the X-ray signal does not derive from a uniform region (see Table 1). This geometry most likely causes overestimation of the signal of Zn in ZnS and of Cu in Cu$_2$SnS$_3$. Nonetheless, films of similar thickness may be compared.

On this basis, we can show that for the ZnS films there is less S in films deposited at room temperature than at elevated temperature, while there is no difference between the composition of films deposited at 100 °C, 200 °C, and 300 °C within ±1 at. % equivalent to the variation between measurements of the same film. Changing the flux from 0.8 [cm$^2$] to 1.4 [cm$^2$] does not measurably alter the composition of films at room temperature.

Similarly, for the Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ films, the S-content increases as the deposition temperature is raised from room temperature to 250 °C. Moreover, an increase in fluence from 0.6 [J/cm$^2$] to 1.6 [J/cm$^2$] results in a decrease in Sn and S content (Table 1). The S:Sn ratio is lower than three for all fluences, indicating S loss at all fluences since the Sn-L lines and S-K lines ideally have a similar emission profile over the sample depth as modeled by Casio. The appearance of Cu$_4$SnS$_4$ and SnS together with Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ in all films made at 250 °C may be an effect of the S loss, as these compounds are S-deficient relative to Cu$_2$SnS$_3$. It is worth noting that even at high fluence at 250 °C, where the films contain less Sn and S, SnS is detected by X-ray diffraction alongside Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ and Cu$_4$SnS$_4$. However the peaks for Cu$_4$SnS$_4$ are relatively more pronounced and the SnS peaks smaller at high fluence than low fluence, matching the lower Sn content (not shown).

### 3.4. Optical properties

The absorption properties of the ZnS thin films as a function of deposition temperature are shown in Fig. 4a. The optical band gap of ZnS increases with the deposition temperature in a manner very similar to that observed by Zanettini et al. [21] using pulsed electron deposition (inset in Fig. 4a). The trend of increasing optical band gap with increasing temperature was also seen for laser-deposited films at temperatures from room temperature to 660 °C by Xin et al. [5], although this group did not see an optical band gap at all for films deposited at room temperature. As estimated from Fig. 4a, the value for the optical band gap of the film deposited at 300 °C approaches the expected value of the direct band gap of cubic ZnS, i.e., 3.54 eV. Together with the XRD data, which show an increase in crystallite formation with deposition temperature, the increase in optical band gap with temperature may reflect a change from a material that is partly amorphous with small cubic-phase crystallites to a material with larger crystals and a mix of cubic-phase and hexagonal-phase crystals, increasing the average absorption threshold.
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fluence (J/cm²)</th>
<th>Thickness (nm)</th>
<th>Mean EDX emission depth (nm)</th>
<th>Zn (%)</th>
<th>S (%)</th>
<th>X-ray pattern matches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>ZnS cubic (220)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>ZnS cubic (111), hex (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target, unbladed</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fluence (J/cm²)</th>
<th>Thickness (nm)</th>
<th>Mean EDX emission depth (nm)</th>
<th>Cu (%)</th>
<th>Sn (%)</th>
<th>S (%)</th>
<th>X-ray pattern matches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Amorphous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Cu2SnS3 tetragonal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Cu2SnS3 cubic, Cu2SnS3 orth, SnS orth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target, unbladed</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusion

In this work we have shown that pulsed laser deposition of ZnS can result in a high deposition rate, with films most likely consisting of a mix of cubic and hexagonal phases. The film quality appears to improve with substrate temperature up to 300 °C, with increasing temperature the optical band gap approaches that of the direct band gap of cubic-phase ZnS while the X-ray diffraction pattern indicates an increasing crystalline fraction. These results are in close agreement with results from both pulsed laser deposition and pulsed electron deposition [5, 21, 23].

We have successfully used pulsed laser deposition to create films of Cu2SnS3 in the tetragonal phase at 150 °C, though more work is needed to confirm that the films are stoichiometric. These films are covered by particulates, but this issue can, for example, be reduced by applying a shorter wavelength, e.g., 248 nm, in the PDL-process [3]. At 250 °C the X-ray diffraction patterns indicate that Cu2SnS3 and SnS form in addition to cubic-phase Cu2SnS3. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy shows that S and Sn content declines in the Cu2SnS3 films with increasing fluence. Further studies will cast more light on the secondary phases that may be formed within the range of conditions used to deposit the solar cell absorber material Cu2ZnSnS4. However, a complete analysis of the temperature dependence of the phase growth is not straightforward because of the many possible phases during film growth, which also may be promoted by the high kinetic energy of the arriving particles.
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Abstract The influence of the laser wavelength on the deposition of copper tin sulfide (CTS) and SnS-rich CTS with a 248-nm KrF excimer laser (pulse length $\tau = 20$ ns) and a 355-nm frequency-tripled Nd:YAG laser ($\tau = 6$ ns) was investigated. A comparative study of the two UV wavelengths shows that the CTS film growth rate per pulse was three to four times lower with the 248-nm laser than the 355-nm laser. SnS-rich CTS is more efficiently ablated than pure CTS. Films deposited at high fluence have sub-micron and micrometer size droplets, and the size and area density of the droplets do not vary significantly from 248 to 355 nm deposition. Irradiation at low fluence resulted in a non-stoichiometric material transfer with significant Cu deficiency in the as-deposited films. We discuss the transition from a non-stoichiometric material transfer at low fluence to a nearly stoichiometric ablation at high fluence based on a transition from a dominant evaporation regime to an ablation regime.

1 Introduction

Research in thin-film solar cells based on p-type semiconductors has mainly been focused on Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)$_2$ (CIGS) and CdTe. However, due to the limited availability of elements such as In and Te and the toxicity of Cd, alternative absorbers such as Cu$_2$ZnSnS$_4$ (CZTS) are being investigated [1], and recently, a thin-film solar cell based on a CZTS absorber layer has reached an efficiency of 8.8 % [2]. Other p-type semiconductors with fewer elements are also available, including members of the ternary Cu–Sn–S system [3]. Among the Cu–Sn–S compounds, Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ (CTS) has been suggested as potential solar cell absorber because it has an absorption coefficient comparable to CZTS and a band gap of 0.9–1.35 eV depending on the crystal structure [4–6]. The highest efficiency of CTS solar cells of 4.65 % was achieved by thermal evaporation [7]. CTS thin films have also, more recently, been fabricated by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) [8]. Vanalakar
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et al. [9] have reported on the first CTS solar cell prepared by pulsed laser deposition with an efficiency of 0.82%.

PLD is a suitable technique for the deposition of films with complex structures [10]. The presence of droplets (in some papers called particulates) in the growing films is a well-known problem, which can be addressed in a number of ways [11]. Particularly, droplets up to 1 micron in diameter or larger were observed in the films of CTS deposited by PLD [8, 9]. The influence of droplets on the overall efficiency of the solar cell is not well understood, but it is clear that it can be detrimental for the cell performance for the following reasons: (1) The droplet size can be larger than the overall thickness of the absorber layer, resulting in a rough interface and possible shunt paths between the CTS film and the subsequent solar cell layers [12], and (2) the droplets can have a different composition than the matrix of the CTS film [13, 14], resulting in non-homogeneity in composition and therefore different charge carrier transport properties.

Round droplets of micrometer or submicrometer size result from solidification of molten droplets ejected from the target by laser-induced recoil pressure or subsurface boiling [11]. A common approach to minimize droplets is to reduce the irradiation wavelength, as previously reported for Si [15], ZnO [16], and YBa₂Cu₃O₇₋ₓ (YBCO) [17, 18] with comparisons of PLD using IR, visible, and UV laser wavelengths. Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain the better morphology of films deposited at UV wavelengths. First, the absorption depth (\(a_1\)) in the material is usually short at UV wavelengths, resulting in a thin layer being ablated and thus formation of a hot plasma plume [17]. Second, if the absorption does not vary significantly with irradiation wavelength, droplet minimization may result from absorption of UV light by the droplets in the near-surface region, resulting in fragmentation down to a very small size. The second mechanism may be more dominant when comparing the morphology of films deposited at different UV wavelengths [17].

Apart from changing the laser wavelength, it is also known that a reduction in fluence can lead to a reduction in droplet area density and size [19]. A reduction in droplet density and size with a reduction of the fluence from 1.5 to 0.7 J/cm² has been seen in PLD of CZTS with a 248-nm laser by Moriya et al. [20] and with a reduction in fluence from 4 to 0.5 J/cm² on CZTS using a 355-nm laser by Sulaiman et al. [13]. Pawar et al. [21] also observed smaller and fewer droplets at 1 J/cm² than at 1.5 and 2 J/cm² using a 248-nm laser with CZTS. Similarly, Ujimoto et al. [22] observed a reduction in droplet density from 1.5 to 0.5 J/cm² using a 193-nm excimer laser to deposit BiFeO₃, while noting that in their case droplets could not be completely avoided simply by decreasing laser fluence.

The aim of this paper is to examine the influence of two different UV laser wavelengths on the deposition rate and the size, density, and composition of the droplets in films deposited by PLD from targets of CTS and SnS-enriched CTS. The SnS-rich composition was chosen for comparison because deficiency of Sn and S had previously been observed in CTS films deposited with 355-nm laser irradiation [8].

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Pulsed laser deposition

Pulsed laser deposition was carried out using a Nd:YAG laser operating at 355 nm (third harmonic) with a pulse duration of 5–7 ns and a KrF excimer laser operating at 248 nm with a pulse duration of 20 ns (see Fig. 1; Table 1). The depositions were made in vacuum at a pressure of 1–5 × 10⁻⁶ mbar. The target was placed at an angle of 45° with respect to the incoming laser beam, and the beam was rastered across the target. The substrate material was Mo-coated soda-lime glass, which is typically used for CTS solar cell preparation. The fluence was varied from 0.2 to 2.3 J/cm² and was calculated based on a measurement of the spot size on a Cu foil. The substrate–target distance was 4–4.5 cm due to constraints in the setups for ensuring similar deposition conditions. Films made using the 355 nm laser with target–substrate distances ranging from 4 cm to 7.5 cm were similar in composition and droplet density (not shown), as expected for depositions made in vacuum [19].

Single samples were made at different fluence values and spot sizes. The representativeness of the single samples was verified by repeated depositions of some of the films under identical circumstances. With the 355-nm laser and...
the SnS-rich CTS target, nine films were made under exactly the same circumstances, confirming that the deposition rate, droplet density (appearance in SEM), and composition were reproducible. With the non-SnS-enriched CTS target, films made at 1.6 J/cm² were reproduced with both lasers and it was confirmed that samples produced under the same circumstances were similar regarding thickness, droplet density, and composition.

The number of pulses at the two different wavelengths was adjusted to deposit films sufficiently thick for reliable energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) at most fluences. According to the model CASINO [23], 99% of the EDX signal for CTS derives from below 750 nm thickness, assuming a smooth surface and a bulk density of 5.02 g/cm³ for Cu₂SnS₃ [24]. The targets purchased from PVD products. The targets named “CTS” in the present work had a Cu:Sn:S ratio of about 2:1:2.5 (measured by EDX; see Table 2), while the one called “SnS-rich CTS” had a Cu:S:S ratio of about 1:2:3. The targets consisted of multiple crystalline phases identified by XRD including Cu₂SnS₃ (tetragonal, JCPDS 89-4714), SnS (cubic, JCPDS 89-2755), and orthorhombic, JCPDS 75-1803), CuS (cubic, JCPDS 78-877), and Cu₂S (cubic, JCPDS 53-522). EDX mapping of the targets showed regions of hundreds of micrometers in diameter with either Cu-rich composition, Sn-rich composition, or a mixture of different phases.

2.2 Characterization

The deposition rates were measured with quartz crystal microbalances (QCM, Colnatec, Inc) and converted to film thickness, assuming a bulk density of 5.02 g/cm³ for both Cu₂SnS₃ and SnS-rich CTS (the bulk density of SnS of 5.08 g/cm³ is similar to that of CTS) [24, 25]. The targets were pre-ablated by 15,000–18,000 pulses before the measurement of the deposition rate in order to ensure a stable deposition. As shown in Table 1, the ablation parameters were similar for the comparison of the deposition rate between the different wavelengths. The deposition rates measured by QCM were systematically larger (by about 20–30%) than the deposition rates determined from thickness measurements of films made at different fluence values (data not shown). This was most likely due to the measurement method: In SEM, the measurement excluded droplets sticking up above the film surface, while Dektak measurements are not highly accurate for surfaces with a high density of micrometer-scale droplets.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were carried out with a Bruker D8 diffractometer in Bragg–Brentano configuration using Cu Kα and Cu Kβ radiation. The diffraction pattern of the as-deposited films was measured using a step size of 0.03° and a rate of 0.33 step/s.

Scanning electron microscopy was performed at 5–15 kV using the in-lens and secondary electron detectors of two SEMs equipped with field emission guns (FE-SEM, Supra 60VP and Supra 35, Zeiss). The droplet size distributions were determined by processing SEM images of 20 × 30 μm size with image analysis software (ImageJ). The droplets were discriminated from the homogeneous

Table 1 Laser and setup comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laser type</th>
<th>Wavelength (Å)</th>
<th>Spot size (mm²)</th>
<th>Fluence (J/cm²)</th>
<th>Duration of deposition (min)</th>
<th>Fluence range (J/cm²)</th>
<th>Spot size (mm²)</th>
<th>Fluence range (J/cm²)</th>
<th>Spot size (mm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KrF excimer</td>
<td>248 nm</td>
<td>0.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.2–0.5 J/cm²</td>
<td>45–94</td>
<td>0.2–2.1</td>
<td>0.2–2.4</td>
<td>248-nm laser</td>
<td>2.2 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nd:YAG solid-state</td>
<td>355 nm</td>
<td>2.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>2.1–2.4 J/cm²</td>
<td>45–180</td>
<td>2.1–2.4</td>
<td>2.1–2.4</td>
<td>355-nm laser</td>
<td>4 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Composition of the CTS target and selected films deposited at room temperature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fluence (J/cm²)</th>
<th>Spot size (mm²)</th>
<th>Thickness (nm)</th>
<th>Cu (%)</th>
<th>Sn (%)</th>
<th>S (%)</th>
<th>Cu/Sn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CTS target</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>38 ± 1</td>
<td>17 ± 1</td>
<td>44 ± 3</td>
<td>2.3 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>355-nm laser</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>43 ± 0.4</td>
<td>18 ± 0.5</td>
<td>44 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>28 ± 0.5</td>
<td>25 ± 0.5</td>
<td>45 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>27 ± 0.7</td>
<td>25 ± 0.3</td>
<td>47 ± 0.5</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>248-nm laser</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>850–900</td>
<td>38 ± 0.6</td>
<td>19 ± 0.2</td>
<td>41 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>11 ± 1</td>
<td>29 ± 2.1</td>
<td>59 ± 2.3</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Uncertainties are the standard error of repeated measurements with the same instrument. The standard error on the Cu/Sn ratio is calculated, assuming that the Cu and Sn content are fully anti-correlated. All the film measurements in this table were made with the Bruker detector.
film using a semiautomatic procedure with the signal intensity contrast as selection criterion and the area of each droplet was calculated automatically. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) was performed at 15 kV in a Hitachi TM3000 tabletop SEM using a built-in Bruker detector with Quantax 70 software that performed mapping and quantification of the element ratios with Cu K-lines. Additional EDX measurements were performed in the Supra 60VP SEM with a silicon drift detector (X-Man N 50, Oxford Instruments), which allowed measurement on specific areas identified in SEM images of the films including individual droplets. From the Supra/X-Man N 50 data, element ratios were calculated by Oxford Instrument’s Aztec software using the Cu K-lines and deconvoluting any Mo contribution to the S peak.

3 Results

3.1 Deposition rates

The deposition rate of CTS and SnS-rich CTS as a function of laser fluence is shown in Fig. 2. At any given fluence, the deposition rate of CTS and SnS-rich CTS at 355 nm is three to four times higher than at 248 nm.

Two main factors may explain the difference in deposition rate between the two lasers. Firstly, the effective intensity at 248 nm (1.2 $\times$ 10$^8$ W/cm$^2$) was about three times lower than at 355 nm (3.8 $\times$ 10$^8$ W/cm$^2$) due to the longer pulse duration at 248 nm. Secondly, the photon energy of 5 eV (corresponding to 248 nm) and 3.5 eV (corresponding to 355 nm) is much larger that the band gap energy of the constituent phases of the target, which was mainly composed of SnS, CuS, Cu$_2$S, and tetragonal-phase Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ (see Sect. 2.1) [4, 26, 27]. However, it is possible that the absorption coefficient of the individual phases varies from 248 to 355 nm even though the photon energies are greater than the band gap energy. For example, for a mixture of the two related phases, cubic-phase and monoclinic-phase Cu$_2$SnS$_3$, the absorption coefficient was found to vary by a factor 3 from 1.6 $\times$ 10$^5$ cm$^{-1}$ at 3.5 eV to 4.3 $\times$ 10$^5$ cm$^{-1}$ at 5 eV [28]. For SnS, the absorption coefficient varies less between the two wavelengths (both approx. 1 $\times$ 10$^6$ cm$^{-1}$ as estimated from plots of the dielectric functions) [29]. The variation in the absorption coefficient means that the light penetration depth may vary from phase to phase in the target. Overall, the lower deposition yield at 248 nm compared to 355 nm probably may be attributed to the lower laser intensity, possibly in combination with a smaller light penetration depth in some of the phases in the target.

Figure 2 furthermore shows that the deposition of SnS-rich CTS (Cu:Sn:S 1:2:3) was faster than the deposition of CTS (Cu:Sn:S 2:1:2.5), independent of the irradiation wavelength. This is expected since both S and SnS have a higher vapor pressure than the copper-containing phases in the target [30, 31]. An increase in the concentration of high vapor pressure components in the target results in a higher ablation yield [10, 11].

3.2 Droplets

SEM images of several CTS and SnS-rich CTS films deposited at a laser fluence of 0.2–1.8 J/cm$^2$ are shown in Fig. 3a–f. The surface of the films is covered with large circular droplets ranging from tens of nanometers to

![Fig. 2 Deposition rates of CTS and SnS-rich CTS at 355 nm (Nd:YAG laser, $\tau$ = 6 ns) and 248 nm (KrF laser, $\tau$ = 20 ns). The estimated error is similar for all the measurements, increasing proportionally with the fluence. Due to constraints in the 248 nm setup, it was not possible to measure the deposition rate at higher fluence without changing the spot size](image-url)
several microns in diameter. Our findings indicate that at a given fluence, the surface morphology of the as-deposited CTS films does not vary significantly from 355 to 248 nm. On the other hand, a decrease in the laser fluence to 0.2 J/cm² results in a decrease in the size and density of the droplets at both wavelengths (Fig. 3e–f).

The size distribution of the droplets extracted from SEM images in Fig. 3c–f is shown in Fig. 4. Note that we could not accurately identify small (<200 nm) particulates nor overlapping droplets by this method. The incidence of large droplets is also determined with a considerable uncertainty in the histograms as they were relatively rare. Nonetheless, Fig. 4 shows that there is no reduction in droplet area density for the 248-nm laser compared to the 355-nm laser. At high laser fluence, the distribution profile is broad, while at low fluence, the average size of the droplets decreases. The data suggest that the size and density of the droplets are strongly dependent on the laser energy and, for a given fluence, less dependent on the UV irradiation wavelength. This will be discussed in Sect. 4.

No diffraction peaks were observed beside Mo and MoO₃ in X-ray diffractograms of the as-deposited films.
indicating that the films were mostly amorphous (X-ray data not shown).

3.3 Composition

Sulfur content The CTS films deposited at high fluence (1.5–1.6 J/cm²) show S deficiency, and the deficiency appears to be larger at 355 nm than at 248 nm (Table 2). In contrast, the S content increased markedly in the films made at low fluence (0.5 J/cm² with the 355 nm and 0.2 J/cm² with the 248 nm laser). Thus, the S content increased from \( \frac{S}{(Cu + Sn)} = 0.8 \pm 0.2 \) in the target to \( \frac{S}{(Cu + Sn)} = 1.5 \pm 0.6 \) in the film made at 0.5 J/cm² by the 248-nm laser.

Metal content The Cu/Sn ratio of the target is maintained within the error bar in the CTS films made at 1.6 J/cm² by the 355-nm laser (Table 2). In comparison, the CTS film deposited at 248 nm at a similar fluence has a somewhat lower Cu concentration, though still within the error bar. The low-fluence depositions resulted in CTS films with a significant Cu deficiency at both wavelengths.

The Cu/Sn ratio varies from 1.1 ± 0.1 for films made at 0.2–0.5 J/cm² at 355 nm to only 0.4 ± 0.1 for a film made at 0.5 J/cm² at 248 nm. These values should be compared with the Cu/Sn ratio in the target of 2.3 ± 0.5. As a general trend, we observe that as the incident laser energy is reduced, incongruent evaporation becomes dominant, and the Cu content in the as-deposited films decreases progressively (see Sect. 4). We have previously reported a similar but less dramatic increase in the S and Sn content of films made at low fluence with the 355-nm laser [8].

Composition of SnS-rich films The composition of the SnS-rich films does not vary much for films made at fluences between 0.7 and 2.3 J/cm² with the 355-nm laser or for films made at 1–1.8 J/cm² for the 248-nm laser (data not shown). In general, the films appear S- and Sn-poor compared to the target, but highly Sn-rich (Cu/Sn ~ 0.6) as well as somewhat S-poor compared to the desired stoichiometry of Cu₂SnS₃.

Composition of droplets The chemical composition versus the diameter of the droplets of the CTS films deposited at 1.6 J/cm² at 248 nm is shown in Fig. 5. EDX measurements have the image processing software. Large droplets were rare and are therefore not accurately portrayed in the histograms.
were carried out on a random selection of individual droplets with an average diameter larger than 1 \( \mu \)m. Figure 5 shows a significant deficiency of S and Sn and, consequently, enrichment of Cu in the Cu–Sn–S droplets. Despite the scattering of the data due to the relatively high uncertainty of the EDX analysis, we note that the deficiency of S and Sn increases as the droplet size decreases. The underlying film denoted by the “matrix” in Fig. 5 shows enrichment in the Sn content relative to the average target composition, which may derive from Sn loss from the droplets or from more efficient ablation of the Sn-rich phases in the target compared to the Cu-rich phases. The underlying film matrix is still slightly S deficient relative to the target, suggesting that sulfur losses occur both by evaporation from the film and by sulfur-deficient droplet solidification into the film.

It should be noted that the spot size was increased from 2.2 to 5 mm\(^2\) in order to deposit films at low fluence due to the low deposition rate. The change in spot size may have had some influence on the off-axis composition, as the ablation plume becomes more forward-directed when the spot size is increased. However, we have in the present work considered the on-axis composition.

4 Discussion

Our ablation studies of CTS and SnS-rich CTS films indicate that the number of droplets is significantly reduced at lower laser fluence, while the irradiation wavelength does not significantly influence the surface morphology of the as-deposited CTS films. We observe a reduction in the average size of the droplets at low laser fluence accompanied by a change to non-stoichiometric material transfer with an increase in the S and Sn content. This trade-off

**Fig. 5** Compositional analysis of the droplets as a function of droplet diameter for a film made from the non-SnS-enriched CTS target at 1.6 J/cm\(^2\) at 248 nm (note that this target was Cu-rich and S-poor relative to the ideal composition as measured by our EDX analysis; see also Table 2). The Cu, Sn, S content, as well as the Cu/S ratio are given for a random selection of droplets with an average diameter larger than 1 \( \mu \)m. The composition of the target is indicated as “target”, while the composition of the underlying film is indicated by “matrix”.
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between congruent material transfer and the amount of droplets on the films depending on fluence was previously mentioned in the literature, e.g., by Lowndes [11].

An incongruent transfer at low fluence has been observed for other materials (e.g., SrTiO$_3$ [32, 33] and YBCO [34]), and different explanatory models have been offered [11, 33, 34]. Venkatesan et al. [34] pointed out that the non-stoichiometric transfer of the material in the low-fluence regime is correlated with preferential evaporation of the elements with high vapor pressure and low cohesive energy in the multicomponent target. In the case of CTS, Cu has a higher cohesive energy (3.5 eV/atom) than Sn (3.12 eV/atom) (Table 3) [35]. While the cohesive energy of atoms in alloys has only been investigated by a few groups, alloyed atoms nevertheless show a cohesive energy similar to the pure elements [10]. Therefore, it may be expected that in the evaporative regime, the CTS films are Cu-deficient, as seen in the low-fluence films, as this is the least volatile element and thus the most difficult one to ablate.

In the high-fluence regime, ablation results in a distribution of droplets of the order of micrometer size embedded in the CTS films, independent on the irradiation wavelength. In this regime, the transfer of the ablated material is nearly stoichiometric. The films deposited at 355 nm are slightly Cu- and Sn-rich, while the films deposited at 248 nm are slightly Cu-poor. The lower Cu content of the 248-nm films may be linked to the lower intensity of the 248-nm laser pulses, since this would lead to a higher evaporative component for a given fluence. Interestingly, Kautke et al. [18] saw a similar trend in YBCO films made at 266 and 355 nm: The element transfer was incongruent at somewhat higher fluence at 266 nm than at 355 nm, even though in their experiment, both lasers had the same pulse length.

Our observation of a transition from a Cu-poor to a Cu-rich regime with increasing fluence with the 355-nm laser is similar to the transition from Sr-rich to Ti-rich SrTiO$_3$ seen by Ohnishi et al. [32] with increasing fluence. For the deposition of a bimetallic material in an oxygen background gas, it was possible for Onishi et al. to identify a fluence that perfectly balanced the Sr:Ti ratio. In contrast, for the tri-component chalcogenide CTS, it may be that no fluence exists that ensures perfectly stoichiometric transfer. However, we see that it is possible tune the ratio of Sn to Cu by fluence adjustment and to compensate for any S deficiency using a post-deposition sulfurization step, as performed for CZTS films by Moriya et al. [20].

Detailed characterization of the droplets embedded in the CTS film deposited at 1.6 J/cm$^2$ at 248 nm reveals a large depletion in S and Sn relative to Cu in the droplets. The degree of depletion increases with decreasing droplet size. Sulaiman et al. [13] have observed that both Cu- and Sn-rich droplets were transferred onto films of CZTS made by PLD at 355 nm without a detailed qualitative analysis. Chen and Hall [14] have shown that in binary metallic systems of Nb–Al and Nb–Cr, the droplets are usually deficient in the element with high vapor pressure and the deficiency of the volatile elements increases with decreasing droplet size. In the Cu–Sn–S system, the vapor pressure of Cu and Sn is much lower than that of S (see Table 3). As a result, preferential evaporation of S is likely and would result in Cu- and Sn-rich droplets. However, the EDX analysis indicates a deficiency of Sn in the solidified molten droplets in addition to an S deficiency. Since SnS is far more volatile than Sn (Table 3), it is likely that the Sn deficiency is caused by the evaporation of SnS, as proposed by Weber et al. [30] in an investigation of Sn loss from heated films of CZTS.

We do not see a droplet reduction with a change between the two UV laser wavelengths 355 and 248 nm. As described in the introduction, droplet reduction might have been expected if the target absorption of the 248-nm laser was higher than the 355-nm laser so that subsurface boiling would be reduced, or if the 248 nm light was able to more efficiently break up the ejected droplets. As discussed in Sect. 3.1, the absorption of different UV wavelengths in the target is not easily predicted, and the increased photon energy at 248 nm may be offset by the longer pulse length, leading to a lower pulse power. The combined effect of the differences between the lasers in wavelength and pulse length seems to have little influence on this particular material.

For the fabrication of the thin-film absorber layers of CTS for thin-film solar cells, it is desirable to have Cu-poor films [36] and a uniform composition. Since the composition of the droplets can be different to the underlying film, it is important to minimize their occurrence. We observe that splashing and associated Cu-rich droplets can be minimized by reducing the fluence, although the droplet reduction has to be balanced against the appropriate composition. Additional strategies to reduce droplets are to use off-axis deposition, a mechanical velocity filter, or a voltage across the ablation plume [11, 19]. However, these

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>Cohesive energy (eV/atom) [35]</th>
<th>Temperature at which the vapor pressure is 1 Pa (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>963 [31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sn</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>951 [31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>102 [31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SnS</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>590 [38, 39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu$_2$SnS$_3$</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>higher than SnS [30]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
methods mean that the deposition process becomes far more complex.

5 Conclusion

We have reported on the fabrication of copper tin sulfide (CTS) and SnS-rich CTS thin films in vacuum for two UV wavelengths, 355 and 248 nm. The deposition rate was about four times higher at 355 nm than at 248 nm for both CTS and SnS-rich CTS. The morphology studies of the as-deposited films showed that the area density of the droplets was not reduced by increasing the photon energy from 355 to 248 nm.

For both lasers, the laser fluence significantly affects the density and average size of the droplets. At high fluence (1.6 J/cm²), UV irradiation leads to near-congruent transfer of the ablated material. Droplets produced by the 248-nm KrF-excimer laser ablation at high fluence were mainly S- and Sn-poor, and the deficiency seemed more pronounced with decreasing droplet size. A reduction in the laser fluence down to 0.2 J/cm² resulted in smaller droplets and lower droplet area density for both lasers.

The low-fluence regime leads to incongruent evaporation of films with typically large copper deficiency and therefore films that were S- and Sn-rich relative to the target. The Cu deficiency was most pronounced for the 248-nm laser, possibly due to the lower intensity of the 248-nm laser pulses.

Films deposited by either laser from the SnS-rich CTS target were Sn-rich relative to the desired composition for solar cell absorber layers. Films deposited from the CTS target at 1.6 J/cm² by either laser were somewhat Cu-rich for solar cells (we found Cu/Sn ~ 2.0 compared to Cu/Sn ~ 1.7–1.9 in successful solar cells [36, 37]). However, by reducing the fluence somewhat, it will be possible to reach the optimal Cu/Sn ratio with both the 248- and the 355-nm laser.

Overall, our study illustrates the commonly observed trade-off in PLD between reduction in the droplet density and change in the composition with a reduction in the laser fluence.
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Appendix C

Conference Proceedings: Pulsed laser deposition of Cu-Sn-S for thin film solar cells

This text was included in the proceedings of the WCPEC-6 conference in Kyoto, Japan, November 2014, at which I presented a poster on the same topic (deposition and annealing of CTS for solar cells). Note that Fig. 2 erroneously quantifies the composition of the annealed films, which turned out to have a composition gradient across the film thickness and therefore could not reliably be measured by EDX. The subject of the proceedings article is treated in Section 7.3.
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ABSTRACT

Thin films of copper tin sulfide were deposited from a target of the stoichiometry Cu:Sn:S ~1:2:3 using pulsed laser deposition (PLD). Annealing with S powder resulted in films close to the desired Cu₂SnS₃ stoichiometry although the films remained Sn rich. X-ray diffraction showed that the final films contained both cubic-phase Cu₂SnS₃ and orthorhombic-phase SnS.

1. INTRODUCTION

The ternary chalcogenide Cu₂SnS₃, like the more widely researched material Cu₂ZnSnS₄ (CZTS), can be used as the absorber layer of thin film solar cells [see, e.g., 1, 2]. Pulsed laser deposition is a well-recognized deposition method for compound materials and several groups have used it to deposit CZTS [see, e.g., 3]. We have deposited Cu₂SnS₃ at temperatures below 300 ºC, where, however, a number of secondary phases formed. A loss of S and Sn is anticipated with higher deposition or annealing temperature, as needed to obtain good crystal quality [1, 2]. Therefore a Sn and S enriched target was used to deposit precursor films, which were annealed with S powder. The resulting films contain cubic-phase Cu₂SnS₃ with a stoichiometry near the desired Cu:Sn:S ratio of 2:1:3.

2. METHODS

2.1 Pulsed laser deposition
Pulsed laser deposition was done using a 355 nm Nd:YAG laser with 5-7 ns pulses at 10 Hz. The laser beam was rastered across a rotating target in vacuum (p < 5*10⁻⁷ mbar) and the ablated material was deposited on substrates placed 4.5 cm from the target (Fig. 1); the substrates were fused silica or molybdenum- coated soda-lime glass (Mo/SLG). All depositions took place at room temperature. The target was a sintered pellet of copper and tin sulfides (PVD products). The laser spot size was 2.5 mm², the fluence varied from 0.7-2.8 J/cm², and the film thickness varied from ~1300 nm to ~4200 nm. Annealing was done with S powder in a graphite box held inside a quartz tube with >100 mbar N₂. The temperature was ramped to 500 ºC at 12 ºC/min, then to 570 ºC at 1 ºC/min. It remained above 570 ºC for 10 min, reaching a maximum of 580 ºC, after which the system cooled naturally.

2.2 Characterization
Scanning electron microscopy was performed at 5 keV using the secondary electron detector of a SEM equipped with a field emission gun (FE-SEM, Supra 60VP, Zeiss). Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) was performed in this SEM using a silicon drift detector (X-Man⁵, 50, Oxford Instruments) and a beam voltage of 15 kV. On films, full area scans were made at 1000x magnification; on targets, 250x magnification was used. Several measurements were averaged for each sample. The element ratios were calculated using Cu K-lines with Oxford Instruments’ Aztec software. When the Mo contribution to the S peak was detectable, the Mo peak was deconvoluted from the spectrum.

X-ray diffraction was done in Bragg-Brentano mode with a Bruker D8 powder diffractometer using a step size of 0.01° and a measurement interval of 1.5 s/step. Kα₂ radiation was subtracted from the data using the program EVA. The diffraction peaks were identified manually and matched to JCPDS files.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Morphology

Fig. 1 SEM images of annealed Cu-Sn-S films on Mo/SLG. a: deposited at 2.2 J/cm², precursor ~1320 nm thick; b: deposited at 0.7 J/cm², precursor ~4200 nm thick. Magnification 50k.
As-deposited films displayed an underlying film dotted with round droplets, similar to CZTS films produced by PLD [4]. The laser fluence had little influence on film appearance.

After annealing, several films contained relatively large grains and visible pinholes (Fig. 1 a) while one thicker film deposited at lower fluence appeared rougher with less well-defined grains (Fig. 1 b). The films with large grains are similar in appearance to Cu2SnS3 films annealed in a similar manner by Chino et al. [2].

3.2 Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy

The composition of the Sn- and S-enriched target, as-deposited films and annealed films is shown in Fig. 2. Measurements on as-deposited films were made on films on fused silica substrates, whereas annealed films were deposited on Mo/SLG. As-deposited films on Mo/SLG were generally a few absolute percent more Sn and S rich than those on fused silica.

The as-deposited films were Sn- and S-poor compared to the target. The composition did not depend significantly on fluence or laser spot size. Annealing decreased the Sn content while increasing the S content slightly. The stoichiometry of the annealed films is close to Cu2SnS3; the thickest film is closest. All the films retained an excess of Sn.

3.3 X-ray diffraction

As-deposited films on fused silica displayed no obvious X-ray diffraction peaks; films on Mo/SLG were assumed to be similar. After annealing, films form Cu2SnS3 (cubic phase) alongside SnS (orthorhombic) (Fig. 3). The thick film shown in Fig. 1 b is dominated by cubic-phase Cu2SnS3, while the thinner films were dominated by SnS (orthorhombic phase).

4. Discussion and conclusion

As seen from the EDX data, S and Sn was lost relative to the target during pulsed laser deposition at room temperature. Annealing further caused loss of Sn, probably in the form of SnS, where the S loss was compensated by the S powder. The pinholes seen in the thinner films (Fig. 1 a) may be evidence of SnS evaporation [1]. Compared to the thickest film, the pinholes may appear clearly in the thinner films due to more uniform crystallization. The relatively small X-ray diffraction peaks for the thick film may indicate that it is not fully crystallized but contains amorphous regions.

In summary, using a Sn- and S-enriched target for pulsed laser deposition of copper tin sulfide, we obtained near-stoichiometric Cu2SnS3 thin films after annealing with S above 570 ºC. However, the films remain Sn rich and contain SnS. In future work a less enriched target may be used.
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In prep: Pulsed Electron vs. Pulsed Laser deposition for the growth of CZTS films

Manuscript draft on PLD versus PED of CZTS for solar cells including Supplementary Information. The main results and part of the discussion in this paper are presented in Chapter 8. We are awaiting possible further results of PED of CZTS at IMEM-CNR before submitting the paper.
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Abstract
We have investigated the use of pulsed electron deposition (PED) and pulsed laser deposition (PLD) for the growth of copper zinc tin sulfide (CZTS), a complex material used as absorber layer in thin film solar cells. PED and PLD are high energy vacuum deposition techniques sharing common features such as the ability to grow complicated crystalline compounds at low temperatures. The films were grown at temperatures ≤ 300 °C and characterized with EDX, SEM, XRD, and Raman spectroscopy. We find that PED and PLD behave similarly; in both cases the composition is generally non-stoichiometric and can be widely varied depending on the deposition parameters. With both techniques, crystalline CZTS is obtained at temperatures around 300 °C with comparable deposition rates. Some fundamental differences between the two techniques impose the need for careful control of the process parameters in order to make both PED and PLD suitable techniques for the growth of high-quality CZTS films in a rapid single-step process.
1 Introduction

Pulsed electron deposition (PED) and pulsed laser deposition (PLD) are high energy vacuum deposition techniques with common characteristics as reported for example by Strikovski et al. [1]. In PED and PLD, the ablation of a bulk target material creates a plasma “plume” that condensates on a substrate. A peculiar characteristic of both techniques is the high kinetic energy of the ablated species in the plasma plume and on the substrate, which allows complex material to form under non-thermodynamic equilibrium conditions.

In PED, a triggered electrical discharge ignites the plasma inside a hollow cathode and the high acceleration voltage applied (10-20kV) draws out and accelerate the electrons of the plasma towards the target, inducing the ablation process (Figure 1 a). The target connected to the grounded vacuum chamber, acts as the anode and attracts the focused electron beam through a dielectric tube. The extremely high power density of the electron pulse (on the order of 10^8 W/cm^2 [2,3]) induces the sudden ablation of the target. Slow heating and evaporation of the target material must be minimized by adjusting the process conditions. Because of the far-from-equilibrium conditions, in the ablation regime all the elements are transferred from the bulk target to the growing film, ideally maintaining the desired stoichiometry, in contrast to the lower-energy evaporative regime [4].

For PLD, the ablation is caused by a high power pulsed laser hitting the target in a similar manner to the pulsed electron beam (Figure 1 b). The plasma formation process and the required power density of the laser pulses differ for a given material depending on the laser wavelength (λ) and pulse duration (τ). The main differences between the two techniques include: 1) the requirement of a background gas for PED and 2) the material interaction of electrons and photons. While PLD may be carried out in a vacuum or within a wide range of background gas pressures, a background gas (typically Ar) on the order of 10^-3 mbar is needed in PED for the initiation of the electric discharge and for the self-focusing of the beam [2]. Additionally, in PLD of semiconductors with a laser energy greater than the material’s band gap, the main part of the laser energy will be deposited in the top hundred nm range of the target, while the energy of a polyenergetic PED beam of up to 10-20 keV may be deposited down to micrometer depth. Typical parameters of the PED and PLD systems used in this study are compared in Table 1.
In this paper, we used PED and PLD to grow film of Cu$_2$ZnSnS$_4$ (CZTS), a structurally and chemically complex material. It is a quaternary compound characterized by a complicated phase diagram and a narrow stability region [5]. The deposition of high quality film of CZTS is extremely difficult, and the development of a simple (possibly single stage) and fast method to control the stoichiometry would be a fundamental step towards its use as an absorber layer in thin film solar cells. Current methods for making CZTS usually require deposition of a precursor layer followed by high-temperature annealing, as detailed below.

To the best of our knowledge, no CZTS solar cells have been reported by PED, but recently, isostructural Cu(In,Ga)Se$_2$ (CIGSe)-based thin film solar cells with 17% efficiency has been reported, grown by PED in a single-stage process starting from a quaternary target [6,7]. Remarkably, the deposition temperature for CIGSe by PED is only 270 °C, significantly lower than the values required by the usual methods such as sputtering [8] or co-evaporation, the latter holding the world record of 22.6% efficiency for CIGSe solar cells [9]. CZTS is attracting interest as an alternative to CIGS because it has similar material properties but is made up only of Earth-abundant elements. The record solar cell to date with 9.4% active area efficiency was achieved with vacuum processing and no less than two precursor/annealing steps (four steps in total) for the CZTS layer with a maximum annealing temperature of 570 °C in an H$_2$S/N$_2$ atmosphere [10]. The highest efficiency for a sulfo-selenide variety (Cu$_2$ZnSn(S,Se)$_4$ or CZTSSe) is 12.6% by solution processing with hydrazine followed by annealing > 500 °C [11], while a recent record for CZTS solar cells made by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) with a 560 °C annealing step is 5.2% [12]. The highest value achieved with a one-step method was likewise 5.2% using co-evaporation with a deposition temperature of 460 °C [13]. On this backdrop, it is worthwhile to investigate low-temperature deposition of CZTS.

Owing to the experience acquired on CZTS deposition by PLD at DTU (Denmark) and on CIGSe by PED at CNR (Italy), we compare the properties of the material grown by both methods and explore the use of PED to deposit CZTS for solar cells. Although the optimization of the CZTS-based solar cells goes beyond the scope of this paper, some preliminary results are presented.

2 Methods

2.1 Pulsed electron deposition
Pulsed electron deposition was carried out with a commercial PED source (PEBS-20, Neocera Inc., USA). The pulse repetition rate varied from 7-10 Hz depending on the voltage, the target-substrate distance was 8 cm, the dielectric tube-target distance was approx. 3-5 mm, and the size of the electron beam spot on the target was approx. 7 mm². The target was kept in rotation to ensure a uniform material removal and to avoid local overheating, thus limiting the evaporation. Prior to each deposition, the chamber was pumped to about 5*10⁻⁵ mbar, then filled with Ar to ~ 1-2*10⁻³ mbar. The composition of the PED ablation plume was monitored by optical emission spectroscopy (OES) with an optical mini-spectrometer (Hamamatsu TM-CCD-A series), and the emission peaks in the plume were assigned to different elements using the NIST database of atomic spectra [14].

2.2 Pulsed laser deposition

Pulsed laser deposition was carried out with a 248 nm KrF excimer laser (Lambda Physik LPX) with a spot size of approx. 5 mm² and a fluence of 0.3-0.5 J/cm². The target-substrate distance was 4.5 cm, the target rotated during the deposition, the laser spot was scanned across the target to avoid crater formation, and the chamber pressure prior to deposition was < 5*10⁻⁵ mbar for heated films and < 2*10⁻⁶ mbar for films at room temperature. The fluence decreased about 30 % during the deposition due to increasing window coating; the fluence values quoted here are averages. The pulse repetition rate was 15 Hz except as noted. A higher repetition rate for PLD compared to PED was chosen because the deposition rate per pulse was lower for PLD than PED at 300 °C, and at this temperature the deposition time could influence the film composition due to evaporation of the more volatile elements.

2.3 Targets and substrates

The CZTS targets were commercial hot-sintered pellets made from binary sulfides powders (Testbourne, Ltd., UK). They contained multiple phases including ZnS, Cu₂S and SnS₂, identified by X-ray diffraction and EDX-mapping, which showed Zn-, Sn- and Cu-rich regions up to hundreds of microns across. Prior to each ablation, the target was polished and pre-ablated until a stable OES signal was reached (PED) or until a somewhat eroded target surface and a ~ 60 % transmitting window coating had been obtained (~15 min at 15 Hz, PLD).
Soda lime glass (SLG) substrates were used for the PED at room temperature depositions, while sputtered Mo-coated SLG was used for all films made by PLD and for the heated films by PED, as Mo is commonly used as the back contact of CIGSe and CZTS thin film solar cells.

For PED, the substrates were placed on a graphite susceptor heated by an infrared bulb and the temperature was monitored by a thermocouple in contact with the substrate surface. For PLD, the samples were mounted with silver paste on a resistive heater (TSST B. V., The Netherlands), and the temperature was monitored with an internal thermocouple.

2.4 Characterization

The morphological characterization was done by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Zeiss Supra 40 VP and FEI Quanta 200 F) equipped with a field emission gun. Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX) for compositional analysis was carried out with 15 kV electrons in a Hitachi tabletop TM3000 SEM with a Bruker XFlash430 silicon drift detector and analyzed using Bruker’s Quantax 70 software. The deposition rates were calculated from the measurements of film thickness in a Phillips 515 SEM as well as the Supra and the FEI Quanta 200 F. The room temperature PLD films were masked with sticky tape and the deposition rates confirmed with a Dektak profilometer.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was carried out in a Bruker D8 diffractometer with Cu Kα and Cu Kβ radiation, a step size of 0.01° and a rate of 1.1-2 step/s (heated films, target) or 0.03° at 0.33 step/s (room temperature films). Mo substrates were scanned with Si reference powder (NIST 640d) to correctly identify the position of the Mo peaks that, in turn, were used to align the diffractograms of the CZTS on Mo-coated substrates. The Cu Kα2 signal was stripped with Bruker’s EVA software and the peaks were identified manually using PDF files from the ICSD (Karlsruhe). References from the ICSD: CZTS: Lafond et al., 2014, Zeit. Anorg. Allg. Chem.; ZnS: PDF 01-071-5976; cubic CTS: PDF 01-089-2877; tetragonal CTS: PDF 29-570; monoclinic CTS: PDF 01-070-6338; Cu3SnS3.6: Goto et al., 2013, Inorg. Chem.; orthorhombic SnS: PDF 01-073-1859; orthorhombic Sn2S3: PDF 01-075-2183; hex. MoS2: PDF-01-072-1508; cubic Mo: PDF 01-071-3771.

Raman spectroscopy of the PED films was done with a DXR Raman Microscope (Thermo Scientific) at 455 nm in the backscattering configuration with a spot size of 1 μm² and a power of 0.4
mW. Raman spectroscopy of the PLD films was done with a Renishaw RL532C diode-pumped solid state laser at 532 nm set to 0.1 mW.

Photoluminescence spectra and maps were measured in the steady state on as-deposited PLD films with an Accent RPM2000 spectrometer with 532 nm excitation at 100 W/cm².

3 Results and discussion

3.1 CZTS @ room temperature: deposition rates, morphology and composition

Deposition rates: The deposition rates of PED (CZTS and CIGSe) and PLD (CZTS) are compared in Table 2. The rates depend on the spot size and the power density of the electron/laser pulses. Nonetheless, in the voltage/fluence range used here, the deposition rates are comparable for the two techniques, allowing growth of micrometer-thick films in about half an hour with a pulse repetition rate of 7-15 Hz. The growth rates of CZTS and CIGSe by PED under the same conditions are similar.

Morphology: The surface roughness of the grown film is a typical issue of pulsed, high energetic deposition techniques due to debris or molten droplets ejected from the target. SEM images of PED and PLD films deposited at room temperature are shown in Figure 2. Droplets up to μm size cover the films with large droplets deeply embedded. The as-deposited room temperature PED film (Figure 2a, b) contains many more droplets than the PLD film (Figure 2c, d). This is not always the case: for example, Nistor et al. saw the opposite for ZST (Zr₀.₈Sn₀.₂TiO₄) film with fewer droplets in PED than PLD [15]. The amount of droplets decreased when the deposition voltage decreased (Supplementary Figure S1), similar to the droplet reduction with decreasing fluence seen in PLD, e.g., for CZTS and CTS [16,17]. A larger incidence of droplets can point to less efficient coupling of energy into the target: a larger volume is heated enough to melt or explode but not enough to be atomized.

Composition: The film composition can be modified in the PED setup. Depending on the Ar pressure, it possible to change the intensity of the Cu (I) vs. Zn (I) emission lines, as detected by OES of the plume emission (Supplementary Figure S2). Figure 3a shows the Zn/Sn, S/metals and Cu/(Zn+Sn) ratios in films made at different PED discharge voltages at room temperature. The Ar pressure was adjusted during the depositions to allow for a stable ablation plume and a constant Cu (I)/Zn (I) OES ratio; under these conditions, it possible to keep the composition of the films constant at 14-19 kV. Below 16 kV, changing the Ar pressure did not increase the Cu (I)/Zn (I) line ratio,
indicating that the Cu-content of the emission plume could not be increased. At 16-19 kV a far higher Cu (I)/Zn (I) emission line ratio could be obtained in the plume. As expected, the Cu/(Zn+Sn) ratio was higher in films deposited with higher Cu (I)/Zn (I) OES ratios (not shown in the figure). This increase in the Cu/(Zn+Sn) ratio was accompanied by a decrease in the S/metal ratio.

Figure 3a shows that the elemental transfer to the PED films is not exactly stoichiometric: the films results Cu-poor, Zn-poor and often S-poor relative to the expected composition of Cu2ZnSnS4 (in other words, the films were Sn-rich). The ideal CZTS composition for solar cells is slightly Cu-poor and Zn-rich compared to stoichiometric CZTS, with Cu/(Zn+Sn) ~ 0.8-0.9 and Zn/Sn ~ 1.1-1.3 [18], so the Cu-poor nature of the PED films is desirable, while Sn-rich films pose a problem. EDX of powders scraped from the targets before and after deposition showed that the target changed over time: there was an increase in the Cu-content and a decrease in Sn and S after the depositions. Together, these observations point to preferential evaporation of the most volatile target constituents (S and SnS).

Figure 3b shows the same element ratios for films made by PLD at room temperature. The Cu/(Zn+Sn) ratio rises strongly with fluence, saturating above 0.8 J/cm², while the Zn/Sn ratio stays nearly constant or rises slightly rising with the fluence. Most of these data have been reported by Cazzaniga & Crovetto et al. [12] where the authors related the increasing Cu/(Zn+Sn) ratio with increasing PLD fluence to the multiphase nature of the target: SnS_y and ZnS may be more easily vaporized than Cu_{2-x}S due to their lower specific heat, enthalpy of evaporation, and enthalpy of fusion.

To confirm that the composition differences between the PLD and the PED films did not derive from the difference in repetition rate (7 Hz for PED, 15 Hz for PLD), PLD films were also deposited at 7 Hz and 45 Hz at room temperature. The composition of the 7 Hz film did not vary significantly from the 15 Hz films. The PLD film composition at a fluence value around 0.4-0.5 J/cm² is similar to the composition of the PED films (compare Fig. 3a and 3b).

The data shown here suggests a similar dynamic in PED and PLD: easier ablation of SnS and ZnS (especially SnS) compared to the Cu-rich phases in the target. The slightly Sn-rich but simultaneously slightly S-poor composition of the PED films may indicate that S is scattered more than Sn by the background gas in PED. Preferential scattering of light elements by a background gas is a well-known effect in PLD, although a pressure equivalent to that used in PED was not high enough to cause a significant effect in PLD of Cu_{2}S [19]. It is worth noting that during PED, portions of the ablation plume originating from distinct points on the rotating target were visibly brighter than the rest of the
plume, strongly supporting the idea that the ablation efficiency was higher for some of the phases than others. Such an irregular ablation plume was never observed in PLD.

There are few previous reports on the composition of as-deposited 248 nm PLD CZTS films at room temperature in vacuum, but an early study by Moriya et al. shows somewhat Cu- and Zn-poor, Sn-rich as-deposited films similar to the films made in the present study at around 0.5 J/cm², though they use a higher fluence (1.5 J/cm²) and a shorter pulse length (10 ns) [20]. The PLD films made here tend to be S-poor, though the EDX quantification of S is uncertain due to its low elemental mass.

3.2 CZTS @ 300 °C: morphology, composition and crystallographic structure

Morphology: Figure 4 shows SEM images of PED films made at 18 kV at 255°C-325°C. The film cross sections reveal a porous structure even for the most tightly packed of the three films (Fig. 4 c) while secondary phases are visible near the bottom in the others (Fig. 4 a and b). The porous structure in comparison to the room temperature films could point to re-evaporation of S or SnS from the film and/or secondary phases with different crystal habits to CZTS [5]. The brightly visible secondary phases are most likely either ZnS, bright in SEM as an insulator, or SnS, bright due to the high atomic weight of Sn. Droplets of μm size are clearly visible; the droplet surfaces appear crystallized compared to the droplets in Fig. 2. Figure 5 shows SEM images of a PLD film made at 0.5 J/cm² and 300°C which appears completely different to the PED films: it is dense and does not show any large grains. Films deposited at slightly lower fluence (0.45 J/cm²) or higher pulse rate (45 vs. 15 Hz) looked the same.

Composition: The PLD films made at 300 °C had a similar composition to the ones deposited at room temperature, although there was a slight tendency for the 300 °C films to lose S (Supplementary Figure S3). The composition of the PED film shown in Fig. 4 c was somewhat Cu-rich (Cu/(Zn+Sn)=1.05) and S-poor (S/metals =0.9) with a Zn/Sn ratio of ~1, at least in the top micron probed by 15 kV EDX.

Crystalline phases: Figure 6 shows Raman spectra of the PED and PLD films deposited at 300 °C. The PED films (Fig. 6a) show only CZTS peaks and Cu₅S, which appeared to be associated with droplets on the surface, matching the slightly Cu-rich composition measured by EDX. The PLD films (Fig. 6b) show only traces of Cu₅S but instead have peaks around 300 cm⁻¹, 179 cm⁻¹ and 225 cm⁻¹.
matching the cubic \( \text{Cu}_2\text{SnS}_3 \) (CTS), orthorhombic \( \text{Sn}_2\text{S}_3 \) and orthorhombic \( \text{SnS} \) phases, respectively [21,22] (see discussion of these peaks in Supplementary Figure S4 and associated text). The presence of \( \text{SnS}_y \) matches the Cu-poor nature of the PLD films, but also suggests the possible inclusion of ZnS if \( \text{Zn}/\text{Sn} \approx 1 \) as measured by EDX. XRD of the PED and PLD films made at 300 °C support the Raman observations (Figure 7). Small peaks that belong exclusively to kesterite CZTS are present around 29° and 36-38° 2θ in the PED film (Fig. 7a) (these peaks also match two tetragonal forms of CTS, but this is not supported by the Raman measurement). The remaining peaks are “∑CZTS” peaks, where “∑CZTS” refers to the narrow 2θ ranges where the X-ray diffraction peaks overlap for kesterite CZTS, cubic ZnS, and tetragonal and cubic CTS [23]). In the PLD films, apart from the ∑CZTS peaks, extremely small peaks are present around 28° and 31-32° 2θ that could belong to \( \text{SnS}, \text{Sn}_2\text{S}_3 \) or \( \text{Cu}_2\text{S} \) (Fig. 7c). Raman and XRD therefore point to CZTS and \( \text{Cu}_x\text{S} \) in the PED films and CZTS and \( \text{SnS}_y \) in the PLD films. The high intensity of the 28.4° CZTS (211) peak in the PLD XRD pattern indicates a preferential growth direction, stronger than in the PED films. This results is in agreement with Sun et al., reporting a similar strong preferential orientation of the (211) planes parallel to the sample surface in 300 °C 248 nm PLD of CZTS [24]. Comparison of Fig. 7b and 7d shows that the XRD peaks of the PLD films are shifted towards slightly smaller 2θ angles than the PED films, indicating a difference either in the lattice size or in the phase composition. In the latter case, regions of ZnS could shift the PED peak to larger 2θ values.

### 3.3 Preliminary solar cells from PED films

The PED films made at 255-325 °C were used to make solar cells following the recipe used for CIGSe by Rampino et al. [3]. A specific optimization is clearly required; however, the very preliminary solar cells displayed some photo-response with efficiencies of about 0.2 %. As mentioned, the SEM-cross sections show porous films and in some cases also reveal secondary phases near the bottom of the films, while Raman measurements showed \( \text{Cu}_2\text{S} \) on the surface, and the film for which the composition could be measured was somewhat Cu-rich and S-poor. A Cu-rich, porous film is not suitable for CZTS solar cells and future work would need to focus on these issues. While the ZnS has been detected near the back of even very good CZTS solar cells [25], it must not occur in large enough quantities to block
electron transport. S-vacancies and Cu$_{2-x}$S on the surface are known to be highly detrimental to solar cell performance and may also explain the low performance [26,18].

### 3.4 Perspectives for CZTS deposition by PED and PLD

The temperature of 300 °C was chosen in this study because it is high enough to induce the CZTS crystallization while avoiding Sn-loss as SnS sublimation from the growing films, as many authors have reported on the SnS evaporation from CZTS films heated in vacuum [27,28]. In the past in 248 nm PLD at 300 °C, the general problem has been lack of S in the as-deposited films [24,29,30]. This was also the case in this study, where the composition at room temperature and 300 °C was nearly identical and the S/metal ratio was relatively close to 1 but nonetheless S-poor according to EDX-measurements. Photoluminescence measurements of the PLD films yielded zero intensity, indicating serious shortcomings for solar cell absorbers. This may derive for example from S-vacancies or Sn-induced defects, which both may cause deep defects that are highly detrimental to the solar cell efficiency [5,26].

In previous studies of PED of CIGSe and CGSe, the composition of the films depended strongly on both the deposition voltage [31] and the substrate temperature [32]. Highly Se-rich films occurred at room temperature, whereas near-stoichiometric, somewhat Cu-poor films occurred at temperatures from 200-500 °C. The amount of Se in the films decreased with increasing temperature and increasing voltage and the change in composition was attributed to the changing balance between the amount of material ablated from the target or evaporated from either the film (high substrate temperature) or the target (high voltage). The Se-loss can be limited by reducing the PED deposition temperature, while the enrichment of Se in the plume due to evaporation from the target turned out to be an advantage that was able to counterbalance the loss that does occur from the growing film. In contrast, in ns-laser PLD of CIGSe, Se-loss was a problem at high deposition temperatures [33].

In the PED CZTS films, the Cu-rich composition and the associated occurrence of Cu$_{2-x}$S on the surface could be resolved by adjusting the deposition parameters (reduced voltage and optimized Ar-pressure). Concerning the possible S loss, we assume that the low-energy electrons present in PED could provide extra S-evaporation from the target, similar to the extra Se-evaporation seen in CIGSe.
To provide enough S during PLD, a sulfur cracker is another option to improve the quality of the as-deposited films; this solution is currently being investigated in the PLD lab at DTU. Finally, in view of applications as solar cell absorber, it will be important to ensure a proper Na content, since Na-doping improves the absorber quality in CZTS just as it does in CIGS [13]. The low deposition temperatures of PED and PLD impede the diffusion on Na from the SLG substrate so that it must be intentionally incorporated in the growing films by growing a NaF layer as done in PED of CIGSe [3].

4 Conclusions

We have compared the deposition of CZTS by Pulsed Electron Deposition and Pulsed Laser Deposition. Both PLD and PED result in crystalline CZTS at 300 °C. However, secondary phases appear in the films by both methods: likely ZnS near the bottom and Cu$_{2-x}$S at the surface in the PED films made at 250-325 °C and Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ and Sn$_2$S$_3$ near the surface in the PLD films. PED films made at room temperature showed preferential ablation of SnS and/or S, as did low-fluence PLD. Changing the discharge voltage and pressure in PED and the fluence in PLD makes it possible to alter the film composition from Cu-poor to Cu-rich, while the open question remains the control of the S and Sn content.
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Table 1: Deposition parameters for PED and PLD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PED</th>
<th>PLD (248 nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power (W/cm²)</strong></td>
<td>Max $1.2 \times 10^8$ †</td>
<td>$5 \times 10^7$ @ 1 J/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pulse length (ns)</strong></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spot size (mm²)</strong></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Target-substrate distance (cm)</strong></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pressure (mbar)</strong></td>
<td>~$2 \times 10^{-3}$ (Ar)</td>
<td>&lt; $5 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pulse rate (Hz)</strong></td>
<td>7-10</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† CuGaSe₂ deposition at 18 kV; note that the PED pulse is polyenergetic and has a tail of lower-energy electrons
Table 2: Deposition rates of CIGSe and CZTS by PED and PLD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Specifications</th>
<th>nm/pulse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CZTS</td>
<td>PED, 7 mm² spot</td>
<td>18-19 kV, room T</td>
<td>~0.04-0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14-17 kV, room T</td>
<td>~0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10 kV, room T</td>
<td>~0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZTS</td>
<td>PLD (248 nm), 5 mm² spot</td>
<td>0.5 J/cm², room T</td>
<td>~0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PLD (248 nm), 7 mm² spot</td>
<td>0.6 J/cm², room T</td>
<td>~0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIGSe</td>
<td>PED, 7 mm² spot</td>
<td>16 kV, room T-500 °C</td>
<td>~0.08 [32]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1: Setup for (a) pulsed electron deposition and (b) pulsed laser deposition.
Figure 2: SEM images of as-deposited films at room temperature by PED (18 kV discharge voltage, a-b) and PLD (0.5 J/cm², c-d).
**Figure 3:** Composition measured by EDX of films made at room temperature by (a) PED and (b) PLD versus PED discharge voltage and fluence respectively. Most of the PLD data (b) is from [12]. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals for comparing measurements; the absolute error in instrument quantification may be larger.
Figure 4: PED films deposited with 18 kV bias at elevated temperature. Note different scale in (c) compared to (a) and (b) in cross section.
Figure 5: PLD films deposited at 300 °C at 0.5 J/cm². Other films deposited under similar conditions looked almost indistinguishable from the film shown here.
Figure 6: Raman spectra of CZTS films made by PED (a) and PLD (b) at ~300 °C. The “random spot” on one of the PED films corresponds to most of the surface as viewed through an optical microscope, while the “dark spot” is from an isolated spot that looked dark in the microscope. For the other two PED films and for the PLD films, the Raman spectra did not vary significantly from one spot to another. The inset in (b) shows the surface of a 300 °C PLD film at high magnification with small grains visible that may be SnS or Sn$_2$S$_3$; they were most easily visible on this film where the corresponding Raman peaks were brightest. Reference peak positions: CZTS [34], Cu$_2$S and tetragonal and cubic CTS [21], monoclinic CTS [35], SnS and Sn$_2$S$_3$ from [22].
Figure 7: X-ray diffractogram of the PED and PLD films as-deposited at 255-300 °C.
a: Diffractogram of PED film deposited at 255 °C (same film shown in fig. 4 c). Stars: CZTS peaks (CZTS, cubic or tetragonal CTS, Cu$_3$SnS$_{3.6}$, and/or ZnS). Circle stars match only the tetragonal phases CZTS, tetragonal CTS or Cu$_3$SnS$_{3.6}$. Triangles: most likely orthorhombic Sn$_2$S$_3$. Inset: the 47.5° peak position compared to reference peaks. b: X-ray diffractogram of a sample films deposited by PLD at 300 °C. Legend and inset as in a.
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Figure S1: Reduction in droplets with reduction in voltage/fluence. Left: PED films made on soda lime glass at room temperature. Right: PLD films made on Mo-coated soda lime glass at room temperature. Images taken with 15 kV electrons using the TM3000 tabletop SEM.
**Figure S2:** Optical Emission Spectroscopy (OES):  
**a** Typical optical emission spectrum with main Sn+, Zn+ and Cu+ atomic emission lines.  
**b** Cu/Zn ratio measured by EDX in the room temperature films versus estimated average ratio of the OES Cu+ to Zn+ emission line intensity in the ablation plume.
Figure S3: Composition of PLD films made at 300 °C vs. room temperature
Figure S4: Secondary phases in PLD films deposited at 300 C: a) Raman spectrum of film made at 0.45 J/cm²; this is one of the films shown in Figure 6 b in the main article. b) Deposition and composition information on the film in (a); c) SEM image of film surface. d) Raman spectrum of film made at 0.35 J/cm² and nearly twice as long deposition time as the film in (a). e) Deposition and composition information on the film in (d); f) SEM image of film surface (note different magnification than (c)).
Discussion related to Figure S4:

The secondary phase peaks seen in Raman measurements at ~95 cm⁻¹, ~179 cm⁻¹ and 225 cm⁻¹ were strongest in one of the three films included in Fig 6b. The data for this film is reproduced in Fig. S4 a-c. Small crystallites are visible on the film (Fig. S4 c), perhaps corresponding to the phase giving rise to these secondary phase peaks. This idea is strengthened by comparison to a film made at lower fluence, which was more Cu-poor, and for which the deposition time at 300 °C was longer because the deposition rate is lower at low fluence (Fig. S4 d-f). The Raman spectrum of this film is completely dominated by the secondary phase peaks at ~95 cm⁻¹, ~179 cm⁻¹ and 225 cm⁻¹. The film surface was covered in flaky crystallites (seen in the SEM image, Fig. S4 f). The peaks could correspond to SnS (peaks at ~96, ~163, ~189 (main), 220 cm⁻¹ and 288 cm⁻¹) or Sn₂S₃ (peaks at 183, 234, 251 and 307 cm⁻¹) [1]. Chandrasekar et al. investigated the orientation dependent Raman peaks for SnS and found that the peak at ~95 cm⁻¹, 192 cm⁻¹ and 218 cm⁻¹ are especially strong along one axis, suggesting that the SnS crystals in our films may have a preferential growth orientation [2]. These authors used excitation wavelengths of 632 nm [1] and 647 nm [2] where we used 532 nm, which may help explain the differences in the relative peak intensities we measured.

Surprisingly, XRD of the low-fluence film showed only ΣCZTS peaks – very low intensity and broad compared to the other films even taking into account that this film was thinner than the other films deposited at 300 °C in this study. The absence of SnS, or other secondary phase peaks might indicate that the secondary phase crystals mainly occurred on the surface and did not occupy a large fraction of the total volume, since they are not detected in XRD.


Appendix E

Reference matrix for PLD of CZTS

As part of the work in this thesis, I surveyed the literature on PLD of CZTS, CTS and ZnS. While there were no publications on PLD of CTS when I started my project, there was a wealth of literature on ZnS and also a significant amount of work on CZTS. I found it easiest to keep track of the references using the tabular form shown in this appendix. The tables have been recently updated.

References on PLD of CZTS are shown here while references on PLD of ZnS are shown in Appendix F.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>PLD specs</th>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Fluence</th>
<th>Pressure</th>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Main results/notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[168]</td>
<td>266 nm NdYAG 10 ns</td>
<td>500 °C SLG substrate 5 hour deposition</td>
<td>0.5-0.8 J/cm² 2 mm² spot</td>
<td>vacuum</td>
<td>Cu-rich, Zn-poor at lower fluence, Cu-rich, S-poor at highest fluence (EMPA, error reported, films 0.5-0.6 μm thick). Polycrystalline CZTS-phase target, Cu-poor, Zn-rich, S-rich</td>
<td>Describe making target in detail; made up of CZTS polycrystals, not binaries. Conclude that transfer is non-stoichiometric. Very low deposition rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[159]</td>
<td>248 nm KrF 30 ns</td>
<td>300-450 °C Mo/SLG</td>
<td>200 mJ laser energy (no mention of spot size or window transmission)</td>
<td>vacuum</td>
<td>EDX of 1.2 um films: Cu-rich, Zn-poor, S-poor (no error bars). Attribute to light Cu mass, volatile Zn and S</td>
<td>Describe making target. Strain: CZTS lattice parameters in as-deposited film smaller than bulk. (112) orientation of as-deposited films. Less (112) orientation at higher temp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[160]</td>
<td>248 nm KrF 10 ns</td>
<td>room temperature Mo/SLG</td>
<td>1.5 J/cm²</td>
<td>Vacuum 2*10⁻⁴ mbar</td>
<td>EMPA: Cu-poor, Sn + S rich compared to target as-deposited. Target Cu-rich, S-poor. Post-annealed film 1 micron thick.</td>
<td>Describe making target. Anneal in N₂ 300-500 °C, results in higher Sn content [or maybe SnS migrates to surface?]. Droplets on surface of Cu-Sn-S. Surface resistivity &gt; volume resistivity. Make 1.74 % efficient solar cell.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[158]</td>
<td>As above 30 Hz As above</td>
<td>0.7, 1.5 J/cm²</td>
<td>As above</td>
<td>Composition of as-deposited films not shown. Target Cu-rich, S-poor</td>
<td>Fewer droplets at lower fluence in as-deposited films. Droplets are Cu-Sn-S. Very low crystallinity as-deposited (low, broad XRD peak). Anneal in N₂ and H₂S+N₂, best stoichiometry with H₂S. Make solar cell, worse than previous, maybe due to non-optimal composition.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref</td>
<td>PLD specs</td>
<td>Substrate</td>
<td>Fluence</td>
<td>Pressure</td>
<td>Composition</td>
<td>Main results/notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[139]</td>
<td>As above</td>
<td>n-type (100) GaP substrate 300, 350, 400 °C</td>
<td>0.85 J/cm²</td>
<td>Vacuum 2×10⁻⁴ mbar</td>
<td>EMPA: S-poor, metals almost stoichiometric. Least S-poor at 300 and 400 °C. Zn-rich/Sn poor at 400 °C. Films several μm thick</td>
<td>Epitaxial growth at 350 and 400 °C (narrowest/tallest XRD peaks at 400 °C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[169]</td>
<td>248 nm KrF 25 ns 10 Hz</td>
<td>450 °C Si wafer substrates with 100 nm SiO₂ coating</td>
<td>2 J/cm²</td>
<td>Vacuum (4×10⁻⁶)</td>
<td>Cu-rich, Sn-poor target. Films are 1μm thick. As-deposited Cu-poor, Zn-, Sn- and S-rich (esp Sn-rich) comp to target (EDX), Zn-poor compared to Sn-content. Acknowledge that there can be significant error in quantification- mainly use it for comparison.</td>
<td>Measure thermal conductivity. Anneal some films in N₂:H₂S at 500 °C for 5 hrs and find much higher thermal conductivity in these. As-deposited films are (112)-oriented. Small secondary phase peaks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[161]</td>
<td>248 nm KrF 5 Hz</td>
<td>200-400 °C SLG</td>
<td>200 mJ laser energy (no spot size or window transmission)</td>
<td>vacuum</td>
<td>EDX of films 450-650 nm thick. Cu-rich, S-poor, esp. above 300 °C. Sn decrease at 350, 400 °C. SIMS: Cu-rich back, Zn + Na-rich surface. [Trust trends rather than absolute numbers due to thinness]</td>
<td>Higher temp: thinner films, larger grains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[162]</td>
<td>248 nm KrF 10 ns 5 Hz</td>
<td>300 °C ITO</td>
<td>130-180 mJ laser energy (no spot size or window transmission)</td>
<td>10⁻⁷ mbar</td>
<td>EDX of films 500 nm thick. Sn-rich and S-poor [but cannot fully trust absolute numbers due to thinness] Target composition not shown.</td>
<td>No trend in composition compared to different laser energy, 100's of nm grain size, smooth, densely packed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[164]</td>
<td>355 nm, 4-7 ns</td>
<td>RT-300 °C, Corning glass, Si wafer</td>
<td>0.5-4</td>
<td>Vacuum 10⁻⁶ mbar</td>
<td>EDX on films only about 200 nm thick. No Zn at lowest fluence.</td>
<td>CZTS compound target (commercial). Show droplets and droplet composition (some Sn-rich, some Cu-rich)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued on Next Page...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>PLD specs</th>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Fluence</th>
<th>Pressure</th>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Main results/notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[170]</td>
<td>248 nm 25 ns Room temp, Mo/SLG</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Vacuum (5*10^-6 mbar)</td>
<td>Composition variation in as-deposited CZTO films as a function of dist from sample center quite homogenous [Measure with EDX on 275-350 nm thick film so absolute quantification inaccurate]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[167]</td>
<td>248 nm 4 Hz RT-130 °C 5 cm target-substrate dist, 3.75 mm2 spot</td>
<td>2.8 J/cm^2, 20000 pulses so 1 hr 20 min. Ablation threshold at 2 J/cm^2</td>
<td>0.006-0.03 mbar (Ar?) (pump to 10-6 mbar first)</td>
<td>EDX of 90-300 nm films, so measured change in composition may be an effect of thickness. Apparently Zn-rich, higher pressure gives less Cu in films. Apparently Cu-rich droplets, [difficult to measure droplet composition accurately]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[165]</td>
<td>1064 Nd:YAG, 25 ns, 10 Hz Corning glass, RT to 500 °C</td>
<td>1.5 J/cm^2</td>
<td>Vacuum</td>
<td>Se- and Sn-poor relative to target and to ideal composition.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PLD of CZTSe at 1064 nm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>PLD specs</th>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Fluence</th>
<th>Pressure</th>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Main results/notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[163]</td>
<td>1064 Nd:YAG 10 ns 20-30 Hz Room temperature</td>
<td>Quartz increase fluence from 2.5 to 7.5 J/cm^2 to prevent Cu2S on the target.</td>
<td>H2S</td>
<td>RBS: From Zn-rich / Sn-poor target get slightly Zn-rich, Sn-poor, S-stoichiometric films. Cannot resolve Cu/Zn RBS peak, so deposited Cu-free film to confirm S stoichiometric at high fluence only with high (0.05 mbar) H2S pressure and low (20 Hz) rep rate.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cu and Zn/Sn target. H2S gas sulfurizes Cu target unless high fluence is used. As-deposited films peel off in air. Anneal in N2 at 300-400 °C; relieve strain, better adhesion and also CZTS XRD & Raman peaks. Do not check ZnS with UV Raman.
Appendix F

Reference matrix for PLD of ZnS

References on PLD of ZnS are shown below, while references on PLD CZTS were shown in Appendix E.
Table F.1: Literature on PLD of ZnS, ordered from most recent (2015) to oldest (1993)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>PLD type</th>
<th>Fluence (J/cm²)</th>
<th>Pressure (mbar)</th>
<th>Substrate temp (°C)</th>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[201]</td>
<td>248 nm KrF, 20 ns</td>
<td>1-7.8</td>
<td>Ar 0.003</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>(111) oriented cubic and/or (001) oriented hex on (100)-oriented Si. For high Cr-content, some hex phase</td>
<td>Cr-doped ZnS (Cr 2-5 atomic %). Cr-content increases with fluence. XRD FWHM lowest for lowest Cr-content (and lowest fluence).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[12]</td>
<td>248 nm KrF</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Vacuum $10^{-8}$</td>
<td>100-250-350</td>
<td>Zinc blende (cubic) on porous Si. Luminescence (blue-green) ascribed to defect centers in the band gap</td>
<td>Higher deposition temp -&gt; better luminescence, larger grains.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[200]</td>
<td>248 nm KrF</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Vacuum $10^{-8}$</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Zinc blende (cubic) on porous Si after vacuum anneal at 300 C</td>
<td>Longer anneal at 300 C -&gt; larger grains (smaller FWHM of XRD peak)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[200]</td>
<td>1064 nm Nd:YAG, 10 ns</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>450 (whole chamber is heated)</td>
<td>Cubic/hex nanoparticle films</td>
<td>Aim to obtain bimetallic clusters of ZnCoS (where Co-substitutes Zn on some lattice sites). Use 2 % Co target; deposits were Co-enriched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[261]</td>
<td>248 nm, 25 ns, 10 MHz</td>
<td>400 mJ</td>
<td>$2*10^{-7}$</td>
<td>200, 300, 400</td>
<td>Si, fused silica substrates. Cubic phase as-deposited at 200 C (maybe with a bit of wurtzite mixed in? side peak), wurtzite phase at 300, 400 C</td>
<td>RBS evaluation of composition: 51 % Zn, 49 % S at 400 C.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued on Next Page...
Table F.1 – Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>PLD type</th>
<th>Fluence (J/cm²)</th>
<th>Pressure (mbar)</th>
<th>Substrate temp (°C)</th>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[262]</td>
<td>Nd:YAG, 5 ns, 10 Hz</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>25, 400</td>
<td>Si (100) substrates. Cubic ZnS at 450 C, 266 nm and 25 C, 532 nm. Cubic/amorphous mix at 25 C, 266 nm. 532 nm at 450 C; nanoparticles with mixed hex/cubic phase.</td>
<td>Film thickness increased when substrate temperature increased from 25 to 450 C. UV results in smooth films, 532 nm gives particulates up to hundreds of nm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[197]</td>
<td>248 nm KrF</td>
<td>3-5</td>
<td>0₂ 10⁻⁸</td>
<td>450-725</td>
<td>Hexagonal on sapphire. Higher dep temperature gives smaller FWHM of XRD peaks</td>
<td>Beam-target angle 30°. Higher dep temperature gives higher surface roughness due to crystal growth, lower growth rate (re-evaporation) and higher band gap energy (from Tauc plot based on transmittance). No ZnO detected. (assume same laser as Chung et al. 2009, Ferroelectrics)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[84]</td>
<td>248 nm 25 ns</td>
<td>200 mJ</td>
<td>10⁻⁵</td>
<td>20-600</td>
<td>Cubic (111)-oriented on quartz glass at ALL temps. Smaller FWHM of XRD peaks at higher temp.</td>
<td>Dense, smooth films, 30 nm grains. Increased band gap with increasing deposition temp. XRF shows somewhat S-rich films, decreasing S-content (from 52 % towards 50 %) with increasing deposition temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[199]</td>
<td>355 nm Nd:YAG, 5 ns pulses</td>
<td>0.3 J/cm², 5*10⁻² mbar</td>
<td>400</td>
<td></td>
<td>They claim cubic ZnS but there are unidentified peaks (not hex ZnS, not Zn)</td>
<td>330 nm thick film. Excitonic transitions below band gap</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued on Next Page...
Table F.1 - Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>PLD type</th>
<th>Fluence (J/cm²)</th>
<th>Pressure (mbar)</th>
<th>Substrate temp (°C)</th>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[198]</td>
<td>248 nm KrF, 20 ns pulses</td>
<td>2 J/cm²</td>
<td>H₂S: Ar mix (25 % H₂S) up to 0.1 mbar</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>Epitaxial cubic ZnS on (111) YSZ at 0.1 mbar Mix cubic/hex epitaxial ZnS on (111) YSZ at lower pressure Non-epitaxial growth (?)polycrystalline?) of cubic and maybe hex ZnS on (001) YSZ</td>
<td>Substrate chosen because it is transparent though the lattice mismatch with ZnS is 5 %. Attribute absorption in monocrystalline sample to exciton A in zinc-blende at approx 3.8 eV. Mix cubic/hex sample has broad photoluminescence peak from sulfur vacancy or stacking faults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[263]</td>
<td>193 nm ArF</td>
<td>2 J/cm²</td>
<td>Ar: 0.7</td>
<td>150, 250, 350, 450</td>
<td>On (001) Si and ITO coated glass substrates: cubic at 150 C, mix hex/cubic at higher temperatures. Mostly hex at 450 C. Film orientation different on the two substrates.</td>
<td>ZnS:Mn. Focus on ellipsometry and photoluminescence changes at different temperatures. Increasing band gap with increasing temperature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[76]</td>
<td>XeCl 308 nm laser 10 Hz</td>
<td>123 mJ</td>
<td>10⁻⁵</td>
<td>150-250</td>
<td>Si. Orientation of ZnS to match Si substrate (1 0 0). Thick films also have (1 1 1) peak matching target</td>
<td>ZnS:Ag,Cl Without background gas, the plume partially erodes the new layers resulting in slow growth and smooth appearance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[264]</td>
<td>248 nm KrF 10 Hz</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10⁻⁶</td>
<td>200-700</td>
<td>Cubic on Si (001); (1 1 1) oriented at 600 C, (1 0 0) oriented at 700 C</td>
<td>ZnS+ species are present along with Zn+ and S+ in plume (most Zn+ and S+). Decreasing growth rate with increasing T (re-evaporation of Zn+ and S+ species?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[81]</td>
<td>248 nm KrF 10 Hz</td>
<td>20 J/cm²</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>RT-700</td>
<td>Hex on Si and sapphire Amorphous at RT (but they have an XRD peak, only a wide one?)</td>
<td>Growth rate drops with T (especially above 550 C) Band gap E increases with T Film close to stoichiometric (indistinguishable from standard +/- 1 % by EDS measurement)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued on Next Page...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>PLD type</th>
<th>Fluence (J/cm²)</th>
<th>Pressure (mbar)</th>
<th>Substrate temp (°C)</th>
<th>Structure Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[106]</td>
<td>XeCl 308 nm</td>
<td>0.02-2</td>
<td>0.8-10 bar</td>
<td>RT</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Study the ablation threshold of ZnS thin films under high pressure. Harder to ablate thinner films (200 vs 600 nm vs bulk) due to heat transport by Si-substrate, harder to ablate under pressure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[79]</td>
<td>248 nm KrF laser</td>
<td>1.5x3 mm spot size, 50 Hz</td>
<td>2.5 J/cm²</td>
<td>Ar $10^{-3}$</td>
<td>SnO₂ and ITO coated glass. High background pressure gives better crystallinity and higher cathode luminescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ZnS:Mn target. Anneal at 450 deg C for 2 hrs in Ar at $10^{-3}$ mbar. Stoichiometry best at short target-substrate distance, Zn proportion increases at long distances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[137]</td>
<td>193 nm ArF 10 Hz</td>
<td>15 ns pulse Spot 2 mm²</td>
<td>1.2-1.5 J/cm²</td>
<td>$5\times10^{-8}$ Ar gas added at varied pressure</td>
<td>(111) and (100) InP, GaAs substrate, 300 C best crystallinity. Above 400 C, bad surface morphology, loss of S/Se (100) substrate: (100)-oriented cubic crystal. (111) substrate: cubic ZnS as well. Glass: random in-plane orientation, still cubic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Collective investigation of ZnS, ZnSe, CdS, CdSe, CdTe. Substrate-target dist varied, optimized for ZnS at 10 cm with 1.2 J/cm². High dep rate (high laser repetition rate) gives defects b/c atoms need time to migrate (10 Hz is low enough to avoid this)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[78]</td>
<td>248 nm 50-100 Hz</td>
<td>20 ns pulse</td>
<td>2.5 ? 20 J/cm²</td>
<td>N₂ $10^{-3}$</td>
<td>Borocilicate glass. Mix of hex and cubic ZnS - ? or not clear? Mostly hex after anneal ? or at least more crystalline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mg-doped ZnS target Stoichiometry: More Zn at high fluence, more S at low fluence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[196]</td>
<td>248 nm KrF 1 Hz</td>
<td>35 ns pulse</td>
<td>0.2-1.5 J/cm²</td>
<td>$2\times10^{-5}$</td>
<td>Substrate T from 150 to 450 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GaAs Epitaxial growth. Films faulted near interface with GaAs. Optimum T 325°C judged from XRD rocking curve minimum. Films 275 nm thick (± 25 nm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix G

Material constants
Table G.1: Thermal properties of S, Zn, Sn, Cu, Ag, ZnS, cubic Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ and CZTS [265, 266, 105, 267]. $T_m$: melting point (1 atm); $T_b$: boiling point (1 atm); $C_p$: Specific heat at 273-300 K; $E_{atom}$: cohesive energy. Numbers for S refer to the monoclinic form. Below 95°C, S is in rhombohedral form, 2.2 g/cm$^3$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>density ($\rho$)</th>
<th>$T_m$ (K)</th>
<th>$T_b$ (K)</th>
<th>$C_p$ (J/g K)</th>
<th>$\Delta H_{fus}$ (kJ/mol)</th>
<th>$\Delta H_{vap}$ (kJ/mol)</th>
<th>$E_{atom}$ (eV/atom)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>445</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn</td>
<td>7.14</td>
<td>693</td>
<td>1180</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sn</td>
<td>7.30</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>2705</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>3.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>8.94</td>
<td>1357</td>
<td>2840</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>1234</td>
<td>2483</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>3.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$-ZnS</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>1293</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$-ZnS</td>
<td>4.1 (1020)²</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTS (cubic)</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1110-1120</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZTS</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>1239</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

² phase transition from $\beta$-ZnS to $\alpha$-ZnS

Table G.2: Thermal diffusivity and thermal diffusion length assuming a power pulse of 5 ns for S, Cu, Zn, Sn, Ag, ZnS, cubic Cu$_2$SnS$_3$ and CZTS as well as the band gap $E_g$ for the semiconductors [105, 265, 266, 268]. Numbers for S refer to the monoclinic form. Below 95°C, S is in rhombohedral form, 2.2 g/cm$^3$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Thermal diffusivity, $\kappa_{th}$ (W/cm K)</th>
<th>$\kappa_{th}$ (µm)</th>
<th>Thermal diffusion length, $l_{th}$ (µm)</th>
<th>$E_g$ (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sn</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$-ZnS</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$-ZnS</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTS cubic</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZTS</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

... phase transition from $\beta$-ZnS to $\alpha$-ZnS
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